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SUMMARY 
A number of improved numerical models have been develop-
ed to predict the beam radiation from global radiation data. 
The analysis was based on five years of hourly radiation data 
collected at the Solar Total Energy Project in Shenandoah, 
Georgia. 
Previously developed empirical correlations relate hour-
ly values of the beam transmittance, z\^ - beam normal radi-
ation over the extraterrestrial normal radiation, to clear-
ness index, k-t - global radiation over the extraterrestrial 
global radiation. The relationship of r^-kt, though, is not 
deterministic. Some the observed variation was explained by a 
seasonal dependence. Improved performance was achieved by 
introducing a third variable, either the atmospheric air-mass 
(m)/ or the temporal variation coefficient, n* a new dimen-
sionless parameter used to describe the sky condition without 
using any meteorological information. 
Seasonal effects on solar radiation caused by cloudiness 
and air quality were found to be significant and two methods 
were developed to account for this phenomenon. The air-mass 
dependence of solar radiation was examined through a study of 
the relationships between CcD-m) and (kf-m). A simple clear 
sky beam transmittance model was developed for the region, 
XXV 
although it was shown that clearest skies are not necessarily 
site specific. 
Two improved beam radiation models were developed, 
relating three variables at a time - namely (kt,m,T]3) and 
(kt/H/^b)* These correlations have significantly increased 
the predictive powers of the beam radiation model, without 
compensating for additional input information. These models 
can predict different values of beam radiation for a given 
day and over the year, for the same value of global radiation 
which is what is observed. Several surface fitting techniques 
were used to generate the response surface among which are, a 
best RMS triangulation method, an inversely weighted fit 
method, and a fifth-degree polynomial fit. 
The work satisfies a major deficiency in solar radiation 
modeling by providing the most accurate up-to-date models for 
the southeast United States. The proposed models were 
validated with data from the National Observatory of Athens, 
Greece. The good performance of the models is reassuring of 




Solar Energy has developed substantially in the last two 
decades. Technological advances in the area continuously open 
new horizons, and exciting opportunities for different 
applications are being found. This chapter is intended to 
provide a brief overview of the significance of solar energy 
and outline the goals to be accomplished by this work. 
1.1 The Solar Energy Option 
Solar Energy is a superficially new branch of technology 
which has hopefully and auspiciously appeared on the interna-
tional stage. 
The beginning of the exploitation of solar heat can be 
traced throughout the ages. One should connect it with the 
existence of the oracles. As Plutarch says, the light of the 
altar at the oracles should be transmitted from "a clean and 
immaculate flame" that only the sun could offer with the help 
of the ''OKCtctJeta", the concave mirrors the Hestiades virgins 
used in order to focus the solar rays. 
Much later there appears the man, who became famous in 
mechanics and was praised by all to the highest degree -
2 
Archimedes - who burned the attacking Roman fleet at Syracuse 
in 212 BC, by using the sun's power. In the Byzantine period 
the exploits of Archimedes were duplicated during a siege of 
Constantinoples, by the mathematician and Neoplatonic 
philosopher Proclus, who it appears was unaware of 
Archimedes' feat. 
It is of course not possible to enumerate everything 
that occurred in between those distant dates and our days, 
which in any event is not within the scope of this work. 
There is only one observation to be made: why did that old 
idea remain unexploited for so many centuries? 
One of the reasons, most certainly, is that during the 
centuries that have elapsed, our present day needs did not 
exist in their pressing forms. Another reason that has also 
contributed is that we rarely refer to the past. One should 
not oversee the fact that several times old and forgotten 
methods, brought back from oblivion, have been discovered as 
concealing useful knowledge and ingenious ideas which, appli-
ed and perfected, can in many cases benefit modern man. 
One can only wonder what perfection the present times 
would have reached if a systematic exploitation of solar 
energy had begun long ago. Still, a bright future lies ahead 
of us. Upcoming developments of this branch of technological 
endeavor will no doubt lead to new exciting ways to use solar 
energy, and hereby promote human welfare and happiness. 
3 
Why shouldn't the same thing happen with solar energy as 
occurred with electricity? The pioneers of electrical energy 
considered electricity as a means of conducting experimental 
research and they may have dimly foreseen in it a source of 
light. They certainly did not imagine that it would produce 
the endless series of modern applications, and in such a 
comparatively short time. 
Although the energy crisis of the 1970's was ignited by 
political reasons, a new and even more severe problem will 
soon evolve. Fossil fuel reserves, according to Tabor (1985) 
and others, will last decades, not centuries. Thus, it is of 
utmost importance for the human race that alternative energy 
sources be considered. 
At an annual increase of world energy consumption of 
about five percent, the proven reserves of the three major 
fossil fuels - oil, gas, and coal - would last about a 
century, while the ultimate reserves, including sources not 
considered exploitable at present, would extend this a 
further century. 
Tabor (1985) believes that renewable sources are the 
only options available to solve the forthcoming energy short-
ages. Limitations on the development of solar energy, of 
course, exist. There should be no excuse though for not 
exploiting solar energy whenever possible. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
Radiation from the sun is the primary source of most 
energy used by mankind. The life expectancy of fossil and 
nuclear reserves are difficult to determine with accuracy. 
However, the earth's supply of fuels is limited and severe 
shortages of this form of fuel are possible within the near 
future. 
The technologies of solar energy show promise for appli-
cations in all major economic sectors - residential, com-
mercial, industrial, transportation, and utility. At the 
present stage though, and for the future economic viability 
of this technology, every application must show good perform-
ance. For that reason, one needs to be successful in the 
initial design stage (i.e. site selection, performance 
prediction of active or passive solar systems) before a 
design weakness results in a costly aftermath. 
Local solar radiation data can provide a complete 
picture of the solar potential for the region of interest. 
Such information is of capital importance to anyone involved 
in the preliminary design, analysis, and modeling of solar 
energy systems. 
Several other disciplines, such as architecture and 
environmental engineering, require knowledge of the availa-
bility of local solar radiation. Radiation information is 
also greatly needed for agricultural purposes (a key factor 
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in evaluating the soil moisture status, which greatly affects 
agricultural yields). 
There is indeed a wide spectrum of applications for 
solar radiation data. However, the complexity and cost of a 
reliable radiation measuring network may prohibit their 
deployment. Worldwide, there is a limited number of stations 
with many regional gaps. As a result, many users are forced 
to collect their own solar radiation data. Such data collect-
ion efforts can delay solar energy applications or related 
projects for a considerable amount of time. 
Thus, it is desirable to have other alternatives avail-
able that can provide accurate information on the local solar 
radiation data and in addition, substantiate and/or comple-
ment observations. This situation has made the development of 
models for estimating the solar radiation components a high 
priority among solar energy researchers. 
1.3 Obj ective 
The main objective of this work is to develop the most 
accurate, up-to-date numerical models for the Southeast 
region of the United States to predict the solar radiation 
components. Such information is generally needed in order to 
calculate the radiation on tilted surfaces (such as thermal 
or photovoltaic solar collectors) and assessing the perform-
ance of concentrating collectors. 
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This work has been intentionally established upon the 
simplest possible practical basis, the dependable and common-
ly measured global radiation. The developed empirical corre-
lations were based on five years of data collected at the 
Solar Total Energy Project, which is located in Shenandoah, 
Georgia (33.4042° N, 84.7478° W). 
The development of our models proceeded through a series 
of sequential steps. The first step examined annual, and 
seasonal variations in the relationship between tD (the beam 
transmittance, defined as the ratio of the beam normal to the 
extraterrestrial normal radiation), and kt (the clearness 
index, defined as the ratio of global to extraterrestrial 
global radiation) based on the available five year data. The 
next step looked for clues which would clarify the effect of 
parametric variables on the relationship between xD and kt.. 
The analysis of the developed correlations may be used 
to provide an insight on how easily measured and/or calcu-
lated variables can be related to other useful but usually 
unavailable solar radiation components (beam or diffuse). It 
should be noted though, that all of the work is limited to 
solar radiation information, with meteorological and other 
variables being used only to substantiate either observations 
or conclusions made during the progress of the analysis. 
In the conclusion of this work, the best correlation 
should incorporate information that qualifies to explain the 
physics of the phenomenon which links the beam and global 
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radiation but does not overcomplicate the model. Our inten-
tion is to keep the developed model more accurate than other 
available correlations, but at the same time minimizing the 
amount of input information required to facilitate future 
implementation. 
The development of the proposed solar radiation network 
by the Southern Company across the southeast United States 
will provide a complete data base for the region in the near 
future. This network is to provide hourly global radiation 
measurements from several unattended remote stations, 
scattered in the region. 
The procedures presented in this work may then be used 
to decompose the global radiation to its components, depend-
ing on the nature of the application. Thus, it becomes 
evident that our search for dependable correlations to 
predict beam radiation is bounded by our objective to limit 
required input to only solar radiation data. This is a 
condition that the final product of this work must satisfy. 
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CHAPTER II 
SOLAR RADIATION PRINCIPLES 
The sun's structure and characteristics determine the 
nature of the energy that it radiates into space. This 
chapter is intended to provide some basic information on 
solar radiation and related terminology. The various 
components of solar radiation are introduced, along with 
other fundamentals that are provided as background for the 
proceeding discussion. 
2.1 Theoretical Fundamentals of Solar Radiation 
The sun is a giant nuclear fusion reactor, converting 4 
million tons of hydrogen to helium per second, and emitting 
about 39.06 1025 W of energy (short wavelength radiation) 
towards the earth every year. There are conflicting reports 
in the literature on periodic variations of intrinsic solar 
radiation. According to measurements conducted during the 
last 60 years, there are small variations (within approxi-
mately +1 percent) with different periodicities and variation 
related to sunspot activities, Sabatino, Demarque, and Endal 
(1985). 
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Measurements from Nimbus and Mariner satellites over 
periods of several months showed variations within limits of 
+ 0.2 percent, Frohlich (1977), over a time when sunspot 
activity was very low. For the purposes of this work, and 
until reliable measurements indicate otherwise, the energy 
emitted by the sun can be considered constant. 
In any event, such changes of solar irradiance cannot 
produce a detectable effect on earth. These changes are less 
than those due to the eccentricity of earth's orbit, and far 
less than the day-to-day fluctuations of solar flux due to 
global changes in cloud cover. For more information on solar 
variability, the reader is referred to Studies in Geophysics 
(1982). 
Although the earth intercepts but a minute fraction of 
the energy released by the sun, that falling on the earth's 
atmosphere occurs at the rate of 5.4 1024 Joules per year, or 
170 trillion Kilowatts. This is some 27000 times the energy 
produced by all human-made systems in the world. 
From that energy, according to recent estimates, about 
6% is either reflected or scattered back into space by the 
atmosphere, 20% is reflected by clouds, 3% is absorbed by 
clouds and 16% by the atmosphere, and 51% heats the earth's 
surface. Finally, 4% of the incoming radiation is reflected 
back into space from the earth's surface, presumably without 
any effect on the earth or its atmosphere. 
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Earth, of course, radiates away an equivalent amount of 
energy, in the form of longwave or infrared radiation, thus 
maintaining the earth's average temperature at around 45° F. 
About 30% of the sun's energy is reflected without affecting 
the earth's temperatures. Of the remaining 70%, 6% flows from 
the earth's surface directly into space, another 15% heats 
the atmosphere, and 59% is radiated into space (e.g. by deli-
very of the latent heat in water vapor, and rising warm air 
masses). 
Exact measurements of the energy flow have been made 
historically from satellites and balloons. It is expected 
though that the new Earth Radiation Budget Satellite, deploy-
ed by the shuttle Challenger during its late 1984 mission, 
will produce data that, when combined with readings from the 
unmanned weather satellites of the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA), will provide the most complete 
measurements to date. 
On the average, 99% of the sun's radiation reaching the 
earth falls in the spectral range between 0.29 pm and 4 pm, 
Dogniaux et al. (1984). The radiation occurring in this 
spectrum is referred to as solar radiation. Radiation in the 
spectral range longer than 4 pm dominates the terrestrial 
radiation emitted by the earth. 
Results also presented also by Bird (1981) indicate that 
for a reasonable range of cloud-free atmospheric conditions, 
the broad band incoming solar radiation is attenuated by 
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atmospheric constituents in the following order: aerosols 
attenuate the most, molecular scattering is next in import-
ance and water vapor absorption is third. Attenuation by 
ozone, carbon dioxide, and oxygen is nominal. 
The energy from the sun, per unit time, received on a 
unit area of surface of the radiation, at the earth's mean 
distance from the sun (one Astronomical Unit=l.495 101JL m), 
outside of the atmosphere, is called the solar constant 
(Gsc). In the past, measurements to determine the value of 
the solar constant were made from ground based instruments 
(that is, after parts of the incoming solar radiation had 
been absorbed or scattered). 
Later on, additional measurements were made from high 
peak mountains that helped to better estimations of its 
value. Initially, the value assigned to Gsc by C,G. Abbot and 
his colleagues at the Smithsonian Institution was 1322 W/m2. 
Johnson (1954) updated this value to 1395 W/m2. 
Several attempts have been made to measure accurately 
the exact value of the constant and investigate its seasonal 
variation. There is still, though, disagreement between 
researchers on its absolute value, Thekaekara (1976). Some of 
the values that have been historically assigned to Gsc are 
listed in Table 2.1, adapted from Lowry (1980). There will be 
some time before one can say with certainty how much of the 
variability of the published values of Gsc is due to observa-
tional error, to errors of extrapolation from within to out-
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side the earth's atmosphere, or to actual temporal variabi-
lity of the sun's power. 
Table 2.1 
A Sample of Published Values for the Solar Constant 
Published by Value (W m"2) Notes 
Kondratyev, 196 9 
Kosters et al, 1969 
Shaw, 1930 
Godske et al, 1957 
Willson et al, 1980 
Willson et al, 1980 
Hickey et al, 1980 
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The value of the solar constant to be used in this work 
is 1367 W/m2, adopted by the World Meteorological 
Organization (1978). Knowledge of the exact value of the 
solar constant is not fundamentally important for our study. 
In our analysis, the solar constant is only a normalizing 
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factor and the adopted value should be continued to be used 
in relation to this work. 
2.2 Solar Radiation Components 
In the literature, solar radiation arriving on a surface 
is variously termed irradiation (or radiant exposure), inso-
lation, radiation, irradiance, radiance, intensity, radiant 
flux, radiant flux density, etc. It is necessary to adopt a 
minimum set of terms and explain their meaning, since there 
are distinctions between terms expressing the quantity of 
energy and those denoting the rate of energy. 
Irradiation, J m"2, refers to the incident energy per 
unit area on a surface during a given period of time (usually 
an hour or a day). Insolation is an alternative term, and 
applies specifically to solar energy irradiation, but has 
fallen into indefinite usage. It is customary to use the 
symbol "I" for hourly or other shorter period irradiation 
values, while "H" denotes daily values. In both cases, H and 
I, can represent any component of solar radiation, and can be 
on surfaces of any orientation. 
Irradiance, W m~2, is the same as radiant flux density 
or flux. It refers to the rate at which radiant energy is 
incident upon a surface, per unit area of that surface. 
Usually the symbol "G" is used, with appropriate subscripts 
to denote the appropriate component and reference surface of 
solar radiation. 
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Radiation is employed in a generic sense, and its mean-
ing should be obvious from the context. Intensity, W/m2/sr, 
refers to the irradiance from a particular direction and 
contained within a unit solid angle, on an area normal to the 
direction of radiation. 
The solar (total) radiation is composed of the beam and 
scattered radiation. Each of these terms is defined as 
follows and illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Beam Radiation (Ifcn) is the component of solar radiation 
received from the sun with minimal or no scattering by the 
atmosphere. It is composed of the direct and the near circum-
solar radiation components. According to Grether et. al. 
(1975), from measurements made at Berkeley, California, the 
amount of irradiance from the immediate vicinity of the sun 
(near circumsolar, within 3" of the sun-earth vector) was 
typically 1.75 percent of the direct irradiance. In practice, 
beam radiation is measured with a standard pyrheliometer. 
Scattered Radiation is the component of solar radiation 
received from the sun after its direction has been changed 
due to scattering by the atmosphere or clouds (the so-called, 
sky radiation) and ground reflected radiation (the so-called, 
foreground radiation). As a result of these interactions, 
part of the incoming solar radiation is diffused anisotro-
pically. In practice, scattered radiation is measured with a 
shaded pyranometer. The sky radiation when measured on the 
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to in literature as diffuse radiation, a term that actually 
describes the nature of the process for both sky and fore-
ground radiation. The term "dome" for full sky radiation 
allows the retention of the standard mnemonic subscript, fld". 
Total Radiation (I) is the sum of the beam and scattered 
radiation received on a surface. In practice, the total 
radiation is measured with a pyranometer. These measurements 
can be made on the horizontal (the so-called, global 
radiation), on a tilted plane {usually at the latitude 
angle), or on a tracking plane. 
Accepted notation of different subscripts used on G, H, 
and I are as follows: 
"o" refers to radiation above the earth's atmosphere 
(extraterrestrial radiation), 
"bH and "d" refer to beam and sky radiation on the 
horizontal (the latter is the dome radiation), and 
"T" and "n" refer to radiation on tilted or normal 
planes. If neither T or n appear, the radiation is on a 
horizontal plane. 
Historically, global radiation has been measured in 
several parts of the world, as well as the United States. 
Experience has also proved that global radiation values are 
the most dependable measurements. 
On the other hand, the consistently adequate operation 
of pyrheliometers, being a tracking instrument, is demanding 
on time and other resources (e.g., frequent adjustment). As a 
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result, exact and reliable beam normal radiation data is not 
so readily available as global, pyranometer, data. As a 
matter of fact, many meteorological stations have not record-
ed beam normal radiation, probably due to the instrument's 
complexity. Available sources of solar radiation data are 




The availability of solar energy at the earth's surface 
is not uniform. It depends primarily on the optical state of 
the atmosphere and the apparent daily motion of the sun 
across the celestial vault. This chapter reviews some princi-
ples of solar astronomy and the sun's apparent motion about 
an observer on earth. 
Balaras (1985) developed a FORTRAN algorithm called 
HELGO (Appendix A) based on the so-called low precision 
formulas to calculate the position of the sun. HELGO provides 
an acceptable level of precision and accuracy. For the 
purpose of this work, where we are dealing with solar 
radiation analysis, an accuracy of +_ 0.5 to 1.0 degrees is 
satisfactory. The following discussion reviews the principles 
that have been implemented in HELGO. 
3.1 The Position of the Sun 
The position of the sun relative to a specific point on 
the earth, varies throughout the day and season, due to the 
spin of the earth around its axis and to its orbit around the 
sun. The earth revolves around the sun in an elliptical orbit 
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of small eccentricity. 
The earth's motion about the sun is affected primarily 
by the gravitational attraction between the earth and the 
sun. For simplicity, we will ignore any other influences of 
the other planets and assume that the earth is the only 
celestial object orbiting the sun. 
Since the sun has a much greater mass than the planets, 
one can assume that the sun remains approximately stationary 
as the earth moves in its orbit. According to Kepler's First 
Law (Law of Ellipse-1609) the orbit of each planet is an 
ellipse, with the sun located at one of the focuses, as 
indicated in Figure 3.1. The amount by which the orbit 
deviates from circularity, that is, the eccentricity (e) of 
the ellipse, is very small, and can be defined as: 
c 
e = (3.1) 
a 
where c = distance from the center to a focus, and 
a = semimajor axis. 
In Figure 3.1 the eccentricity of the earth's orbit is exag-
gerated for purposes of illustration. 
The fixed plane containing the earth's orbit is called 
the ecliptic plane. The earth's axis of rotation is tilted at 
23°26.5' (1984 value) with respect to the ecliptic plane 
(Figure 3.1). This angle is called the obliquity of the 
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ecliptic, E, and can be considered fixed for our purposes 
The actual decrease is approximately 47 arc-sec per century. 
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Figure 3.1 Earth's Elliptical Orbit Around the Sun 
3.2 The Motion of the Earth 
Let S be the sun's center and OEO" the ellipse, with S 
at one focus, in which the earth makes its annual revolution 
as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Consider the circle CE'C (same 
area) with its center at S and its radius SE'= 1/2 (00*)=a. 
This is a hypothetical circular orbit. 
The earth, E, orbiting the sun on an elliptic orbit is 
called eccentric earth, while E' orbiting the sun on a circ-
ular motion is called mean earth. The mean earth is assumed 
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to revolve about the sun with the same period as the 
eccentric earth. 
Figure 3.2 Variation in the Motion of the Mean and Eccentric 
Earth 
There are two angles of interest, namely 0§E and CSE1. 
These angles are called respectively, eccentric anomaly (TM) 
and mean anomaly (M). The orbital velocities according to 
Kepler's Second Law are non-uniform, but vary in an angular 
fashion (Law of Equal Areas - 1609). The farther the earth is 
from the sun, the more slowly it moves in its orbit. The 
speed of the planet is actually inversely proportional to the 
square of the distance at the Aphelion and the Perihelion. 
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The eccentric earth returns to the Perihelion in an 
interval called the anomalistic year (365.2596 mean solar 
days), which is slightly longer than the time it takes for 
the earth to make one complete circuit of its orbit (360°) 
relative to the stars (the so-called sidereal year). Earth's 
sidereal year is equal to 365.256 34 ephemeric days (or 
3.155815 107 seconds). This is due to the influence of the 
planets on the axis of the earth's orbit. 
The mean earth completes its orbit during the same 
period, but it travels at a constant angular rate. As a 
result, when both the eccentric and mean earth make a 
complete revolution about the sun, they are again aligned 
with the sun's position at the Perihelion. Since the anoma-
listic year is 365.2596 days, the mean anomaly (M) is: 
360 
M = M0 + (- days) d (3.2) 
365.2596 
where M0 = mean anomaly at standard epoch, and 
d = time in days in Universal Time since the standard 
epoch. 
An epoch is simply another aspect of time, and is no 
more than a point of time selected as a fixed reference. It 
so happens that a scholar named Joseph Scaliger in 1582 first 
conceived the idea and proposed the Julian System. This 
system takes as the arbitrary initial epoch 12:00 Universal 
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Time (UT) January 1, 4713 BC. The Julian Date (JD) at this 
instant was by definition zero. 
It is obvious that such an early starting epoch creates 
large numbers laborious to handle in calculations. Various 
other fundamental epochs have been suggested and in many 
cases the standard epoch is considered to be 12:00 UT January 
1, 2000 (or indicated as J 2000). Then Equation 3.2 becomes: 
M = 357.528 + 0.985600 d. (3.3) 
Equation 3.3 is better than the "low precision" formulas 
given by Watt (1978) and Cooper (1969), and is equivalent to 
the equation included in the Almanac for Computers (1984). 
Equation 3.3 should be accurate to 0.01° until year 2050. 
The time of a phenomenon in days since 0 January 0*1 UT, 
d, is calculated from: 
N + (6n - A) 
d « (morning), or (3.4) 
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N + (29n - A) 
d = (evening) (3.5) 
24 
where N = Day of the year, 
0 = Longitude of Perihelion, and 
A = Sun's true longitude, A=TM+p, in hours. 
It is desirable that we have available an expression to 
calculate the earth-sun distance, since the solar radiation 
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arriving at the top of the earth's atmosphere varies with the 
square of the distance to the sun. Roberts and Boksenberg 
(1985) provide a relation based on the mean anomaly: 
R m = 1.00014 - 0.01671 cos(M) - 0.00014 cos(2M) (3.6) 
For 1983, the daily values of the mean distance of sun-
earth, Rm in astronomical units, were calculated, with the 
following characteristic values: 
(Rm)min *.0.98329 AU on January 3, 1983, and 
(%)max = 1-01699 AU on July 6, 1983. 
The variation of the sun-earth distance, +_1.685 percent, is 
due to the eccentricity of the earth's orbit around the sun. 
The principal result is a +3.4" percent variation in the 
amount of radiation that reaches the earth's outer atmo-
sphere. 
The units of Rm (the mean distance between the earth and 
the sun) are in astronomical units (AU). The astronomical 
unit is defined as the length of the radius of the unper-
turbed circular orbit of a body of negligible mass (compared 
to the sun) moving around the sun with a sidereal angular 
velocity of 0.017202098950 radian per day of 86400 ephemeras 
seconds (1AU=1.4959787 1011 meters). 
3*3 The Celestial Vault 
For many purposes, star positions may be represented by 
points on the surface of an imaginary sphere of arbitrary 
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radius, centered at the earth's center. Such a unit sphere is 
called the Celestial Vault. The rotation axis of the earth 
intersects this sphere at the north and south celestial 
poles. The projection of the earth's equatorial plane onto 
the celestial vault and containing the center, is called the 
celestial equator or the equinoctial (Figure 3.3). 
Figure 3.3 Basic Lines and Points of the Celestial Vault 
The equator's plane is perpendicular to the axis of 
apparent rotation of the celestial vault and it is everywhere 
90° from both celestial poles. The intersection of the great 
circle of the celestial sphere, in which the sun appears to 
perform its annual movement (the ecliptic), with the 
celestial equator provides two fixed points on the celestial 
equator 180° apart (since both are great circles). These 
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intersections are the equinoctial points (Vernal and Autumnal 
equinoctial points) or equinoxes. 
The points on the ecliptic that are 90° from the 
equinoxes are the solstitial points or solstices. An alter-
native term for the Vernal equinox is the First Point of 
Aries (y). The great circle normal to the celestial equator 
and passing through the sun, is called the hour circle. 
3.3.1 Celestial Coordinate Systems 
The position of the stars on the celestial vault can be 
defined by two perpendicular or curvilinear coordinates. 
There are four available reference planes: 
A. The Ecliptic System, 
B. The Equatorial System, 
C. The Hour Angle System, and 
D. The Horizontal System. 
A. The Ecliptic System. The primary reference plane is the 
ecliptic and the secondary is the ecliptic meridian of Aries 
(Figure 3.4). The direction of the sun, point S, can be 
defined by the ecliptic latitude and the ecliptic longitude. 
The ecliptic latitude, £, is the angular distance between the 
direction of the observer to the sun and the ecliptic 
measured in the ecliptic meridian of S from 0° to 90°. It is 
positive when measured northward and negative southward. The 
complement of the true latitude is the true polar distance. 
The true (or ecliptic) longitude, A, is the angle between the 
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ecliptic meridian of the sun and that of the equinox measured 
from the vernal equinox, y, to the east, in the ecliptic from 
0° to 360°. 
Figure 3.4 The Ecliptic System of Coordinates (p and k) 
B. The Equatorial System. The primary reference plane is the 
celestial equator and the secondary is the plane defined by 
the NCP and SCP on the celestial vault - the equinoctial 
colure (Figure 3.5). Let S be the arbitrary position of the 
sun on the celestial vault. Its direction is given by the 
declination, 6, and the right ascension, RA. The right 
ascension is the angle between the hour angle of S and the 
equinoctial colure, measured from the vertical equinox, y, to 
the east in the plane of the celestial equator from 0*1 to 24*1 
or from 0° to 360°. 
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Figure 3.5 The Equatorial System of Coordinates (6 and RA) 
C. The Hour Angle System. The primary reference is the 
celestial equator and the secondary is the hour circle 
containing the observer's celestial meridian (Figure 3.6). 
The direction of the sun, located at S, can be defined by the 
hour angle and declination. The hour angle, », is the angular 
distance between the hour circle and the observer's meridian. 
It is positive when measured westward from the observer. The 
declination, 6, is the angular distance from the celestial 
equator to the sun measured on the hour circle. It is taken 
with a positive sign on the northern half of the celestial 
sphere and with a negative sign on the southern half. 
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Figure "3.6 The Hour Angle System of Coordinates (6 and w) 
D. The Horizontal System. The primary plane is the celestial 
meridian (Figure 3.7). The direction of the sun, located at 
point S, can be defined by the elevation and the azimuth. The 
elevation, a, is the angular distance between the direction 
of the observer and the sun and the celestial horizon 
measured from 0° to 90° in the plane of the vertical circle 
through the position of the sun. It is considered positive 
above the horizon. Its compliment is the zenith angle, ez. 
The azimuth angle, ys, is the angular distance between the 
vertical plane of the sun and the celestial meridian of the 
observer measured from the direction of the north point to 
the east in the celestial horizon from 0° to 360°. 
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Figure 3.7 The Horizontal System of Coordinates (a and ys) 
3.3.2 Conversions Between Equatorial and Ecliptic Systems 
Consider a celestial vault composed of the equatorial 
and ecliptic systems (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). One can note that 
for the north ecliptic pole RA=270° and the longitude of the 
north celestial pole is 90°. The following relations may foe 
obtained by applying the Laws of sine, cosine and the five 
elements of spherical trigonometry on the spherical triangle 
between NEP, NCP, and S. The resulting sets of equations are 
according to McNally (1974): 
cos6 cos(RA) = cosp cosX (3.7) 
sinS = cosp sinX sine + sin}3 cose (3.8) 
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cos6 sin(RA) = cos|3 sinX cose - sin{3 sins (3.9) 
cos (3 cosX = cos6 cos(RA) (3.10) 
sin{3 = -cos6 sin(RA) sine + sin6 cose (3.11) 
cos|3 sinX = cos6 sin(RA) COSE + sin6 sins (3.12) 
If the ecliptic parameters s, X, p are known, the right 
ascension, RA, is found by dividing Equation 3.9 by Equation 
3.8, i.e. 
sins 
tan(RA) - tanX cose - tanp (3.13) 
cosX 
and 5 is given by Equation 3.8. 
If the equatorial parameters RA, 8, e are known, then X 
is found by dividing Equation 3.12 by 3.10, i.e. 
s in e 
tanX = tan(RA) cose + tan6 (3.14) 
cos(RA) 
and p is given by Equation 4.11. To determine the appropriate 
quadrant of RA or X one can check the corresponding sines and 
the signs of the cosines. 
3.3.3 Conversions Between Hour Angle and Equatorial Systems 
For practical calculations the hour angle is more useful 
than the right ascension, since it accounts for the observ-
er's local meridian and changes with the diurnal motion of 
the rotating earth. Declination is a common parameter for the 
hour angle and equatorial systems since both systems use the 
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equatorial plane as their primary reference. 
Let us consider the celestial equator viewed from the 
north pole shown in Figure 3.8. 
Figure 3.8 Relations Between the Hour Angle and Equatorial 
Systems 
We can identify the Local Sidereal Time (LST) defined as 
the hour angle of the vernal equinox: 
LST = to + RA (3.15) 
Depending on the known parameters one may solve Equation 3,15 
for either the right ascension or the hour angle. 
3.3.4 Conversions Between Horizontal and Hour Angle Systems 
Consider a celestial vault composed of the horizontal 
and hour angle systems {Figures 3.6 and 3.7). The relations 
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between the parameters of the horizon and the hour angle, 
derived from basic laws of spherical trigonometry, have been 
presented by McNally (1974) as follows: 
sine2 sinys = -cos6 sinco (3.16) 
cos02 = sin5 sin<l> + cosS cos© cos<i> (3.17) 
sin9z cosys = sin6 cos4> - cos6 cosco sin<t> (3.18) 
cos6 sinoi = -sin02 sinys (3.19) 
sinS = cos02 sin<t> + sin02 cosys coscf) (3.20) 
cos6 cosoi) = cos02 cos<t> - sin92 cosys sin<l> (3.21) 
where 
4> = astronomical or geographical latitude of a plane on 
the earth's surface, which is the complement of the 
acute angle between the astronomical vertical and 
the earth's axis of rotation, positive (negative) in 
the northern (southern) hemisphere. The astronomical 
vertical (ZN) is a line determined by the direction 
of the local gravitational field. 
If the hour angle parameters to, 6, and <J> are known, then 
the azimuth angle is found by dividing Equation 3.16 by Equa-
tion 3.18, i.e. 
cot 6 s inco 
tan0z = + tanoo sin<i> (3.22) 
COS0 
and the zenith angle is given by Equation- 3.17. 
If the horizon parameters 02, Ys>
 an<3 <t> are available, 
then the hour angle is found by dividing Equation 3.19 by 
3.21, i.e. 
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tan92 sinys tanys 
tanw = + (3.23) 
c o s <t> sin<t> 
and the declination is given by Equation 3.20. 
3.4 An Algorithm for Calculating the Position of the Sun 
The preceding discussion was intended to facilitate the 
reader in understanding the fundamental relations incorpo-
rated by the FORTRAN algorithm HELGO {Appendix A). HELGO, 
named after the Greek words HELiaci-GOnia (solar angle), is 
primarily based on subprograms written at McDonnell Douglas 
Corporation by Johnson (1984), to control the tracking of a 
high performance modular dish collector system with an 
advanced heat engine receiver. Some of the added refinements, 
though, include a correction for atmospheric refraction, an 
expression for the change in the orbital eccentricity, and an 
expression for the change in obliquity. 
3.4.1 Basic Equations for Calculating the Sun's Position 
The basic equations used by HELGO are essentially the 
so-called "lower precision" formulae from the Almanac of 
Computers. HELGO can efficiently and accurately perform the 
calculations necessary to determine the position of the sun. 
The algorithm's primary functions are computations of 
the declination, 6, the equation of time, Erp, and the 
distance of sun-earth. Function GAST, is a subprogram that 
computes the Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time, using the 
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equation of Equinoxes. Finally, Function XJDAY computes the 
Julian date. A listing of all three codes is provided in 
Appendix A. 
The irregularities in the earth's rate of rotation make 
Universal Time (the local mean time of the prime meridian) 
unsuitable for the comparison of theory with observation. 
This fact created the obvious need to be able to define with 
precision, on a uniform time scale, the instant of some 
phenomenon or observation. That was . previously called an 
epoch (J 2000). The time interval elapsed between two epochs 
measured in units of some time scale, is the so called time 
interval, and for this system: 
d = JB - TREF (3.24) 
where TREF • 2451545, or 
UT 
d = -5479.5 - N + (3.25) 
24 
where N = number of whole days since 0 UT, 0 January 1985. 
The world is divided into twenty-four zones each having 
a width of 15 degrees (one hour) of longitude, in each of 
which the same standard time is kept. The meridian of 
Greenwich is taken as the reference point and namely zone 
zero. Zones to the east are numbered negative and zones to 
the west are numbered positive, according to the number of 
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hours to be added to the local standard time (CVLT). Thus, 
UT = CVLT + ZONE (3.26) 
The STEP site is located five zones west of Greenwich, for 
which ZONE=5. Since 1966, for six months each year the time 
in each zone is advanced one hour, thus defining the daylight 
savings time (DST). One should always use standard time to 
avoid confusion. 
To determine 6 and co a change should be made from the 
horizontal plane to the equatorial reference system. The 
calculation of co from the RA was analyzed in the previous 
sections of this chapter. As a point of caution, one must 
always make sure that the hour angle is in the correct 
quadrant. To eliminate the ambiguity of sign or quadrant, use 
of the two argument arctangent function is suggested. Once 
the value of co is calculated in degrees, one can easily 
obtain the apparent solar time (AST) 
AST = co + 12n (3.27) 
so at co=0, AST=12 noon. Similarly, the mean solar time (MST) 
MST = LST + (Lst - t») (3.28) 
where LST = local standard time, 
Lst = standard longitude, 75° W, and 
I = longitude of the locality, 84.7076° W. 
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The difference between the apparent and mean solar time 
is called the equation of time (E«i«) . Thus, 
ET = AST - MST (in minutes) (3.29) 
The equation of time may also be defined as the quantity 
which must be added to the mean longitude of the sun to give 
the sun's right ascension. Knowledge of E^ allows one to 
account for both the eccentricity and the obliquity of the 
earth's orbit in time related calculations. 
The apparent and mean solar time agree four times a 
year.For example, at Greenwich the apparent solar noon varies 
between ll*1 44m 05s and I2n 14m 19s. Maximum contribution 
from earth's orbital eccentricity is approximately eight 
minutes; from earth's obliquity is approximately ten minutes. 
The apparent solar time, numerically measured by the 
hour angle of the sun plus I2n, is no longer of importance in 
time keeping. In the American Ephemeris and the British 
Astronomical Ephemeris, since 1965, the equation of time was 
eliminated and replaced by the Ephemeris Time of transit of 
the sun, and no reference was any longer made to the apparent 
solar time. 
However, in applications to solar engineering, naviga-
tion, and surveying, there is still need for means to deter-
mine the hour angle of the sun. In such cases one should 
recall that AST is a time scale paced to the apparent sun, 
such that: 
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m = (AST - 12) 15° per hour (3.31) 
In this time scale, a> equals zero when AST equals 12:00 
(solar noon) or when the apparent sun is due south. 
The overall performance of the algorithm HELGO was 
evaluated by Balaras (1985) . Accordingly, HELGO and the 
commonly used equations for declination by Cooper (1969), and 
equation of time by Whilier (1979), see Duffie and Beckman 
(1980), were compared against the 1983 Nautical Almanac at 
12:00 noon local Greenwich time. Figure 3.9. 
Figure 3.9 Comparison of Calculated Annual Values of Decli-
nation, from Subroutine HELGO (Distorted Curve), 
and Cooper's Equation (Solid Curve with "o"), 
with 1983 Nautical Almanac (Solid Smooth Curve) 
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HELGO produced a maximum error of 0.006° for declination 
and 0.057 minutes for the equation of time, while Cooper's 
equation resulted in 1.196° maximum error for the declination 
and Whilier's equation of time produced an error of 1.581 
minutes. 
3.5 Extraterrestrial Solar Radiation 
HELGO is a relatively straight-forward algorithm that 
calculates the declination, equation of time, and the mean 
sun-earth distance, with an extremely small error. Along with 
accurate latitude and longitude information for a specific 
site, one can very accurately calculate the corresponding 
extraterrestrial radiation values. 
For each hour it is possible to calculate the extrater-
restrial normal irradiation as follows: 
1 
Ion = Gsc — A t (3.32) 
%i 
where Gsc = solar constant, 1367 W m~
2, 
Rm = mean sun-earth distance, R/Rave, 
R = prevailing sun-earth distance, 
Rave = average sun-earth distance, and 
At = time interval, for example 1 hour, adjusted for 
sunrise and sunset. 
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The extraterrestrial horizontal irradiation can be 
calculated according to the following expression: 
t-\ 
12 ^ave 
I Q = G S C {cos«i> cos6 (sinco2 - sinoox) 
IT R2 
+ (»2 - o>i) sin<J> sin6} (3.33) 
where cj> « latitude of the locality, 
6 * solar declination, and 
«]_, (»2 = hour angle at start, end of the period (hour). 
Algorithm EXTRAD has been developed to perform the 
above calculations and provide the user with accurate hourly 
values of I o n and l0. The algorithm is listed in Appendix A. 
Note that all the calculations are performed at the 
middle of each hourly period. HELGO has been used extensively 
over the past few years and is believed to be free of errors 
and very dependable. The algorithm was used for the develop-
ment of the data basis for this study, and its application is 
illustrated in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOLAR RADIATION DATA 
Proper design of a solar energy system requires know-
ledge of the amount and reliability of solar energy. For 
example, all design methods used to size solar energy systems 
(even sophisticated models like TRNSYS or f-chart) require 
radiation data. "Best" data are measured data at the site of 
the proposed solar energy system. However, complexity and 
cost of a reliable radiation measuring network dictates the 
need for developing alternatives that can substantiate and/or 
complement observations. Dependable solar radiation models 
can successfully satisfy this need. 
This chapter is intended to provide a brief overview of 
existing measured data bases. The present work was based on 
the Shenandoah five year data base, collected at Shenandoah, 
Georgia (33.4042° N, 84.7478° W) . To assure the highest 
possible accuracy, a data quality control procedure was 
developed and summarized in this chapter. A detailed litera-
ture review of models for predicting the solar radiation 
components is also presented. 
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4.1 Measured Solar Radiation Data 
Throughout the years, it has become quite obvious to the 
scientific solar community that accurate information on solar 
radiation data is essential in order to assess the availa-
bility of solar energy on the earth. The most direct way to 
generate such information is by collecting accurate data at 
the specific site of interest. 
In Chapter II we mentioned briefly the most commonly 
used instruments associated with measuring the three princi-
pal solar radiation fluxes - beam, scattered, and total 
radiation. The instruments for measuring solar radiation are 
of two basic types. A concise description of each instrument 
follows. 
The pyrheliometer is an instrument using a collimated 
detector for measuring the beam solar radiation at normal 
incidence. The instrument is usually attached to an electric-
ally driven equatorial mount for tracking the sun. Among the 
popular field instruments used for routine measurement of 
beam normal irradiance are the Eppley normal-incidence 
pyrheliometer (NIP), mostly used in North America, and the 
Kipp and Zonen actinometer, mostly used in Europe, Africa, 
and Asia. 
The pyranometer is an instrument for measuring total 
hemispherical (complete sky dome) solar radiation, either on 
a horizontal surface or tilted at a latitude angle (in which 
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case it will receive the ground-reflected radiation). A pyra-
nometer with a shading devise (ring or disk) measures scat-
tered irradiance within a solid angle of 2ir (sky-dome), with 
the exception of the solid angle subtended by the sun's disk. 
There are a number of manufacturers of pyranometers. Very 
popular are the black and white, and the spectral precision 
pyranometer (manufactured by Eppley Laboratory in the United 
States), the Kipp and zonexi pyranometers (manufactured in the 
Netherlands), and the less expensive (but with a lower 
accuracy) Li-Cor photovoltaic pyranometers. 
Due to the operational complexity of pyrheliometers, 
being a tracking instrument, attempts have been made to 
develop other means for measuring the beam radiation. A 
method has been recently proposed by Faiman et. al. (1987), 
that incorporates a set of fixed pyranometers tilted in 
various orientations to collect, among other information, 
beam radiation data. The errors introduced to the data are of 
the order of the measurements errors of the individual 
instruments, although the collected data need to be compared 
with dependable pyrheliometer data for a final evaluation,. 
Lamm and Adler (1987) have also proposed a new method. 
They use two static pyranometers which measure total 
radiation, mounted at different orientations to yield data 
for a set of equations that may be solved for the beam normal 
radiation under clear sky conditions. The tilt angle was for 
latitude and an appropriate angle to minimize effect of 
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errors, 80 degrees North-facing, was proposed. The basic 
assumption was that the time interval must be chosen such 
that one can reasonably assume that measured insolations do 
not vary significantly during the interval. Latitude varia-
tions are important and the method has to be tested before it 
is employed at the site of interest. 
Appelbaum and Bergshtein (1987) presented a relative 
simple solar radiation distribution sensor that can supply 
the common solar radiation data of the conventional instru-
ments. At the same time, the solar radiation data on various 
tilt and azimuth angles, and the solar radiation distribution 
from the sky and from reflected surfaces are measured. The 
sensor is static and • it includes several individual direct-
ional solar radiation detectors (solar cells) oriented radi-
ally around a hemisphere surface and individually shielded so 
as to simultaneously intercept only directional solar 
radiation. Although the apparatus requires precise construct-
ion and calibration, it can be used to provide accurate 
information on the sky anisotropy. 
These are of course positive steps towards the solution 
of the problem. That is, in the event that one needs to 
collect data at a remote location. It is impractical to use a 
tracking pyrheliometer when regular adjustments are not 
possible. In addition, if only one pyrheliometer was avail-
able at a monitoring station one needs some means of checking 
collected data. The above methods may be considered as 
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possible solutions. 
Measuring instruments are calibrated internationally. 
Since 1981 the official scale is the World Radiometric 
Reference (WRR). The World Meteorological Organization (1971) 
classifies pyrheliometers according to their accuracy and the 
accuracy of their auxiliary equipment. The various criteria 
for accuracy and sensitivity are stability of the calibration 
factor, maximum error due to variations in ambient tempera-
ture, errors due to spectral response of the receiver, non-
linearity of response, opening angle, time constant of the 
system, and effect of auxiliary equipment. 
The World Radiation Center at Davos, Switzerland, main-
tains a group of absolute pyrheliometers, Brusa and Frohlich 
(1975). Against this group, the reference standard pyrhelio-
meters are calibrated and maintained at different designated 
regional centers around the world and also in some national 
centers. The secondary instruments are in turn calibrated 
against the reference pyrheliometers. 
The calibration constant of a reference standard instru-
ment is the ratio of radiative flux measured by the absolute 
instrument to the signal response of the reference standard 
instrument. Such a constant is determined from a number of 
average readings of each instrument and can vary with the 
level of radiant flux. 
Unlike pyrheliometers, there are no absolute pyrano-
meters. All pyranometers are calibrated instruments. There 
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are a number of methods of calibrating pyranometers using the 
sun or laboratory sources. Two methods commonly used are 
calibrating directly against a reference standard pyrhelio-
meter using the sun as source, and calibrating against a 
reference pyranometer that has already been calibrated. 
For a more detailed discussion of instruments, cali-
bration procedures, their use and the associated terminology, 
the reader is referred to Robinson (1966), Kondratyev (1969), 
WMO (1971), Coulson (1975), Thekaeka re (1976), Yellott 
(1977), Duffle and Beckman (1980), and Iqbal (1983). 
Knowing solar radiation distribution on the earth's 
surface can be proven very useful. Global solar radiation 
information may be sufficient to satisfy the needs of many 
solar energy users. However, for many applications the global 
information alone is not sufficient. It is often very import-
ant to know the amount of solar radiation coming directly 
from the sun. 
The beam component is indicative of the maximum energy 
that could be collected using concentrating collectors. Prime 
examples are the high temperature collectors needed for elec-
tric power generation, or arrays of tracking photovoltaic 
devices. Beam and global radiation data can also be used to 
accurately calculate the amount of solar radiation incident 
upon tilted surfaces. 
While there are numerous locations in the United States 
where the global insolation has been observed, continuous 
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records of the beam component are very limited. Prior to 1977 
only seven sites in the U.S. had digitized data, with the 
exception of Albuquerque, where four years of data were 
available, and Maynard, Massachusetts, with nine years of 
data, McDaniels (1987). 
In the United States the National Weather Service (NWS) 
operated about 60 sites that record global solar radiation. 
However, only five sites recorded beam radiation. About two-
thirds recorded daily data only, the remaining one-third 
reported both hourly and daily totals. After many years of 
less than perfect data collection, the NWS has recently 
upgraded the solar radiation network by equipping 35 sites 
with both pyranometers and pyrheliometers. A map showing the 
network is presented in Figure 4.1. 
In 1978 corrected data tapes of hourly meteorological 
information (including global solar radiation) for 26 
stations over a period of 23 years (1953-1975) were made 
available. These data are maintained by the National Climatic 
Center (NCC) of the National oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (NOAA). The data tapes are referred to as the SQLMET 
(SOLar METeorological) tapes described in detail in the 
SOLMET User's Manual (1978). 
The main difficulty with the older solar radiation data 
is that the data were usually presented only as daily totals. 
For many solar applications daily data does not provide 
enough information about short-term variations; hourly data 
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is essential. 
There is also a real need for long-term data. The daily 
and annual solar radiation at a given site will vary consi-
derably from year to year. For example, the National Weather 
Service has measured at Maynard, Massachusetts, beam radia-
tion over a nine year period. These results, summarized by 
McDaniels (1987), indicate that the difference between the 
lowest and the highest annual average was 18 percent of the 
nine year average and the root-mean-square deviation was 6 
percent of the average. 
Clearly, information of this type is much needed and 
will take years to accumulate. Statistical studies have shown 
that the amount of data needed to characterize the solar 
radiation at a particular location requires periods up-to 15 
years. Surface temperature records in the United States show 
periodicities of up-to 24 years. Similar time periods are 
expected to be necessary to characterize the incoming solar 
radiation. 
An excellent report has been published by the Solar 
Energy Institute (1983) that describes 32 representative 
national, regional, and multistate networks and data sets. 
The report describes among others the type of data collected 
and provides a contact list. Some of these data collection 
efforts that were described in the SERI report include the 
following: 
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The Aerospace Corporation with Aerospace Insolation Data 
Base. A collection of measurements used used to construct the 
Aerospace Direct insolation Prediction Algorithm (ADIPA) used 
in SOLMET data rehabilitation, and is available for five 
locations. 
The Department of Energy (DOE) Solar Energy and Meteo-
rological Research Training Sites (SEMRTS) Program. Funded by 
DOE, in 1975 eight universities began a research quality 
monitoring network representative of the full range of 
climatic regions in the U.S., collecting high resolution (1 
minute) data. Part of the SEMRTS data, for Region 3, was 
collected at the Georgia Institute of Technology, and was 
kindly provided to the author by Dr. Justus. 
The data were recorded on a minute basis and compiled 
into a monthly minute data base. Several automatic and manual 
quality control procedures were applied to the data and then 
compounded into an Hourly Data Base for each month. The data 
contain a variety of solar radiation and meteorological 
observations, and is referred as the HDB data base from here 
on. For a detailed description of the station and the data 
base the reader is referred to Justus et. (1979). 
The Electrical Power Research Institute, West Associates 
Solar Resource Evaluation Project. Western Energy Supply and 
Transmission (WEST) Associates established a monitoring net-
work in 1976 to evaluate solar resources available in the 
southwest United States. Data from 50 stations through 1979 
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have been collected. The data consist of 15-minute averages 
of global and direct normal solar radiation. 
The NOAA-SOLMET Rehabilitated Data. These data include 
hourly integrated values of measured horizontal solar 
radiation, derived estimates of direct normal radiation, and 
collateral surface weather observations, for a total of 27 
stations. 
Additional information on available solar radiation data 
in the U.S. and throughout the world, have been published by 
Bahm (1980). Also included are, a review of some problems 
with these data and suggestions on avoiding or correcting 
these problems. Historical solar radiation data have also 
been collected by the National Observatory of Athens (NOA), 
Greece, since 1961. The author has obtained three years of 
data from NOA to be used in our study. The measured values 
include hourly global and sky irradiation data. 
A data base comprising five years (1979-1983) of hourly 
global and beam solar irradiation has been prepared for west 
central Georgia by Jeter and Balaras (1986). Measured data 
were collected at a primary site at the Shenandoah, Georgia, 
Solar Total Energy Project (STEP). To complete the record, 
various methods of interpolating, inferring, and modeling 
missing data were used. A brief description of the STEP pro-
ject, instrumentation, and data quality controls employed to 
assure the validity of the collected data, are presented in 
the next sections. The reader is also referred to Phan 
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(1980), Jeter and Phan (1981), and Dischinger (1984). 
4.1.1 The Solar Total Energy Project 
The Solar Total Energy Project (STEP) at Shenandoah, 
Georgia (33.4042° N, 84.7478° W) is a cooperative effort 
between the United States Department of Energy and Georgia 
Power Company, to further the search for new sources of 
energy. The project is a prototype solar thermal total energy 
plant, being in operation since early 1982. The site is 
composed of 114 parabolic solar dish collectors (each, 7 
meters in diameter). 
Each parabolic dish at the Shenandoah plant, acts as a 
concentrator producing a concentration ratio of 250. The 
concentrated rays heat the circulating silicone transfer 
fluid to 750° P. The heat transfer fluid is then pumped to a 
heat exchanger, where it boils water and superheats steam. 
The superheated steam drives a turbine generator, producing 
electricity. Medium pressure steam is extracted from the 
turbine for knitwear pressing at a near-by factory. Low 
pressure steam exhausted from the turbine is used to produce 
chilled water for air-conditioning. 
4.1.2 Instrumentation 
A meteorological station at the site, operated by the 
Georgia Institute of Technology, constantly monitors the 
amount of solar energy available. The solar radiation and 
surface weather instruments make it one of the most sophi-
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sticated stations in America for gathering data about the sun 
and is considered to be a pioneer of a modern automated 
station. It has been recently renovated and substantially 
upgraded. 
The basic data set assembled at the STEP, for the period 
between 1979 to 1984, includes irradiation values integrated 
over fifteen minute periods and recorded at the end of each 
period. The pertinent instruments at the site are an Eppley 
precision spectral pyranometer (PSP), to measure the global 
irradiation and two Eppley normal incidence pyrheliometers 
(NIP) on a common polar mount to measure beam normal irradia-
tion. 
During 19 84 the solar monitoring station was recon-
figured. Two global pyranometers were employed for redund-
ancy. Redundancy in the beam normal measurements was enhanced 
by a third pyrheliometer on the common mount being converted 
from measurements in the infrared band to full spectrum 
measurements. 
A fourth pyrheliometer was added on a separate mount for 
complete redundancy, and in late 1984 this mount was convert-
ed to reliable PV power via a DC to AC from an adjacent PV 
array with battery storage. One should note that the inverter 
powered unit shows poor performance, due to poor temperature 
stability. The station has again been under another recon-
struction that includes improvements in the data acquisition 
system, instrumentation, and process of collected data. It is 
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expected to return in operation within 1988. 
The pyranometer and the NIP are not self-checking or 
absolute instruments. Their sensitivity should be determined 
by comparing them with some other "standard" instruments. 
Thus, all instruments have been periodically calibrated. The 
NIP's were calibrated by comparison with a TMI MK VI absolute 
cavity radiometer traceable to the World Radiation Reference 
(WRR). No significant calibration adjustments have been 
necessary for any of the NIP's deployed in this station since 
operations began in 1977. 
Calibration adjustments from the original calibration 
for the two principal instruments average only 0.8% and -0.3% 
respectively. The PSP for the global irradiation measurement 
has been calibrated by comparison with the carefully main-
tained NBS-traceable Eppley PSP. Its average deviation from 
initial calibration has been -1.5%. The PSP has shown a 
slight trend of degradation in response, which has been fully 
compensated by recalibration. The NIP's show no trend in 
response degradation. 
4.1.3 Data Quality Control 
It is of capital importance to prepare a high-quality 
data base since, as demonstrated by Jeter and Balaras (1985), 
spurious data can have a substantive effect on the resulting 
correlation. A rather intensive routine data quality control 
procedure developed by Phan (1980), has been instituted for 
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the Shenandoah data. 
The procedure involves an automated quality-control 
algorithm which computes a set of redundancy, limit, and 
consistency checks and flags any suspicious data. These out-
liers are a peculiarity and indicate a data point which is 
not at all typical of the rest of the data. Automatic reject-
ion of outliers is not always a very wise procedure, Anscombe 
(1960). Sometimes the outlier is providing information which 
other data points cannot due to the fact that it arises from 
an unusual combination of circumstances which may be of vital 
interest. Actually the vast majority of such suspicious data 
was found to be valid. Thus, no measurements are confirmed as 
erroneous without manual inspection of computer generated 
plots of the data. 
After these checks the data was assembled in monthly 
files including the confirmed error flags. The unflagged data 
is expected to be highly reliable; however, to prevent any 
residual poor data from contaminating the results, additional 
screening was instituted. 
A daily validation test was instituted to eliminate 
certain days from further consideration. Days that were most-
ly overcast were rejected primarily because little beam 
radiation occurs on such days and secondarily because it is 
difficult to verify the pyrheliometer data on such days. 
Additionally, days with one-half or more of their periods 
flagged as unreliable were totally excluded as a conservative 
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measure to preclude erroneous data. 
For this daily screening only periods with solar 
altitudes greater than 6 degrees were considered. No data 
with lower altitude is used in the beam radiation model to 
avoid the consequent refraction effects on tracking accuracy. 
Also it is felt that beam radiation at low solar altitudes 
has little practical significance but might confuse the model 
because of the effects of the large intervening air-mass. 
The resulting data was tested by comparing annual 
scatter plots of the daily diffuse versus global radiation 
with published correlations (Collares-Pereira and Rabl 
(1978), Liu and Jordan (I960), and Speigel (1981)). Signifi-
cant deviations from the model would have indicated a severe 
problem such as a malfunction tracker. The good agreement 
obtained was an encouraging verification of the preceding 
quality controls. 
Next, an hourly data base was assembled from fifteen-
minute data. The criterion used in this step is that at least 
three of the four intervals used in calculating the hourly 
value passed the previous quality checks. The results of this 
procedure was the development of a new data base containing 
only good hourly irradiation values for the year. 
A final check on the hourly data was a comparison of the 
beam radiation against empirical upper and lower bounds for a 
given global radiation value. This step was instituted as a 
final verification of the previous checks. As detailed in 
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Dischinger (1984)/ a scatter plot of the hourly values for 
1980 was used to establish empirical bounds for hourly data. 
Upper and lower boundary curves were estimated and then 
adjusted until data just outside the curves was found on 
close inspection likely to be spurious and any data just 
inside the curves was found likely to be reliable. Only a 
very few isolated errors caused by intermittent radiometer or 
tracker problems were discovered. 
The empirical error bound test was instituted primarily 
as a proof against grossly erroneous data. Only eighteen 
hours from 2477 in the entire set were excluded for 1980. 
This close inspection confirms the reliability of the data. 
4.1.4 Shenandoah Five Year Data Base 
The resulting data base is a set of hourly irradiation 
values closely screened for reliability excluding data from 
predominantly overcast days and excluding data for very low 
solar altitudes (i.e. less than 6 degrees). Data from year 
1982 was excluded due to a series of electronic and mechanic-
al failures which degraded the performance of the monitoring 
system substantially. Only 41 days out of the whole year were 
classified as good days and from these, only 270 hourly 
periods passed all the checks. 
Consequently, five annual data sets were available for 
further analysis, which combined generate the five-year use-
able hourly data base (with a total of 8112 periods), 
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The important information included in this data base 
are: 
1. The date, namely year, month, day, hour, and minute, 
2. The radiation data, namely the hourly beam and 
global irradiation, 
3. The clearness index (calculated dimensionless value 
for the global radiation), and beam transmittance 
(calculated dimensionless value for the beam radia-
tion), and 
4. The percent of 15-minute periods, and their identi-
fication, that were missing from the hour of 
interest. 
It is believed that the- Shenandoah five year data base, 
Jeter and Balaras (1986), constitutes one of the few long 
term, accurate sources of available solar radiation data in 
the United States. In view though of the limited availability 
of such data extensive work has been conducted by researchers 
in developing other methods for predicting solar radiation 
components. Numerous models are available in the literature 
and are reviewed in the following sections. 
4.2 Modeled Solar Radiation Data 
Although the quest for accurate solar radiation data has 
intensified in recent years, there are still inadequacies of 
current observational networks, such as limited coverage, and 
length of records. Thus, it becomes desirable to have alter-
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natives that can substantiate and/or complement observations, 
in order to satisfy the need for such data. 
If solar energy were clearly economical at the present 
time, the performance assessment would not be so critical. 
Solar techniques though, are only now becoming competitive 
with more traditional forms of providing low grade heat. 
Thus, it is necessary in most cases to optimize the design of 
the solar system in order to obtain an economic advantage 
over traditional techniques. 
Knowledge of the direct beam component of solar 
radiation is essential for modeling many solar energy 
systems. This is particularly critical for applications that 
concentrate the incident energy to attain high thermodynamic 
efficiency achievable only at the higher temperature. In 
order to estimate the performance of concentrating systems it 
is necessary to know the intensity of the beam radiation, as 
only this component can be concentrated. Accurate predictions 
of beam radiation are of critical importance at this case. 
For nonconcentrators, one typically wants to convert 
horizontal global (commonly measured quantity) to global 
radiation on a tilted surface, hence requiring a knowledge of 
the beam and scattered components separately. Empirical cor-
relations are often used to extract beam and scattered 
radiation components from measured global values. The sensi-
tivity of the final result to errors in the beam fraction 
will be compensated by an opposite error in the scattered 
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component. Thus, accuracy in this case is not as critical. 
Precise methods of estimation are therefore necessary at 
the moment to provide an honest indication of systems' per-
formance. In addition, the complexity and cost of a reliable 
monitoring network point to the desirability of an inde-
pendent approach. whose findings can substantiate and/or 
complement observations. This requires the use of sophisti-
cated simulations with the complexities that accompany them. 
Although models can not replace good measured data, they 
can be used to generate solar radiation data sets which 
closely imitate the actual data. Availability of dependable 
and accurate models can ease the need for detailed, high cost 
and time demanding hourly local insolation measurements. 
Thus, several investigators and research groups are 
working on improved models for the beam and scattered ir-
radiation based on other easily measured quantities (i.e. 
global radiation). There are basically two categories of 
correlations available in the literature, namely a group of 
parametric and a group of decomposition models. A literature 
review of such available correlations is presented in the 
following sections. 
A number of these models have performed poorly and one 
needs to investigate and verify their applicability at 
different geographical regions. Several such studies have 
been made utilizing different models and their results are 
also discussed. 
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4.2.1 Parametric Models 
When meteorological observations are available it is 
possible to estimate the solar radiation components by a 
number of existing models. The meteorological parameter 
frequently used as a predictor is the fractional sunshine 
(FS), the ratio of the hours of bright sunshine to the length 
of the day from sunshine to sunset. 
Models using this approach are initially developed for 
locations for which both sunshine and solar radiation 
measurements exist. One then expects that the developed 
regression relationships would be valid over the surrounding 
regions. Estimates, though, of the solar radiation can be 
obtained when only sunshine measurements are available. The 
accuracy would be governed by the length and accuracy of the 
record of solar radiation and sunshine measurements, and 
regional climatology (e.g. type, amount, and distribution of 
clouds, atmospheric turbidity and moisture content). 
The monthly average daily radiation fraction can be 
expressed as a function of the monthly average daily values 
of bright sunshine hours and maximum possible sunshine hours. 
Iqbal (1978) using physical arguments, has suggested such a 
correlation. Several researchers like Collares-Pereira and 
Rabl (1979), Iqbal (1979), and Hay (1979) have determined 
values of the correlation coefficients for various locations. 
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Rao et. (1984) developed regression relationships for 
Corvailis, Oregon, utilizing insolation and sunshine measure-
ments made over a three year (1980-1982) period. Atmospheric 
water vapor content can be used along with sunshine duration 
to obtain a relation to estimate the global irradiation, 
Hussain (1984). The method was also extended to calculate the 
dome irradiation. 
Sherry and Justus (1984) have presented a simple hourly 
all-sky solar radiation model based on the modified Suckling 
and Hay (1976) cloud sky model, and the cloud transmissivity 
concept by Haurwitz (1948). Rapp and Hoffman (1976) presented 
a study of the relation between insolation and climatological 
data collected at Fort Worth, Texas that resulted in a 
correlation that can be used for estimating solar radiation 
from sky cover and visibility data. In another approach based 
on Canadian data, Davies and McKay (1982) used a polynomial 
rather than exponential expression to define partial 
transmittances which were specified in terms of air-mass, 
zenith angle, ozone, precipitable water, temperature, and 
pressure parameters. 
One highly regarded statistical model was developed by 
Cotton (1979), who has presented simple linear regression 
equations of hourly global solar radiation for clear sky 
conditions which were then modified by cloud effects. Regres-
sion coefficients are provided by Cotton for a number of 
locations across the United States. This model can estimate 
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the hourly global irradiation from common surface observa-
tions. Finally, a number of non-spectral transmissivity 
models are presented and compared by Carroll (1985) based on 
radiation and meteorological data collected at Davis, CA. 
In the last decade satellite data have been used to 
estimate global radiation at the earth's surface, Vonder Haur 
and Ellis (1975). Tarpley (1979) developed an algorithm for 
estimating surface solar radiation from geostationary data. 
Satellite measurements of upwelling radiation from the earth-
atmosphere system have also been used by Gautier et. al. 
(1980) to calculate global irradiation. The effects of 
variations in both cloud amount and transmittance are 
contained in the satellite's radiation measurements. 
The difficulty of distinguishing cloud reflection from 
snow reflection has precluded the use of Gautier*s model in 
winter. An improvement in the representation of the physical 
process in the atmosphere was achieved by Pinker and Ewing 
(1985), although their approach has to be adjusted according 
to limitations of satellite observations. 
4.2.2 Decomposition Models 
Development of correlation models that predict beam 
radiation using other solar radiation measurements is also 
possible. This group of models usually requires information 
only on the global radiation and consequently maybe referred 
to as decomposition models. 
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The accuracy to which the beam values can be determined 
from these correlations is highly dependent on the precision 
of the global measurements. Any error in the global data 
translates into twice the error from the calculated beam 
values because to a close approximation the beam value is 
proportional to the square of the global value {the reader 
may want to refer to Figure 4.2 and verify this by noting the 
magnitude of the corresponding x\y and k^ values). This 
problem is particularly severe with global data collected 
with second class pyranometers which tend to exhibit 
systematic errors which vary with time and year. The validity 
of the beam values becomes much more uncertain when they are 
derived from global values calculated from meteorological 
models. 
The distribution of the dome solar radiation is very 
irregular, both in time and in space, due to the variability 
of the weather. Nevertheless the average characteristics of 
the dome radiation are quite regular and can be correlated 
with an effective transmission coefficient of the atmosphere. 
This was first recognized by Liu and Jordan (1960) who 
developed a daily correlation for predicting the dome 
irradiance from measurements of global irradiation using 
results obtained from Blue Hill, MA. The correlation was 




kd = (4.1) 
HQ 
where H^ = daily dome radiation, 
HQ = extraterrestrial daily horizontal radiation,~ 
and the daily clearness index (originally referred to by Liu 
and Jordan as cloudiness index) defined as, 
H 
kt = (4.2) 
H0 
where H = daily global radiation. 
Normalizing the daily (or hourly) global solar radiation 
in terms of extraterrestrial solar irradiation on a horizon-
tal surface, has become usual practice. That way one may 
account for the dependence of the global radiation on the 
available solar energy at the top of the atmosphere. Similar-
ly, by considering the clearness index rather than the 
radiation incident upon the surface of the earth, one elimi-
nates the effect of the time dependence of extraterrestrial 
radiation. 
The wide spread applicability of the Liu and Jordan 
(1960) correlation has been questioned by some researchers. 
Ruth and Chant (1976) and Hay (1976) concluded that the Liu 
and Jordan correlation exhibits a latitude dependence and 
suggested some modifications. Iqbal (1980) found-that the 
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correlation developed for data from Canada and France did not 
agree with the results of Liu and Jordan. Various authors, 
among which Page (1961), Choudhury (1963), and Tuller (1976) 
have suggested that there is a dependence of the Liu and 
Jordan correlations on other variables such as latitude, 
cloud cover and surface albedo. Rabl (1979) confirmed the 
validity of the Liu and Jordan approach and identified the 
sources for the numerical inaccuracies of the original cor-
relations . 
Although the daily Liu and Jordan (1960) correlation has 
been used on an hourly basis, there is evidence that it is 
not suitable for this purpose (the reader is referred to Ruth 
and Chant (1977), Orgill and Hollands (1977), Bugler (1977), 
Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979), Iqbal (1980), Erbs, Klein 
and Duffle (1982), Spencer (1982), and Rao et. al. (19 84)). 
Following the Liu and Jordan method, other researchers have 
developed hourly correlations. A widely used model of this 
form is due to Orgill and Hollands (1977) and also Bruno 
(1978). More recent results have been presented by Erbs, 
Klein, and Duffie (1982), and by Spencer (1982). 
Page (1961) developed correlations between daily total 
and scattered radiation for ten widely-spread sites in the 
40° N to 40° S latitude belt. His model was verified and 
found to have widespread applicability in a number of 
locations like in Canada by Iqbal (1979), India by Choudhury 
(1963) and Modi (1979), Israel by Stanhill (1966), Zimbabue 
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by Lewis (1983), Australia by Norris (1966), and the United 
States by Vignola and McDaniels (1984). Finally, Lewis (1987) 
tested the applicability of a number of correlations for the 
estimation of the dome radiation against measured values in 
Huntsville, Alabama. The model proposed by Page (1961) was 
found to perform the best. 
In each of these models the proposed equations were 
devised by empirically correlating measured data. Hollands 
(1985) proposed a theoretical approach for relating k^ to k-£, 
using a model for the radiative processes in the atmosphere. 
The atmosphere is modeled as having two homogeneous non~ 
selectively absorbing layers. The model according to Hollands 
is simple but is consistent with the known physics and 
capable of giving a reasonable fit to measured data. A 
revised model, Hollands (1987), accounts for the effect of 
multiple interreflections between the atmosphere and the 
ground, and includes the ground reflectance as a parameter. 
A problem though arises in the event that there is no 
data on either global radiation or any of its components. 
Then, in order to predict the dome radiation one may use the 
approach proposed by Iqbal (1978), which requires information 
on bright sunshine hours, or first predict the monthly 
average daily global radiation using an Angstrom (1924) type 
correlation. 
Angstrom assumed the following linear relationship: 
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n 
H = Hc (a + (1-a) ) (4.3) 
N 
where H = daily global radiation, 
Hc = daily global radiation under clear skies, 
a = constant, 
n = number of sunshine hours during that day, and 
N = maximum possible number of sunshine hours during 
that day. 
The original form proposed by Angstrom is not widely used 
although it forms the foundation of many recent models, as in 
the case of Barbaro et. al. (1979). Rietveld (1978) modified 
the Angstrom correlation and he has examined the variation of 
the parameters throughout the world and found that they 
varied with the fractional bright sunshine in a predictable 
manner. Although Rietveld has not claimed general validity 
for his model. Ma and Iqbal (1984) imply this possibility. A 
comprehensive review of the above approaches and a number of 
other methods, can be found in Davies , Abdel-Wahab, and 
McKay (1984). 
One may then use the predicted global radiation value in 
a correlation that relates the scattered component to the 
global radiation (Page (1961), Iqbal (1979), Erbs (1982) or 
Rao et. al. (1985)). Massaquoi (1987) concluded that it is 
more accurate to predict the global radiation value using an 
Angstrom-type equation and then calculate the dome radiation, 
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instead of a direct relation between the dome radiation and a 
meteorological parameter like sunshine hours. 
An important alternative model is constructed by defin-
ing a modified clearness index based on an independent model 
for the clear day global irradiance. Stauter and Klein (1980) 
developed a correlation in terms of hourly global to clear 
sky irradiation to the ratio of hourly dome to global 
irradiation. Correlations of this format, with quite similar 
results have been also presented by Turner and Salim (1984). 
Hottel (1976) developed a convenient method for estimat-
ing the transmittance of beam solar radiation through clear 
skies but which also requires some additional information 
such as air-mass, altitude, visibility, and climate. The 
model was based on data by McClatchey et. al. (1972). Clear 
day models and comparisons of these different models are 
included in Mujahid and Turner (1980). 
Historically, the most common approach has been to use 
the correlation between the dome fraction and global solar 
radiation to first determine the scattered component on a 
horizontal surface. The direct component on the horizontal 
surface could then be obtained by subtraction and the beam 
radiation determined by a straight forward procedure. Another 
approach, and the one taken here, is to calculate the beam 
radiation directly using a beam-global correlation. 
Beam-global and dome-global correlations are related 
because on an instantaneous basis the direct component on the 
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horizontal surface (easily obtained by subtracting the dome 
component from the global value) is equal to the beam inso-
lation times the cosine of the angle of incidence. For hourly 
values the beam intensity can be fairly accurately calculated 
by dividing the average horizontal direct value by the 
average of the cosine over that hour. 
However, if this method is applied to daily data, 
according to Vignola and McDaniels (1986), a systematic error 
will result because the atmosphere significantly attenuates 
the beam intensity during the morning and evening hours and 
this affect is not taken into account by the simple average 
procedure. It is possible of course to remove this error by 
properly weighting the cosine over the day, it is simpler and 
more accurate just to use a correlation between the beam and 
global values. 
Such relationships are expressed in terms of the 
irradiations which are the time integrals (i.e. one hour) of 
the radiant flux or irradiance. A convenient representation 
is the relationship between two dimensionless numbers, the 
beam transmittance of the atmosphere (according to Liu and 
Jordan (1960) and Beckman et. al. (1978)), 
Ibn 
xb = = f(kt) (4.4) 
Ion 
where i^n = hourly or short period beam normal radiation, 
I o n = corresponding extraterrestrial normal radiation, 
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and the hourly or short period clearness index, 
I 
kt = (4.5) 
lo 
where I = hourly or short period global radiation, 
I 0 = corresponding extraterrestrial global radiation. 
We should recall that the clearness index was also 
expressed in terms of daily values, through Equation 4.2. For 
the remaining of this study, and unless otherwise specified, 
reference to clearness index implies that the variable was 
calculated according to Equation 4.5. A similar hourly 
expression may be provided for the hourly dome fraction (k^), 
defined as the ratio of hourly dome radiation to hourly 
extraterrestrial horizontal radiation. 
Correlations of this form have special intuitive appeal 
since one expects the beam transmittance to increase mono-
tonically with clearness index. Especially notable among this 
work are the pioneering efforts by Boes et. al. {1977), and 
the highly regarded results of Randall and Whitson (R-W), 
1977, concisely restated by Boes (1981) and Maxwell (1987). 
The Randall and Whitson (1977) algorithm, or the so 
called Aerospace model, is based on composite hourly data of 
five U.S. climatic stations: Albuquerque, NM; Fort Hood, TX; 
Livermore, CA; Maynard, MA; and Rayleigh, NC. These data 
represent 65 months of simultaneous hourly global.and beam 
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radiation measurements. The model has been used for genera-
ting the hourly beam radiation for 26 U.S. SOLMET (1979) 
stations, which had previously recorded only global 
radiation. Rabl (1981) also used these data to develope the 
yearly collectible energy correlations. 
A model to predict the beam normal irradiation from 
measured global solar radiation is also available by Turner 
and Mujahid (1985). In the development of the model, stati-
stical regression tests were conducted over a range of solar 
altitude angles. The model was compared to the R-W model, and 
overall the two models were found very similar with the Aero-
space model believed though to be the best available model. 
Jeter and Balaras (1986) have also prepared a similar 
model based on the hourly clearness index, useful for de-
composing hourly global irradiation into beam and dome 
radiation components. The beam transmittance and clearness 
index for each hour were computed according to Equations 4.4 
and 4.5, respectively. Based on the Shenandoah five year data 
base, HELGO (Appendix A) was used to accurately calculate the 
sun's position, while the hourly kt and tD values were calcu-
lated using SUBX (a listing of the algorithm is presented in 
Appendix B). 
A statistical analysis was then performed to the 
Shenandoah data. The principal result was a piecewise linear 
regression for the five years of data. For consistency, the 
same bands were selected as were used by R-W. For each band 
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the regression model which assures continuity is, 
(tbj - Yoi) = Pi (ktj " xoi> + ej C4*6) 
where x0j_ = lower limit of band i, 
Yoi = regression model at xQ±, 
Pi = regression coefficient, 
£j = residual error for data (ktj, t^j). 
The analysis was performed separately for all five 
annual cases and the aggregate five year set. Results of the 
linear regression analyses are given in Table 4.1, A more 
thorough discussion of the linear regression analysis can be 
found in Balaras (1985), and Jeter and Balaras (1986). 
The so-called Basic Shenandoah Five-Year Model was shown 
to be preferable to any annual model from a constituent year, 
Jeter and Balaras (1986). A scatter plot of the combined five 
years is shown in Figure 4.2 with the resulting regression 
model superimposed along with the Randall and Whitson model. 
The Basic Shenandoah five-year model was also shown to 
be similar to the Randall and Whitson model except in the 
highest range of clearness indices. Available evidence tends 
to support a preference for the Jeter and Balaras model in 
the region of disagreement, Jeter and Balaras (1986). 
Table 4.1 
Annual and Five-Year Regression Coefficients for Shenandoah STEP 
INTERVALS 1979 1980 1981 1983 1984 5-YR 
of kt 
0.00-0.05 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.05-0.15 0.0000 0.0004 0.0032 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007 
0.15-0.25 0.0168 0.0317 0.0511 0.0301 0.0310 0.0297 
0.25-0.35 0.2564 0.2337 0.2591 0.2879 0.1733 0.2490 
0.35-0.45 0.8562 0.8796 0.8851 1.0713 1.1740^ 0.9466 
0.45-0.55 1.3511 1.3473 1.6430 1.5602 1.5111 1.4772 
0.55-0.65 1.8084 1.3314 1.5253 1.4959 1.6393 1.5680 
0.65-0.75 2.0174 2.1214 2.3527 2.0059 1.9325 2.0773 





Figure 4.2 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah STEP Data for the Five Years. The R-W 
(1977) Model is Shown by the Plain Line. 
High values of clearness index {clear sky conditions) 
are expected to result to high beam transmittance values. As 
illustrated by Figure 4.3, high kt values are also expected 
to occur for high percent sunshine periods. 
Using the HDB data base, we identified hourly periods of 
100% sunshine with crosses, the range of 1% to 99% sunshine 
with polygons, and 0% to 1% with stars in a scatter plot of 
(xb-kfc) for the month of April 1980. The high sunshine 
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periods are concentrated at high clearness index and beam 
transmittance region, while the lowest sunshine periods 






Figure 4.3 Scatter Plot of Hourly HDB Data for the Month of 
April 1980. Crosses Identify 100% Sunshine, 
Polygons are for 1% to 99% Sunshine, and Stars 
Represent 0% to 1% Sunshine Conditions. 
In general, the beam radiation follows an inclined path 
in reaching the earth's surface. To take into account the 
effect of inclination on the length of the path traversed by 
the sun's ray through the atmosphere we define a dimension-
less quantity, m, called the air-mass. It is defined as the 
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ratio of the mass of the atmosphere in the actual path of the 
beam radiation to the mass of the atmosphere which would 
exist if the sun were directly overhead. The value of air-
mass equals unity when the sun is directly overhead. 
For practical purposes, we may approximate air-mass by a 
flat earth model and a nonrefractive completely homogeneous 
atmosphere to relate m to the inverse of the sine of the 
solar altitude angle as follows, 
1 
m = {4.7} 
sina 
where a - solar altitude angle (complimentary of 8 Z). 
According to Kontratyev {1969} sufficient accuracy can 
be obtained using Equation 4.7, while Iqbal (1983) states 
that the error in this equation is 0.25 percent at a zenith 
angle of 60°, and increases to 10 percent at a zenith angle 
of 85°. Once the curvature of the atmosphere becomes signi-
ficant, that is at low elevation angles, then a Lagrangian 
interpolation of air-mass from Table 4.2 should be substi-
tuted in place of Equation 4.7. An algorithm, called AMASS, 
has been developed to perform these calculations and is 
listed in Appendix B. 
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Table 4.2 
Mean Air-Mass to Sun Elevation Angles 
Adapted from Kreider and Kreith (1981) 
Elevation (rad) Air-Mass 
0 2 2 . 0 
0 . 0 1 7 2 0 . 0 
0 . 0 3 5 1 8 . 0 
0 . 0 5 2 1 5 . 6 
0 . 0 7 0 1 2 . 5 
0 . 0 8 7 1 0 . 4 
0 . 1 0 5 9 . 0 
0 . 1 2 2 8 . 0 
0 .140 7 . 1 
Once we predict the hourly value of the beam transmit-
tance one may calculate the hourly beam normal radiation 
through Equation 4.4. Then, the beam normal irradiation can 
related to the global and scattered horizontal irradiances by 
defining an hourly average incident cosine, cos8z, such that 
I - Id 
xbn = (4.7) 
COS0 Z 
where 8Z = solar zenith angle. 
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Other correlations on the clearness index are also 
possible. The beam transmittance may be expected to follow a 
Bouguer's Law dependence, Kreith and Kreider (1978), on atmo-
spheric extinction coefficient ( K), due to absorption and 
scattering, and air-mass ( m ) , 
Xb = exp(-K m) (4.8) 
The extinction coefficient, or some suitably normalized 
function, from Equation 4.8, could then be correlated against 
the clearness index. This has been done by Dischinger (1984). 
The so-called single regression models, as in the case 
of Randall and Whitson (1977) and Jeter and Balaras (1986), 
have some limitations due to inadequate representation of 
real world data. The dependence of beam transmittance on 
clearness index is not a deterministic function. Reference to 
Figure 4.2 indicates that, especially at intermediate clear-
ness indices, there is a wide range of values assumed by t^ 
for a given value of k-̂ . This is in part due to the differen-
ces in the transmissivities of the clouds making up the over-
cast. Thus,the single regression function of Tb»f(kt) c a n n ° t 
be used to reproduce the variation of the data according to 
observed values. 
An analogous assumption was made for the relationships 
between k^ and k-fc. They made the deterministic-k^ assumption 
that for any given value of k-fc, there can exist only one 
value of kcj. But as several workers have pointed out, Orgill 
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and Hollands (1977), Smietana et. (1979) and Hollands and 
Cr.ha (1987), this function is not deterministic: for given k-fc 
value, k<j can take on a range of values distributed about its 
average. 
Indeed one would expect this to be the case on physical 
grounds, since there are a large number of combinations of 
cloud cover, aerosol content, air-mass, ground albedo, etc., 
that will yield the same value of k-t, but one can not also 
expect each combination to yield a unique value of k<j. The 
error associated with this assumption was evaluated by 
Hollands and Crha (1987). For flat plate collector output and 
scattered radiation on an inclined surface, using a non-iso-
tropic sky model, it was found that the errors are modest. 
For concentrating collector outputs, the errors are more 
significant. 
Along these lines, a new generation of more realistic 
models has been initiated. Recently, Hollands and Crha (1987) 
developed a probability density function governing the 
distribution of the observed values of k^ about their mean 
for a specified value of k-t. This probability was shown to 
depend on the specified value of k-t as well as the random 
variable k<j. The analysis was based on a 20 year record of 
historical data for two Canadian locations. The proposed 
function can be used to find more accurate estimates of long 
term averages, because one need not to make the determi-
nistic-k^ assumption. 
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Stuart and Hollands (1987) presented an empirical 
equation which models the probability density function of 
monthly sets of the hourly beam atmospheric transmittance 
taken at a fixed time of day. The parameters included are the 
air-mass and mean values of the beam transmittance. The 
analysis was based on data from Toronto, Canada. Further work 
with climatologically different data is required before one 
can expect the equation to be universally applicable. 
Similarly, Maxwell (1987) developed the Direct 
Insolation Simulation Code (DISC), based on a one year data 
set from Atlanta, Georgia. Maxwell suggests, among others, 
that air-mass is the dominant parameter affecting the 
relationship between beam transmittance and clearness index. 
DISC employs an exponential relationship between air-mass and 
clear transmittance, which is parametric in kf- The model was 
validated using data from three different stations in the 
United States and seems to provide a satisfactory (x̂ -k-t) 
relationship. 
4.2.3 Performance of Models 
The previous literature review has clearly indicated 
that there is a great number of models already developed. 
Depending on the available information different models can 
be used. Some models require only solar radiation information 
while others may require knowledge of meteorological 
observations. 
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An additional criteria for selecting available models 
may be imposed by the complexity of these models. Precision 
of predicted values is of great importance in applications 
dealing with concentrating systems. Simpler models, with less 
accuracy, maybe best candidates for passive solar designing. 
The most important factor, though, for one to consider 
is the applicability of the model at the site of interest. 
The accuracy of several correlations has been questioned by 
several investigators. Since the development of such models 
is based on data collected at a specific locality, their 
performance at different sites can be poor. Of course locally 
developed models will outperform any other candidates. 
Several researchers have reported comparative studies on 
the performance of various models for a number of applica-
tions. For example, it is of interest to know how large of an 
effect the choice of diffuse fraction correlation will have 
on calculated solar system performance. 
According to Erbs et. al. (1982), for simulations 
involving a flat-plate collector system the results obtained 
with different correlations were generally within 5 percent 
of each other. For a concentrating collector system though, 
the Liu and Jordan (i960) daily scattered correlation result-
ed in significantly higher estimates of system performance. 
One important practical value of the hourly xb~^t cor-
relation is predicting the yearly collectible energy for 
solar collector system from a data base of hourly horizontal 
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global radiation only. Using one-to-one correlations of beam 
transmittance and clearness index, knowing kt. one can then 
predict the beam transmittance and then solve for the beam 
irradiation value. To determine how accurate is the value of 
the beam irradiation so calculated, one can use calculated 
and measured hourly beam radiation values as input data to a 
computer simulation of solar system performance, as it has 
been done by Erbs, Klein, and Duffie (1982). 
Gordon and Hochman (1984), preferred to plot the yearly 
collectible energy against threshold, which compares the 
data-based result with the result based on the hourly (t^-kt) 
correlation. The resulted differences were not significant 
for the case of a flat plate collector. For a two-axis track-
ing concentrating collector the differences are small but not 
insignificant (0.2 to 0.3 GJ/yr/m2) over the range of 
collector operating thresholds typical to realistic solar 
systems. The above method can also be sued to provide useful 
information for the performance of a correlation used to 
predict yearly collectible energy, without resorting to 
computer simulations. 
Tuner and Mujahid (1985) conducted comparisons of models 
that predict hourly beam radiation from hourly measurements 
of global radiation and generally when clouds are present. 
They obtained the individual data sets used in the Aerospace 
model and used each data set from each location in making 
comparisons. As one would expect, the Randall and Whitson 
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(1977) model proved to be superior to all models for these 
data bases. 
The accuracy of models developed from hourly data 
improves if longer periods, such as a month, are considered. 
As with most solar radiation models, the prediction for a 
particular hour on a given day maybe poor. Although indivi-
dual hourly predictions may look bad the statistical results, 
considering both positive and negative errors should average 
out to give good long-term results (for an hourly simulation 
study) if the model is valid. Overall the yearly average 
percent for the Randall and Whitson model ranged from -7 to 1 
percent. Constantly though, on an annual basis, it under-
predicted the beam radiation for all locations except for 
Maynard, Massachusetts (where it over predicted by 1%). 
A study for clear sky models was performed by Mujahid 
and Turner (1980). Based on data collected at Blytheville, 
Arkansas all models overpredicted the beam normal solar 
radiation for each month over the entire recording period. 
Available data from Houston, Texas was also used. 
The Randall and Whitson model consistently overpredicted 
every month ranging from 1.7 to 46 percent for Blytheville 
and -21 to 11 percent for Houston data. The results for the 
spring and summer months are reasonably good (about 6 
percent) but overpredicts in fall (14%) and winter (24%). 
Unfortunately no explanations were given on the observed 
behavior and the significant positive and negative swings. 
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In conclusion, development of different models can prove 
to be beneficial in several ways. First, these models become 
the most accurate tools for the region they were developed 
for. They can provide dependable solar radiation data 
necessary for a variety of applications, such as solar 
systems simulation. Powerful enough correlations may also be 
applicable to other regions with similar climate. 
Second, once such a model is available one can verify 
the accuracy and evaluate the performance of different 
models, or challenge their predictive power. Results of that 
nature could increase the confidence on some models or 
caution future users to utilize them with caution due to 
their poor performance. 
Third, a solar radiation model also facilitates an 
investigation of a wide range of conditions which affect 
solar radiation. It provides efficient and cost effective 
means to simulate observations by incorporating parameters 
that have a dominant affect on the solar radiation components 
under study. Finally, further investigation on the subject 





The main objective of this work is to develop numerical 
models to predict the beam radiation through a regression 
analysis of empirical data. However, the reader should always 
bear in mind that such models are no more than what the word 
implies - generally considered as a means of creating repre-
sentations of real world data. 
A model is not a reality, and in a sense all models 
involve some uncertainty. To properly understand the power of 
a model we require the methods of statistics. In this chapter 
we summarize the basic areas of statistical theory and 
methods which were used throughout this study. Procedures for 
testing the goodness of fit of a model and for model select-
ion between correlations with more than one independent 
variable, are also discussed. 
5*1 Regression Analysis 
A common problem in statistics is that of estimating the 
relationship that exists, if any, between two variables X and 
Y. The starting point is a set of n values of a dependent 
variable Y. The values themselves will be denoted by yi, y£, 
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••• * Yn« T n e variable which enters into the specification of 
the dependent component is denoted by X, with individual 
values xi, X2, ... , xn, and is called the independent 
(explanatory) variable. 
Regression analysis is designed for situations where a 
variable is thought to be related to one or more of the 
measurements made. The available n pairs of measurements (x^, 
yi) are composed for this study by the Shenandoah five year 
data of clearness index and beam transmittance values, 
described in Chapter 4. If these data are plotted, one 
obtains the so-called scatter plot, illustrated in Figure 
4.2. The objective is to fit a smooth curve through the 
points in such a way that the points are as "close" to the 
curve as possible. 
Frequently, the type of curve to be fitted is suggested 
by the empirical evidence or theoretical arguments. A 
continuous piecewise linear model has been chosen for this 
study, suggested by Dischinger (1984). The term model is used 
rather broadly to describe the mathematical and statistical 
relationships that were developed between the dependent and 
independent variables. 
5.1.1 The Linear Model 
Let us again recall Figure 4.2 and observe the follow-
ing. For any given clearness index there is a wide range of 
observed beam transmittance values and vice versa. Some of 
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this variation is due to errors of measurement of %fo and k-t, 
but most of it is due to real variation between the dependent 
and independent variables. Thus, there is no unique relation-
ship between x^ and k-̂ . 
However, the average observed clearness index for a 
given observed beam transmittance increases with increasing 
kt, and the average observed clearness index for a given 
observed beam transmittance increases with increasing xD. The 
graph of the mean value of one variable for given values of 
other variable, when referred to the whole population is the 
regression curve also shown in Figure 4.2. 
The method of estimating a linear regression, usually 
referred to as fitting a straight line to the data, is 
straight forward. We require to estimate the values of the 
parameters a and b in the equation, 
Yj_ = a + b XJ_. (5.1) 
Capital letters denote predicted or "mean" value of the 
dependent variable, while small letters denote an observed 
value. 
There are several possible methods of estimating a and 
b, the so-called regression coefficients, in Equation 5.1. 
The one of most interest is called the Method of Least 
Squares. This consists of finding the value of the regression 
coefficients that minimize the sum squares of the deviations 
of the observed values from the line. 
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The estimated values of a and b will be denoted by P0 
and $i respectively. If we denote the observations by 
(xi'Yl)' (X2'Y2)' •••/ (xn^Yn) tiien f o r any point xi, the 
predicted value Yf of y± is P0+P]_Xi- The line of the form 
given in Equation 5.1 which has been fitted to a set of n 
points (x, y) by the method of least squares is called the 
line of regression of y on x or the line of prediction for y. 
The vertical distance between actual yj and predicted Yj_ 
is therefore yi-(a+bxj_) . The sum of the squares of all of the 
n such deviations is called the residual sum of squares (RSS) 
and is defined by, 
RSS « 2'{y-(a+bx)}2 = Sei2 (5.2) 
The vector of residuals is given by Bx=yj_-Y±. It is true 
that 2£Yj_=*0, whatever the model, and also Ee=Q. The values of 
a and b that minimize Equation 5.2 are the least square 
estimators of a and b. 
Minimization is achieved in the usual manner; differ-
entiate Equation 5.2 with respect to a and b and equate the 
differentials to zero. We obtain two equations for the 
parameter estimates $Q and P]_, of a and b respectively, 
Sx 
Pi = Yave ~ ^1 xave 
n 
(5.3) 






where S x v = the sum of products of the deviations of the x's 
and y's from their respective means, Sxy-SxSy/n, 
S x x = the sum of squares of the x's about their mean, 
2x2-(2x)2/n. 
The variation about the regression, represented by the 
deviations of the observed y's from the regression line, must 
be less than the total variation of the observed y's about 
their mean. The extent by which it is less represents the 
amount of variation accounted for by the regression. 
Consider now an observation (xi, yi) of the sample. The 
point on the regression line corresponding to xi, given by 
substituting X]_ in the regression equation, is 
Yx=yave+p3L{
xi~yave)• T n e deviation of the actual observation 
Yl from the regression can be expressed as the algebraic 
difference between two deviations, that of the deviation of 
the observation from the average, yi-Yave' an<^ that of the 
deviation of the corresponding point on the regression from 
the average, Yi-yave, that is 
Yl " Yl - (Yi - yave) - (Tl - yave) (5.4) 
Similar identities can be written down for each of the 
other n-1 deviations. Squaring each one and summing the 
equations we obtain the following expression for the sum of 
squares of the deviations from the regression: 
S(y-Y)2 = 2(y-yave)















2 2 3 { x - x a v e )
2 
S ( Y - y a v e )
2 ( 5 . 5 ) 
Thus, we have the following identity, 
Sum of squares of 
the observations 
about regression 
Sum of squares of 
the observations 
about their mean 
Sum of squares 
of regression 
about the mean 
which can also be expressed as, 
RSS = SYY - SSR. {5.6) 
The sum of squares of the regression about the mean 
(SSR) represents the amount by which the total sum of squares 
of one variable is reduced when allowance is made for 




The sum of squares about the regression (RSS) is based 
on n-2 degrees of freedom (d.f*)* The degrees of freedom are 
defined as the number of available observations (n) minus 
the number of parameters estimated from the population. In 
our case, since two degrees of freedom have been used up in 
calculating the regression, we have d.f. equal to n-2. One 
d.f. for the mean value of y, and one d.f. for the regression 
coefficient b. 
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Dividing the sum of squares about the regression by the 
degrees of freedom gives an estimate of the variance about 
the regression. A typical analysis of variance (ANOVA) table 
contains the following information, 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares d.f. Mean Square 
Due to Regression b22{X-xave )
2 1 MSR 
About Regression 2(Y-yave)





If MSR is judged significantly greater than MSg, then 
the regression is statistically significant. That is the 
varlates of y and x are probably connected by a genuine 
relationship. This idea is the basis of the so-called F-test 
which is discussed in the following section. 
5.2 Testing Regression Models 
A model of the form of Equation 5.1 can allow us to 
consider some of the variation of Y as due to a linear 
relationship, and some due to the error term s. A measure of 
the relative importance of each source of variation is the 
coefficient of determination (r2). 
The coefficient of determination is the ratio of the sum 
of squares due to regression (explained by the regression) to 
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the sum of the squares about the mean, and is expressed as, 
SSR 
r2 = — (5.7) 
SYY 
Let us examine two extreme cases. If the fit of the 
linear relationship is perfect, that is, if all the data fall 
on the regression line, then r2=l. If on the other hand, the 
variation from the linear relationship is nearly as large as 
the variation about the mean, r2 approaches zero. In the 
latter case, of course, the regression has little explanatory 
value. The value of r2 is therefore a measure of the 
"explanatory" power of the regression. 
One should note though that the coefficient of determi-
nation is a statistic, hence the particular value it takes is 
governed by chance. When samples are small in relation to the 
number of parameters being fitted, it is possible to get a 
large value of r2 even when no linear relationship exists. 
The success of a model is evaluated by its powers to 
reveal aspects of the situation being modeled that were 
previously hidden. Once a correlation is developed and is 
accepted as a useful predictive model, it is necessary to 
establish procedures for its validation and maintenance. 
Among the various statistical tools that are available, 
the Fisher F-test (in honor of R.A. Fisher, who pioneered its 
many uses) has been singled out as the most successful one. 
The F-test can be applied to test the adequacy of two hypo-
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thesis, namely the null and the alternative hypothesis. Each 
hypothesis represents a model that is believed to be more 
tenable based on the available data. 
The null hypothesis is, as a rule, brought into the 
study to be rejected. It is the aim of the alternative hypo-
thesis to prove the hypothesized model "null and void". We 
can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative 
hypothesis only if an authentic difference exists between the 
two hypotheses. 
Let RSS0 and RSSH represent the residual sum of squares 
for the null and alternative models, respectively. The 
corresponding degrees of freedom are designated by df0 and 
dfjf. Then, the difference RSS 0-RSSH represents the additional 
amount of scatter that was explained by the alternative model 
(or the hypothesized model, if RSSQ-RSSH ^ S l^ss than zero). 
Consequently, the degrees of freedom are reduced by df0-dfj|. 
The F-statistic, which is the ratio of the mean sum of 
squares for the regression (MSR) to the mean sum of square 
for the residual (MSE), is defined as follows, 
RSS0 - RSSH 
MSR dfH - df0 
F = = , (5.8) 
MSg RSSJJ 
<3fH 
where RSS0 = residual sum of squares for hypothesized model, 
RSSH = residual sum of squares for alternative model, 
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= degrees of freedom for hypothesized model, n, 
df0 = degrees of freedom for alternat ive model, n—cr, 
n = number of data points, and 
q = number of parameters (Pi). 
In light of the identity provided by Equation 5.6, the 
numerator of the F-statistic can be expressed as an increment 
in the regression sum of squares, 
- RSSQ 
Syy dfH 
F = • — (5.9) 
RSSH dfH - df0 
syy 
:ion 5.9 may also be expressed in terms of the coef-
ficient of determination, r^, from Equation 5.7, to obtain 
(rH)2 " (ro)2 dfH 
F = : • (5.10) 
1 - <rH)2 dfn - dfQ 
The F-statistic, follows an F distribution with (dfn-
df0, dfff) degrees of freedom. When the alternative model fits 
the data better than the null model, then the value of RSSH 
is less than RSS0. If the alternative hypothesis is true, 
then the expected value of the numerator in Equation 5.9 is 
greater than the expected value of the denominator. 
The hypothesis testing is governed by a comparison of 
the calculated value of the F-statistic, according to 
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Equation 5.6, with tabulated values of F(a, dfu-df0, df 0), 
where a is the confidence interval. Therefore, we should 
reject the null hypothesis for values of F that are "suf-
ficiently" large. 
Draper and Smith (1966) suggest that, as a working rule, 
the fitted correlation is probably an accurate predictor if 
F>4F(a, dfji-dfo, df0). Then one may claim that there is a 
statistically significant improvement of the alternative 
model over the hypothesized model. This improvement should be 
reflected variously and equivalently in an increase in the 
regression sum of squares, and a decrease in the residual sum 
of squares. 
The coefficient of determination may also be used to 
draw similar conclusions, since both r2 and F are closely 
related. Observe from Equation 5.10 that if there is no 
significant change in the value of r2 between two hypothesis, 
then F approaches zero. On the other hand, when rjj2 
approaches unity then F approaches infinity, which means that 
the best correlation with the highest rjj2 is the alternative 
model. 
Another statistical variable of importance is the proba-
bility P(W<F), that a random variable W following the F 
distribution with degrees of freedom, dfjj-df0 and dfQ, would 
be less than the computed value for F. When this probability 
has a large value {approximately unity) then the value of the 
F-statistic is sufficiently large to guarantee that there is 
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essentially no chance that a hypothesized model would perform 
better than the alternative model. 
A model according to Equation 5.1 will clearly be less 
than satisfactory if in fact Y is also significantly affected 
by a variable Z. In looking at past data the effects of Z 
will be contained in the error term, so some allowance is 
made for the possibility of such unknown factors. However, 
the neglect of Z may have undesirable effects. 
When we do regression calculations on unplanned data 
(that is, data rising from continuing operations and not from 
a designed experiment) some potentially dangerous possi-
bilities can arise, as discussed by Box (1966). The error in 
the model may well not be random but may result from the 
joint effects of several variables not incorporated in the 
regression equation nor even measured. 
Due to the possibilities of bias in the estimates an 
observed false effect of a visible variable may, in fact, be 
caused by an unmeasured latent variable. Provided that the 
system continues to run in the same way as when the data were 
recorded this will not mislead. Because though the latent 
variable is not available its changes will not be seen or 
recorded and such changes may well cause the predicted 
equation to become unreliable. 
In a later chapter we will investigate the need of 
adding additional parameters to the developed basic two 
variable model. Thus, we need to develop the tools for treat-
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ing three (or more) variable models. 
One always has to keep in mind that introducing 
additional variables to a model might statistically improve 
its accuracy, but at the same time the required input infor-
mation increases. That could jeopardize applicability and 
usefulness of the model. We must be able to decide if the 
added complexity to the model is balanced by the significance 
of the improvement of the model. 
For that purpose, one may choose to investigate a set of 
regressor variables to be used in the proposed model. We are 
interested in screening the candidate models to obtain the 
regression model that contains the "best" subset of inde-
pendent variables. We would like the final model to contain 
enough independent variables so that it may perform success-
fully . 
On the other hand, we would like the model to use as few 
independent variables as possible. The proposed model should 
require readily available information in order to be widely 
applicable. The compromise between these conflicting object-
ives is what we call finding the "best" model. 
However, there will be no algorithm that will always 
produce data that exactly represents actual data for any 
given locality. Therefore, one has to use some judgement for 
selecting an appropriate model with appropriate independent 
parameters depending on the nature of the application and the 
desired accuracy. We will now briefly summarize some of the 
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most popular model comparison techniques, when the correla-
tions involve a number of parameters. 
Use of the r2 statistic was previously mentioned. This 
is perhaps the most commonly used criterion. The analysis 
proceeds by starting with the most simple model, calculating 
its r2, and proceeding with the more complicated models 
calculating the corresponding coefficient of determination 
values. Typically, one examines these values for a consistent 
pattern and may choose the model that results in the highest 
r2 next to the one with the least change. 
Use of the residual mean square, s2, provides an 
estimate based on n-p degrees of freedom of the variance 
about the regression for the p-variable model. Generally, 
M S E ( P ) decreases as p increases, but this is not necessarily 
so. If the addition of a variable to the model with p-l terms 
does not reduce the error sum of squares in the new p term 
model by an amount equal to the error mean square in the old 
p-l term model, MSE(P) will increase, due to the loss of one 
degree of freedom for error (Hines and Montgomery, 1980). 
A plot of the s2(p) against p is usually quite informa-
tive and may provide a helpful first guide line. The mean 
square error about the regression is usually flat in the 
vicinity of the minimum number of p. Thus, we could choose p 
such that adding more variables to the model produces only 
very small reductions in the MSE(P)-
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Use of a modified coefficient of determination that 
accounts for the number of variables (p) in the model, is 
also attractive. This statistic is called the adjusted coef-
ficient of determination (ra
2), and according to Draper and 
Smith (1986) is defined as, 
n-1 
ra
2 = 1 (i - r p
2). (5.12) 
n-p 
The adjusted r2 is closely related to the Cp statistic. 
Note that ra
2 may decrease as p increases if the decrease in 
(n-1) (1-r2) is not compensated for by the loss of one degree 
of freedom in n-p. One should select a regression model that 
has the maximum value of ra
2. However, this is equivalent to 
the model that minimizes the mean sum of square errors for a 





2 = 1 -
n-p SYY 
n-1 
= 1 MSE(p>. (5.13) 
SYY 
The stepwise regression is also a widely used regression 
model selection technique. The procedure calls for an 
investigation of a sequence of regression models by adding or 
removing variables. The criterion for adding or removing a 
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variable is expressed in terms of a partial F-test. Let F+ be 
the value of the F-statistic for adding a variable to the 
model, and F~ the value of the F-statistic for removing a 
variable from the model. We must have F+ greater or equal to 
F~ and usually F+ equals F™. 
Step wise regression begins by first considering one 
independent variable, usually chosen such that the regressor 
variable has the highest correlation with the response 
variable, say Y=f{Xi). This will be the variable producing 
the largest F-statistic value. If no F-statistic exceeds F+, 
the procedure terminates. 
The second highest partial correlation coefficient, say 
X2, is selected next and a second correlation Y=f(X]_, X2) is 
developed. The overall regression is checked for signifi-
cance, the improvement in r2 value is noted and the partial F 
values for both variables now in the equation are examined. 
The lower of these two partial F's is then compared with an 
appropriate F percentage point, and the corresponding 
predictor variable is retained in the equation or rejected 
according to whether the test is significant or not signi-
ficant . 
This testing of the least useful predictor currently in 
the equation is carried out at every stage of the step wise 
procedure. A predictor that may have been the best entry 
candidate at an earlier stage may, at a later stage, be 
superfluous because of the relationships between it and other 
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variables already included in the correlation. To check on 
this, the partial F criterion for each variable in the 
regression at any stage of the calculation is evaluated, and 
the lowest of these partial F values is then compared with a 
pre-selected percentage point of the appropriate F-distri-
bution. 
This provides a judgement on the contribution of the 
least valuable variable of the regression at that stage, 
treated as though it had been the most recent variable enter-
ed, irrespective of when it was actually entered into the 
model. If the tested variable provides a non-significant 
contribution, it should be removed from the model and the 
appropriate fitted regression equation is then computed for 
all the remaining variables still in the model. 
The best of the variables not currently in the model is 
then checked to see if it passes the partial F entry test. If 
it passes, it is entered and we return to checking all the 
partial p's for variables in. If it fails, a further removal 
is attempted. Eventually, when no variables in the current 
equation can be removed and the next best candidate variable 
can not hold its place in the equation, the process stops. As 
each variable is entered into the regression, its effects on 
r2, is usually recorded to be used as first indicator on the 
significance of the variable on the correlation. 
The forward selection procedure is a simplification of 
the step wise regression. It is based on the principle that 
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variables should be added to the model one at a time until 
there are no remaining candidate variables that produce a 
significant increase in the regression sum of squares. That 
is, variables are added as long as F-statistic is greater 
than F+. The procedure does not account for the effect that 
adding a variable at the current step has on the variables 
added at earlier steps. 
Similar conclusions may be achieved by using all p 
candidate variables in the model as the starting condition. 
The variable with the smallest partial F-statistic is 
deleted, if this F-statistic is insignificant, that is, if 
the F value is less than F~. Next, the model with p-i 
variables is estimated, and the next variable for potential 
elimination is identified. The procedure terminates when no 
further variables can be excluded. 
According to the above discussion pertinent statistics 
are calculated and recorded at the end of each upcoming 
section that deals with the development of new regression 
models. Finally, these information are to be used for the 
selection of the "best" model at the end of this work. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SEASONAL EFFECTS ON SOLAR RADIATION 
Seasonal variations in the (kt-TD) relation persist, 
Such differences are caused by seasonal changes in factors 
that affect the beam component - air mass, cloudiness and air 
quality (turbidity, moisture). In this chapter, the seasonal 
dependence of the correlation of the hourly beam irradiation 
on the hourly global irradiation is examined with respect to 
the Shenandoah data. Two methods for presenting this depend-
ence are developed; sets of monthly regression models and a 
seasonal factor to modify a basic model. The latter procedure 
results in an especially concise presentation. This method 
provides a convenient means of including the seasonal effects 
in a regression model for the beam transmittance as in the 
case of the basic Shenandoah five-year model. 
6.1 Method of Analysis 
We recall from Figure 4.2 that a Tk=f(kt) correlation 
may be sufficient to account for the small data variations 
under either clear or overcast skies. However, for interme-
diate clearness indices a one-to-one relationship between x^ 
and k-t is not sufficient to describe the large variations of 
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measured beam radiation data for a given clearness index. 
Some of this variation can be explained by a seasonal 
variation. Accordingly, we proceeded with an investigation of 
the seasonal effects by collecting the (kt/^b) Shenandoah 
data for the same month averaged over the five year period. 
The standard least-square error fit to a homogeneous linear 
model was applied over kt bands, for each monthly data base, 
resulting in a regression model of the form: 
Tbj - Fm(ktj) + sj (6.1) 
where Fm(ky) - regression model for month m, at the given 
clearness index k-M / and 
Sj = residual for datum (k-tj, ^bj). 
The algorithm used to calculate regression models for monthly 
data bases has been presented in detail by Balaras (1985). 
Representative results are illustrated for three months 
in Figures 6.1-6.3, where the corresponding monthly model is 
plotted against the Jeter and Balaras (1986) basic Shenandoah 
five-year model. Based on these figures, one may observe that 
the beam transmittance is higher for winter than summer 
months. This could be expected on account of the prevalent 
sky conditions. 
During winter, the typical condition for middling clear-
ness index is periodic cloudiness in an otherwise clear sky. 
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Figure 6.1 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah STEP Data for the Five Aprils. The 
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Figure 6.2 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah STEP Data for the Five Julys. The 
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re 6.3 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah STEP Data for the Five Novembers. The 
Basic Shenandoah Five-Year Model is Shown by the 
Plain Line. 
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typical summertime intermediate k-t is a hazy condition with 
much greater attenuation of the beam radiation. 
In addition, note that the beam transmittance reaches 
higher values for clear skies during winter. This is explain-
ed by the reduced water vapor and turbidity in the cold 
continental air masses that dominate clear weather conditions 
during winter in the southeastern United States. 
A summary of the regression coefficient for all twelve 
months and for the basic Shenandoah five-year regression 
model is presented in Table 6.1. It is difficult to discern 
any trend from such a tabulation so the average of the 
regression coefficient in bands three through eight, the most 
important, has been computed. This average summarizes the 
steepness of the regression. The trend in steepness is basic-
ally smooth, declining from December to August. The coeffi-
cients for the last bands have to be used with caution. In 
some cases (Figure 6.3), due to the limited amount of data in 
these bands, outliers may influence the linear regression 
model to exhibit a slope not consistent with the previous 
regression trend. 
6.1.1 Correlation Results 
The monthly regression models clearly demonstrate a 
seasonal dependence in the correlation between beam transmit-
tance and clearness index. This dependence cannot be a hidden 
effect of the optical path length since the air mass ratio is 
Table 6.1 
Monthly and Five-Year Regression Coefficients for Shenandoah STEP 
t Piecewise Linear Regression Coefficients 
Interval JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
0,00-0.05 0, .000 0, .000 0, .000 0. .000 0, .000 0, .000 0. .000 0. ,000 0. .000 0. .000 0. .000 0,000 
0.05-0,15 0, .000 0. .000 0, .000 0, .000 0, .000 0, .005 0, .002 0. .003 0, .000 0, .000 0. .000 0.000 
0.15-0.25 0, .001 0, .007 0, .027 0, .053 0, .082 0, .017 0, .046 0, .095 0, .013 0. .005 0. .021 0.002 
0.25-0.35 0, .127 0, .207 0, .303 0, .170 0, .265 0, .290 0, .309 0. .300 0, .302 0, .156 0, .181 0,261 
0,35-0,45 0, .922 0, .679 0, .549 0, .993 0, .788 1, .020 0, .897 0, .825 0, .962 1, .284 1, .120 1,071 
0.45-0,55 2, .078 2, .150 1, .703 1, .410 1, .197 1, .258 1, .119 1, .299 1, .497 1, .717 1, .916 1.788 
0.55-0.65 1, .884 1, .394 1, .832 1, .725 1, .281 1 .561 1, .501 1, .103 1 .099 1. .610 1, .785 2.155 
0.65-0.75 1, .583 2, .094 1, .784 1, .940 2 .315 1, .981 1 .780 1, .800 2, .172 1, .781 1, .792 1.634 
0.75-0.85 1, .799 1, .158 1 .894 1 .198 1, .155 0 .000 1 .378 6, .813 0, .000 1 .391 o, .384 0.113 
Average* 1, .099 1, .089 1 .033 1 .048 o, .988 1 .021 0 .942 0, .903 1 .008 1 .092 1 .136 1.152 
(*)Average regression coefficient for bands 3 through 8 
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higher in winter than in summer and by increasing the beam 
attenuation would cause a variation opposed to that actually 
observed. 
There is also a possibility that a systematic error 
occurs in the calculation of the extraterrestrial radiation 
due to approximations in the analytic expression for the 
declination. This is ruled out, since the calculations for 8 
gives values are in very close agreement with those listed in 
the Nautical Almanac. 
Temperature and cosine dependence of the measuring 
sensors could also affect the data in a systematic way, 
giving rise to seasonal variations. The temperature 
characteristics of the Eppley monitoring instruments are such 
that the sensitivity decreases at both high and low temper-
ature (with respect to 0° C). In any event, the maximum 
effect is less than one percent during the few extremely low 
temperature days. Deviations due to cosine dependence are 
significant only during the winter months, but even then are 
less than two percent. 
Consequently, these results do not support the assertion 
of Garrison (1984) that there is no seasonal dependence of 
the relationship. One explanation of this disagreement is 
that Garrison's data excluded hours for which the solar 
elevation exceeded 50°. As a consequence most winter hours 
are included but many summer hours around solar noon are 
excluded. This exclusion could have had a systematic impact 
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on his results because, in the southeast at least, one 
experiences many summertime days that are clear in early 
morning and late afternoon but cloudy in midday. Therefore, 
it may well be that summer hours when the elevation is less 
than 50° have sky conditions similar to winter hours. 
Seasonal dependence has been noticed by other research-
ers reporting correlation studies using high quality solar 
radiation data. Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979), and Erbs, 
Klein,and Duffie (1982) solved this problem by developing 
correlations for the winter and another for the rest of the 
year. A seasonal variation of the dome radiation was also 
reported by Rao et. {1984), but without any further treatment 
of this variation. 
Vignola and McDaniels (1984), though, included a simple 
sinusoidal term dependent only on the year day in their dome-
global correlation. The variance was significantly reduced 
and the seasonal dependence of the residuals was removed. 
Turbidity, water vapor and air-mass were identified as signi-
ficant factors in the time dependence of the correlation. 
A study of the beam-global correlations by Vignola and 
McDaniels (1986), yield the same seasonal trend. Using three 
years data from NOAA, their correlations, including the 
seasonal variation terms, appeared to work quite well. How-
ever, using data from Bet Dagan, Israel, collected by Gordon 
and Hochman (1984), they observed differences up to 20 
percent, which clearly indicates that the correlation needs 
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to be tested with more data from other sites. Thus, it is 
suggested that their seasonally corrected correlations are 
not used outside the Pacific Midwest unless the variation in 
water vapor, turbidity and air mass is similar. 
Collares-Pereira and Rabl (1979) proposed that changes 
in air-mass might be responsible for the differences in dome-
global correlations found between summer and winter seasons. 
If air-mass, though, were the only cause, complete symmetry 
between summer and winter would be expected. But according to 
Vignola and McDaniels, the maximum deviations from the 
correlations occurred near the spring and fall equinoxes. 
Vignola and McDaniels finally concluded that the observ-
ed seasonal variation is an intrinsic property of the data. 
This variation is most probably caused by the combined 
effects of air-mass, water vapor, and turbidity. Similarly, 
significant improvement can be achieved for the Shenandoah 
correlations by accounting for the seasonal variation using a 
single multiplicative factor. This analysis is presented in 
the following section. 
6*1.2 Seasonal Variations 
The monthly regressions should accurately account for 
the observed seasonal dependence. However, monthly models 
have some shortcomings. They are awkward to program and are 
not concise. On the other hand, a single variable accounting 
for the seasonal dependence would be easy to program and 
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concise in presentation. 
Inspection of Figures 6.1 and 6.3 indicates that a 
simple multiplicative factor should be sufficient. This 
suggests a model of the form 
tbj = b n F5(ktj) + Bj (6.2) 
where F5(k-M) = predicted value of beam transmittance by the 
basic five-year model by Jeter and Balaras 
(1986) from Equation 4.6, at the given 
clearness index k-M . 
£j = corresponding error between observed and 
predicted beam transmittance values at ktj. 
As usual, b n is selected to minimize the unexplained 
variation. Therefore, for a given period, selected to be 
monthly, bn is given by 
S F5(ktj) xbj 
bn = - ^ — (6.3) 
S(F5(ktj))
2 
Seasonal factors can be efficiently computed using 
monthly data bases and BCALCL presented in Appendix C. For 
the Shenandoah data the results tabulated in Table 6.2 and 
illustrated in Figure 6.4 are obtained. 
The seasonal five-year model has been shown by Jeter and 
Balaras (1987) to be preferable to any of the annual models 
or the Shenandoah five-year model that has not been seasonal 
Table 6.2 
Seasonal Factors 
Month 1979 1980 1981 1983 1984 5-YEAR 
JAN 1.03214 1.059509 1.172972 - 1 ,287810 1.090281 
FEB 0.99192 0.991142 1.123864 1.089944 - 1.032840 
MAR 0.963483 0.962860 1.061209 0,988280 - 0.999403 
APR 0.918130 0.990024 1,003169 1.025492 - 0.989392 
MAY 0.724541 0.808086 - 0.981853 0 .992495 0.885878 
JUN 0.859448 0.900333 0.988580 1.011531 - 0,966864 
JUL 0.885336 0.784846 0.913180 1.013243 0, .817788 0.898174 
AUG 0.884710 0.857430 0.848970 - 0. ,903891 0.875044 
SEP 0.783950 0.849047 1.055425 - JL t .003255 0.951085 
OCT 1.046072 1.042244 1.127652 1.205805 l, .046434 1.075994 
NOV 1.092787 1.085864 - 1.158839 l. .157031 1.112819 
DEC 1.084911 _ 1.227356 1.359432 1. ,163610 1.150584 
u\ 
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Figure 6.4 Seasonal Factors Computed from Five Years Data and 
Computed from Annual Data Bases 
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ly adjusted. This was, of course only to have been expected 
of a more flexible model. 
The impact of this improvement can be much more 
important during days of longer length. As a result, increas-
ed amounts of extraterrestrial irradiation are available 
during summer. If the model overpredicts the beam transmit-
tance during this season, the error is compounded. 
Example results are illustrated in Figure 6.5. Here, 
beam irradiations inferred from historical global irradia-
tions from Jeter et. (1979), are compared. The simple model 
underpredicts in winter and overpredicts in summer. Depending 
on the application, this could result in a poor design even 
though the annual totals are nearly equal. 
In computing the results shown in Figure 6.5, algorithm 
BEAMNI was used (a listing is presented in Appendix C). The 
same interpolation routine used to plot the seasonal factor 
in Figure 6.4, was used to evaluate daily factors. Interpola-
tion seems clearly preferable to a curve fit, especially 
since the asymmetry makes a simple sinusoid unsatisfactory. 
6.2 Statistical Analysis 
To quantify the results, pertinent statistics were 
computed for the seasonal five-year model, and each annual 
seasonal model as shown in Table 6.3. The information 
presented are in accordance to the discussion in Chapter 5. 
o 5-YR MODEL 
x B*5-YR MODEL 
"0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 9,00 1000 11.00 12,00 
MONTH 
Figure 6.5 Comparison of Monthly Annual Daily Beam Irradiations Computed 
Using the Seasonal Model and the Basic Shenandoah Five-Year Model 
Table 6.3 
Statistical Analysis for the Five-Year Seasonal Model, the Simple Five-Year, 
Model, and the Annual Seasonal Models 
Parameter FIVE YEAR MODELS 
Seasonal Simple 1984 
Annual Seasonal Models 
1983 1981 1980 1979 
No. Cases 8112 8112 8112 8112 8112 8112 8112 
Total Variation 418.32 418.32 418.32 418.32 418.32 418.32 418.32 
Residual Variation 40.36 47.47 52.40 55.59 44.72 44.13 47.94 
Explained Variation 377.96 370.85 369.92 362.73 373.60 374.19 370.38 
Coef. of Determination 0.9035 0.8865 0.8745 0.8671 0.8931 0.8945 0.8854 
F-statistic - 118.68 201.04 254.40 72.78 62.93 126.65 
Probability _ 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 
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Table 6.3 indicates that the coefficient of determina-
tion has reached a value of 90.35% for the five-year seasonal 
model, from 88.65% for the simple five-year model. This 
slight improvement seems hardly worth any additional effort 
to implement, but it was previously illustrated {Figure 6.5) 
how this seasonal effect can regain importance. 
Each of the less inclusive models was compared to the 
five-year seasonal model in order to determine the signifi-
cance of the difference between the available models. For 
this decision-making procedure, the null hypothesis was that 
an annual seasonal model or the simple five-year model is 
tenable, while the alternative hypothesis was that the five-
year seasonal model is more tenable based on the available 
five year data. The calculated F value was compared to the 
tabulated value of F(0.01,12,8) and found to be equal to 
5.67. For ail tests, the high values of the F-statistic tend 
to support the alternative hypothesis. 
In summary, there is conclusive evidence of a seasonal 
dependence in the relationship between beam transmittance and 
clearness index. Variations of the beam intensity from 
different seasons within a given year can be as great as the 
variations from year to year. Either distinct seasonal 
regression models, or preferably an inclusive regression 
model modified by a seasonal factor, can be used to quantify 
this effect. The latter method was successful in improving 
the predictive powers of the basic Shenandoah five-year 
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model. 
The performance of the model has increased, as one would 
expect since we have included additional variables. The 
iprovement was found to be significant to justify the season-
al five year model as better model in comparison to other 
correlations. However, since the multiplicative factors deve-
loped for our model are weather related, the model is not 
expected to perform as well outside the southeast United 
States in regions with distinctly different weather patterns. 
Consequently, we need to develop a method that includes 
variables and information that are not directly weather 
dependent. Atmospheric air-mass is a prime candidate. No 
additional information are required for calculating the value 
of air-mass, than the information already included in the 
Shenandoah five year data base. The following chapters deal 
with the investigation of the dependence of beam and global 
radiation on air mass, and with the development of improved 
correlations for the beam transmittance. 
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CHAPTER VII 
AIR MASS DEPENDENCE OF BEAM RADIATION 
The intervening atmospheric air-mass is expected to 
exhibit a direct relationship with the beam transmittance. In 
this chapter, we will investigate the dependence of beam 
radiation on air-mass. Initially, a study of the relationship 
between xD and m would help us establish the limiting 
conditions of the beam transmittance under clear sky condi-
tions. Such information may prove valuable for long term 
prediction of solar radiation. In order to isolate the 
effects of air-mass, new subsets of the Shenandoah five year 
data were formed. The dependence of the beam transmittance on 
air-mass is also assessed using a regression study with the 
development of (xD-m) correlations parametric in clearness 
index. Finally, for completeness, the (kt~m) correlations 
parametric in xD are briefly discussed. 
7.1 A Simple Clear Sky Model 
Air-mass can be used to adequately predict the limiting 
value of beam radiation under clear sky. The method described 
here could be employed with data for a specific locality. 
However, after an investigation of independently developed 
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clear sky beam transmittance correlations, it is believed 
that clearest skies are not necessarily site specific. 
Accordingly, the proposed correlation may be applied general-
ly for purposes such as predicating extreme beam irradiance 
and removing the air-mass dependence in beam transmittance 
correlations. 
7.1.1 Model Development 
The atmosphere is not homogeneous, but contains a vary-
ing amount of water vapor molecules and particles {such as 
atmospheric pollutants), even under clear skies. As a result, 
beam radiation may be attenuated by scattering or absorption 
during its passage through the atmosphere. The interactions 
of the beam radiation with the molecules and particles 
present in the atmosphere are independent events. 
Thus, considering an infinitesimal layer of the atmo-
sphere, the net attenuation of the beam radiation is pro-
portional to the incident irradiance and the atmospheric 
extinction, according to a Bouguer's Law type formulation. In 
Chapter 4, Equation 4.8 correlates the beam transmittance 
(tb) t° atmospheric extinction coefficient (K) and air-mass 
(m). For convenience, let us restate the correlation that 
exhibits the dependence of Xb o n m> namely 
Xb = exp{-Km). (4.1) 
The reader should recall at this point that the atmospheric 
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air-mass can be calculated from Equation 4.9 as a function of 
altitude alone. For our numerical calculations, m values were 
computed through AMASS, a routine found in Appendix B. 
Hourly values of the beam transmittance and air-mass 
were also calculated for the Shenandoah five year data. The 
variation of xD versus m is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Note 
that air-mass values range from unity up to 6.5. Higher 
values of m were not attained, since at very low sun angles 
pyrheliometer data cannot be considered reliable on account 
of refraction and interference from objects near the horizon. 
According to Figure 7.1, the beam transmittance distri-
bution exhibits the expected variation. High xD values at low 
air-mass and progressively lower x^ values occur as air-mass 
increases. This is in agreement with the fact that, as the 
energy attenuation caused by the atmosphere increases, the 
beam radiation decreases. 
To identify the limiting values that represent the 
clearest sky conditions, the distribution was disaggregated 
into air-mass bands, each one being 0.1 wide. For each band 
(12 in total), the limiting beam transmittance values were 
identified. Consequently, these data represent the clear sky 
conditions for STEP. Using a minimization technique, the 
value of the extinction coefficient was estimated to be equal 
to 0.106. Thus, the expression for the clear sky beam trans-
mittance becomes, 
1 2 5 
ALL 5Y 
AIRMASS 
Beam Transmittance Dependence on Air-Mass Using 
Five Year Data From Shenandoah, Georgia. 
Triangles Indicate the Simple CSBT Model, Squares 
Indicate the Randall-Whitson Model, and Circles 
Indicate the Maxwell Model 
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xDC = exp{-0.106 m) (7.1) 
These calculations are performed by a routine called AIRMAS3 
of which a listing is available in Appendix D. 
Another way of expressing the dependence of beam trans-
mittance on air-mass is to include an air-mass independent 
factor, "c0, that is best justified for its improvement in 
fitting the statistical data. One then obtains the following 
formula for the beam transmittance: 
Zfo = x0 exp(-K p) - %Q exp(-K m) (7.2) 
where K = extinction coefficient (Km"1), 
p = path length (Km), 
K = normalized extinction coefficient, 
m = air-mass ratio, m=p/l, or from Equation 4.9, and 
1 = depth of the atmosphere. 
Using the data for the clearest sky conditions for a 
least square error curve fit, the following expression for 
the Clear Sky Beam Transmittance (CSBT) was determined, 
xDc = 0•8426 exp(-0.0939m). (7.3) 
The regression coefficients for the CSBT model were calcu-
lated by PLOTXY; a listing of this program can be found in 
Appendix D. 
Similar expressions have also been developed by Randall 
and Whitson (R-W, 1977), and Maxwell (1987). The R-W model 
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was expressed as, 
Tbc(R-W) - 0.8847 exp(-0.106 m) (7.4) 
while Maxwell made a polynomial fit to clear sky values based 
on data from Atlanta, Georgia, to obtain an expression of the 
form, 
xbc(M) = a - b m + c m2 - d m3 + e m4 (7.5) 
where a-0.886, b=Q.122, c=Q.Q121, d=0.000653, e=0.000014. 
Figure 7.1 illustrates the scatter plot of the hourly 
five year STEP data, along with the resulting CSBT model, 
from Equation 7.3. Also illustrated are the R-W model, 
Equation 7.4, and the Maxwell model, Equation 7.5. Figure 7.1 
which was generated using routine AIRMAS3 presented in 
Appendix D. 
7.1.2 Model Validation 
The previous analysis has provided us with all of the 
necessary information to calculate the beam radiation under 
clear skies. Once the beam transmittance value for clear 
skies (according to Equations 7.1 or 7.3) is known, one can 
simply express the clear sky beam radiation as follows, 
xbnc • xon tbc (7.6) 
where Ibnc = periodic (e.g. hourly) beam irradiation under 
clear skies, 
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xbc = beam transmittance computed for the mid point 
of the period. 
The modeled data from Equation 7.6 was compared with 
measured data for season representative clear days throughout 
the year of 1979. First, Equation 7.1 was used to calculate 
the Tkc value. This resulted in a poor performance of the 
model, since at the beginning and ending periods of a day, 
the modeled data exceeded the measured clear sky beam 
radiation values. 
This initiated a thorough investigation of the program-
ming features for several routines that had been used upto 
that date. This is critical, because in the event, for 
example, that the air-mass values had been overpredicted, 
substantial errors may have been introduced. Such a problem 
would then play a critical role in the behavior of the model 
at low sun angles, possibly causing the observed erroneous 
behavior. 
The fact that the problems occurred at the early and 
late periods of the day led us to a closer examination of the 
calculations performed during those intervals. One should 
recall that routine HELGO was used at the middle of each 
hourly period to calculate the position of the sun. This 
could potentially create a problem in the event that the 
calculated attenuation of the beam radiation is over-
estimated. This becomes especially critical at low sun 
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angles. Thus, a closer examination of these procedures was 
necessary in order to evaluate possible programming problems 
that may have resulted to loss of accuracy. 
In accordance, average air-mass values were calculated 
using minute intervals and integrated to obtain hourly 
values. Even with half minute intervals, our results indi-
cated no substantial differences between these integration 
methods and the previously obtained values using hourly 
intervals. Since no programming errors were found, one may 
conclude that the poor predictive powers of Equation 7.1 had 
caused these discrepancies. 
Fortunately, the use of the CSBT model {Equation 7.3) to 
predict Z^Q, exhibited none of the above problems. On the 
contrary, the modeled data from Equation 7.6 plotted against 
season representative clear sky days from 1979, indicated 
that CSBT was indeed an accurate predictor of clear sky beam 
transmittance. This task was undertaken by routine IBN which 
can be found in Appendix D. 
Example results are illustrated in Figure 7.2. The 
calculations are performed at the end of the hourly periods 
during November 14, 1979, using algorithm IBN listed in 
Appendix D. The triangles represent beam radiation values 
predicted by the CSBT model and the squares represent 
measured beam radiation values under clear skies. The general 
trend of the modeled data is in good agreement with the 
measured data. The CSBT model predicts slightly higher beam 
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radiation values since it represents the clearest sky 
conditions, or in other words, the limiting case. 
NOV 14, 1979 
-bn 
20,00 
Figure 7.2 Hourly Beam Radiation Under Clear Skies During 
November 14, 1979 for Shenandoah, Georgia. Time 
is in Hours and the Beam Normal Irradiation in 
KJ/m2/hr. The Solid Line Represents the CSBT 
Model and the Squares Represent the Measured Data 
Finally, the reader should recall Figure 7.1 from which 
we may observe that in an absolute sense, the three curves 
vary by less than four percent. This is also illustrated by 
Table 7.1, which lists the corresponding values of T^C for 




Characteristic Values for the Clear Sky Beam Transmittance 
Air-Mass CSBT R-W Maxwell 
Model Model Model 
1.0 0.7670 0.7960 0.7750 
2.0 0.6983 0.7157 0.6854 
3.0 0.6357 0.6437 0.6124 
4.0 0.5788 0.5789 0.5534 
5.0 0.5269 0.5207 0.5056 
6.0 0.4797 0.4684 0.4670 
This is a very important observation which shows that 
three models developed from distinctly different populations 
(with statistically different underlying distributions) are 
practically identical. In fact, either model could be applied 
with satisfactory results. 
One can then conclude that clear sky conditions actually 
represent a universal behavior. Such models can then be used 
with confidence on different data bases for determining 
limiting sky conditions. Any observed discrepancies can be 
attributed to varying local climate, geographical variations, 
sampling techniques and/or instrumentation errors and 
variation that could bias the corresponding measurements. 
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For example, notice in Figure 7.1 that the Maxwell 
correlation underpredicted the values of TbC, for almost the 
whole m range, compared to the other two models. This is 
probably due to the fact that the Atlanta data, used by 
Maxwell, exhibits a certain degree of air-pollution that 
attenuates part of the beam radiation even under clear skies. 
Such a behavior should be expected at metropolitan areas. 
7.1.3. Statistical Analysis 
The analysis of variance for all three models was 
performed through CSMSTAT found in Appendix D. The data used 
were the maximum x^ values from each of the 22 air-mass 
bands. The pertinent statistical results are summarized in 
Table 7.2, in accordance to the discussion in Chapter 5. 
The coefficient of determination indicates that 94% of 
the variability in the Shenandoah data is accounted for by 
the CSBT model. The next highest value was achieved by the 
Maxwell model (88%), followed by the R-W model with 86%. 
The F-statistic values are for testing two hypotheses, 
namely the null hypothesis (that the R-W or Maxwell model is 
tenable) and the alternative hypothesis (that the CSBT model 
is more tenable based on our data). The calculated F value 
was compared to the tabulated value of F(0.01,20,22) and 
found to be equal to 2.83. For both tests the alternative 
hypothesis is true. The CSBT model is preferred based on our 
statistical analysis, although all three models were in close 
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agreement as was previously graphically illustrated. 
Table 7.2 
Statistical Analysis for Testing the Clear Sky Beam 
Transmittance, Randall and Whitson, and Maxwell Models 
Parameter 
Total Variation 
Residual Sum of Squares 
Explained Variation 
Coef. of Determination 
F-statistic 
Probability 
7.2 Dependence of Beam Transmittance on Air-Mass 
In Chapter 4 we have discussed the dependence of beam 
transmittance on clearness index. To assess the effects of 
air-mass on the beam radiation a regression analysis can be 
used based on an alternative five year data base. These data 
must be created for the purpose of this study as described in 
the following section. 
7.2.1 Model Development 
The required information for the upcoming study are the 
hourly values of three variables, namely the clearness index, 
CSBT R-W Maxwell 
Model Model Model 
0 .06862 0 .06862 0.06862 
0 .00385 0.00963 0.00836 
0 .06477 0.05899 0.06026 
0 .94386 0.85959 0.87814 
- 15.0103 11.7055 
_ 0.99999 0.99999 
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air-mass, and beam transmittance. These data constitute an 
hourly five-year data base of the form (k-fci, m±f tbi)*
 T n e 
clearness index was calculated according to Equation 4,5, the 
air-mass values according to Equation 4.9, and the beam 
transmittance according to Equation 4.4. 
Once the five year data (kti, mj_, *bi) were grouped 
together, the development of correlations for (x\y±, m±) pro-
ceeded as follows. First, the data were broken down to clear-
ness intervals. For every group a continuous linear model was 
fitted in a least square sense, through air-mass bands of 
unit width (for computational details refer to algorithm 
CURVE2 in Appendix D), Such an approach is attractive since 
it would reveal the effects of air-mass on the beam trans-
mittance under different clearness indices. 
One expects that atmospheric air-mass would play a role 
in the attenuation of incoming beam radiation, since high 
air-mass indicates a long path through the atmosphere. The 
question that arises though, is whether this attenuation 
would be dependent on the sky condition or some other physic-
al variable, and also the magnitude of the effect that air-
mass exhibits on beam transmittance. Our analysis attempts to 
address these questions. 
For each air-mass band the regression model which 
assures continuity is, 
(*bj ~ Yoi) = Pi (mj " xoi) + ej (7.7) 
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where x0j_ = lower limit of band i, 
y0j_ = regression model at x0j_, 
$± = regression coefficient, and 
£j = residual error for data (ms, T ^ J ) . 
Results of the linear regression analyses are given in 
Table 7.3. Primary results of the analysis are the set of 
regression coefficients (Pi) for each clearness index case 
with representative results illustrated in Figures 7.3 to 
7.6. The reader should observe that at high clearness indices 
- mostly clear winter conditions - beam transmittance 
increases with increasing air-mass for the interval of l<m<2, 
while for air-mass values greater than two, beam radiation is 
attenuated with increasing air-mass. For low k^ cases, 
typical of summer, hazy conditions, m has no direct effect on 
xfo. One may then conclude that the intensity of beam radia-
tion is rather weather related. 
Based on these observations it was decided to perform a 
seasonal study. Following the same procedures the analysis 
was repeated for summer and winter seasons. Such an analysis 
should remove any seasonal dependence that could have affect-
ed our previous observations. 
Representative results from the seasonal analysis are 
shown in Figures 7.7 to 7.10. The variation of the beam 
transmittance with air-mass did not exhibit any substantial 
deviation from the five year analysis. Thus, the observed r^-
Table 7.3 
Functions for the Beam Transmittance - Air Massp pCorrelation 
Clearness Air-Mass Band 
Index Km<2 2<m<3 3<m<4 4<m<5 5<m<6 
0,0<kt<0.1 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
0.1<kt<0.2 .00021+.00009m -.00164 .00000 .00000 .00000 
0.2<kt<0.3 .01454-,00562m .00127 -.00138 .00000 .00000 
0.3<kt<0.4 .04162-.00447m .01698 .00081 .09641 .11253 
0.4<kt<0.5 .11174-.00558m .07118 .00021 .07932 -.06462 
0.5<kt<0,6 .19862+.01962m .13389 -.03122 .04263 .11513 
0.6<kt<0.7 .19205+.15512m .02725 -.04531 -.06675 .49612 
0.7<kt<0.8 .43580+.11954m -.14749 -.06730 .00000 .00000 
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Figure 7.4 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
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Figure 7.5 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
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Figure 7.7 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
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Figure 7.8 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
0.6 to 0.7 for Winter Seasons 
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Figure 7.9 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness 
0.4 to 0.5 for Summer Seasons 
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Figure 7.10 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
0.6 to 0.7 for Summer Seasonsm variations were 
not introduced by any seasonal effects. 
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Accordingly, we may conclude that there is no direct 
relationship of air-mass on beam transmittance even under 
clear skies. Although m should attenuate beam radiation the 
previous results do not support such a statement, but it 
rather seems that this is triggered by some other mechanism. 
For example, we identified some of the data at low and 
high air-mass values, from Figures 7.7 and 7.9. According to 
these figures the regression exhibits a clear upward trend. 
For the summer seasons. Figure 7.7, data at low air mass and 
low beam transmittance represent hazy conditions {low x^ for 
intermediate k-t) , Data for high air-mass values and high beam 
transmittance occurred during partly cloudy conditions (high 
Xb for intermediate kt). Thus, the increasing trend of the 
beam transmittance data with air-mass is attributed to 
clearing sky conditions. The effects of air-mass were 
overcomed by increasing beam radiation due to clearing skies. 
Similar observations were made in relation to Figure 7.9. 
For completeness, the next step taken was the study of 
(k-tHm) correlations for different x^ cases. Representative 
results shown in Figures 7.11 to 7.14 indicate that for clear 
sky conditions (high xD cases) the global radiation decreases 
with increasing air-mass. The data do not exhibit much 
scatter and are mostly grouped at high clearness indices 
where m has a dominant effect on kfc. For overcast skies, low 
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Figure 7.11 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
0.0 to 0.1 
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Figure 7.12 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
0.1 to 0.2 
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Figure 7.13 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
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Figure 7.14 Scatter Plot of and Piecewise Regression on 
Shenandoah Data for a Clearness Index Range of 
0.6 to 0.7 
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scatter. The effect of air-mass is limited under these 
conditions. 
7.2.2 Model Validation 
Maxwell (1987) also developed a correlation for the 
prediction of beam radiation. He investigated the relation-
ship of beam transmittance and air-mass by studying instead 
the effects of m on Ax^ for different ranges of clearness 
index. The latter variable, Ax^, w a s defined as follows, 
Atb = xbc - xb (7.8) 
where tbc = limiting clear sky beam transmittance, 
Tk = measured beam transmittance values. 
A least-squares regression analysis was used to fit each 
group of data (for different ranges of kt) to the exponential 
form, 
Axb = a + b * exp(c * m) (7.9) 
The resulting set of functions relating air-mass and Att, 
are listed in Table 7.4. Maxwell finally proposed polynomial 
functions to calculate coefficients for Equation 7.9, and are 
determined using equations for two kt ranges. 
For k-fc<0.6 
a=0.512-1.56 kt+2.286 kt2-2.222 kt3 
b=0..370+0.962 kt 
C=-0.28+0.932 kt-2.048 kt2 
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Table 7.4 
Functions Relating Ax^ and Air-Mass, Maxwell (1987) 
Clearness Index Functions 
0.25 0.230 + 0.6108 * EXP(-0.1817*m) 
0.30 0.190 + 0.6558 * EXP{-0.1813*m) 
0.35 0.150 + 0.7026 * EXPC-G.1987*m) 
0.40 0.110 + 0.7641 * EXP(-0.2313*m) 
0.45 0.070 + 0.7971 * EXP (-0.27 39*lli) 
0.50 0.030 + 0.8590 * EXP{-0.3380*m) 
0.55 -0.030 + 0.9013 * EXP{-0.39 30*m) 
0.60 -0.080 + 0.9411 * EXP{-0.4500*m) 
0.65 -0.0 30 + 1.1815 * EXP(-0.889Q*m) 
0.70 -0.010 + 1.5504 * EXP(-1.4 399*m) 
0.75 -0.001 + 3.2996 * EXP(-2.6 362*m) 
0.80 -0.001 + 5.1625 * EXP{-3. 9549*111) 
0.85 -0.001 + 8.0000 * EXP{-5.5Q0Q*m) 
For kt>0.6 
a=-5.743+21.77 kf27.49 kt2+H.56 kt3 
b=41.40-118.5 kt+66.05 kt2+31.9 kt3 
c=-47.01+184.2 kt-222.0 kt2+73.81 kt3. 
Equation 7.9 is the backbone of the so-called Direct 
Insolation Simulation Code (DISC). Maxwell validated his 
model using data from three stations - Brownsville, Texas, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Bismarck, North Dakota - repre-
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senting significantly different climate conditions. 
The correlation developed by Maxwell was also expressed 
in terms of beam transmittance through Equation 7.8 using 
Equation 7.3 for x^c* The DISC model, expressed in terms of 
Tfc, was then compared to our correlation through algorithm 
CURVE2. Representative results are illustrated in Figures 
7.15 to 7.16, for different clearness index ranges. 
The two models are in very close agreement. Most import-
antly one should observe the similar trend both models 
exhibit. Clearly, we may conclude that there is no dominating 
effect of air mass on beam transmittance. The most it can be 
said is that under clear skies the relationship of beam 
radiation and air-mass exhibits a decrease of x^ with 
increasing m. For partly cloudy and overcast skies there is 
no discrete variation of the *ct> with m. 
Accordingly, Maxwell's claim that air-mass is the 
dominant parameter affecting the relationship between x^ and 
k-fc cannot be supported. The conclusions reached herein are 
valid for the considered range of air-mass, applicable to 
studies of beam radiation. Figure 7.17 illustrates the 
variation of kt with m for the five year data. Observe though 
that data for high air-mass values at low clearness indices 
are not present. These data were excluded during the initial 
stages of data quality control processes. 
The observed behavior of beam transmittance and air-mass 
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Figure 7.15 Variation of Beam Transmittance with Air-mass for 
a Clearness Index Range of 0.38 to 0.42 from 
Shenandoah. Rubi Indicate the Shenandoah (x^-m) 
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Figure 7.16 Variation of Beam Transmittance with Air-mass for 
a Clearness Index Range of 0.58 to 0.62 from 
Shenandoah. Rubi Indicate the Shenandoah (x^-m) 
model. Triangles Indicate the Maxwell Model 
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a larger range of m values. For our purposes, data at such 
low clearness indices are of little importance, and in 
general, of questionable quality. Thus, an independent vari-
able is often kept within a small range to keep the dependent 
variable within acceptable limits. In the case of air-mass 
the "operability" region is the interval of l<m<6. 
°0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 
AIR MASS 
Figure 7.17 Variation of Clearness Index with Air-mass from 
the Shenandoah Five Year Data Base 
The small operability region may cause the corresponding 
regression coefficients to be found "non-significant". Such a 
conclusion may, on a physical basis, be questionable, because 
it is "known" that air-mass is an effective variable. Both 
view points are of course, compatible. If an effective 
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independent variable is not varied much, it will show little 
or no effect. 
Let there be no doubt to the reader that for our 
purposes high air-mass has no practical significance, due to 
high attenuation and the position of the sun. Hence, 
exclusion of such data was justifiable. For some appli-
cations, one may wish to explore the whole region of possible 
air-mass values, but this is of little interest for beam 
radiation studies. Instead, as done here, one would like to 
explore only a limited range of interest and would then 
arrive at similar conclusions. 
Due to the large scatter of the data, a statistical 
analysis will not provide any additional information on the 
performance of the model. In addition, the (t^-m) linear 
regression model was not proposed here as a tool for the 
prediction of the beam radiation. Rather, it may be used as 
an indicator of the relationship between the beam transmit-
tance and air-mass, which proved to be non-significant under 
most sky conditions. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
IMPROVED BEAM RADIATION MODELS 
Two improved models for the beam radiation are presented 
in this chapter. First, there is a correlation between the 
beam transmittance, clearness index, and air-mass. Second, 
there is a correlation between beam transmittance, clearness 
index, and a variable n, which accounts for the sky condition 
without the need of any meteorological observations. 
The three variable correlations have significantly 
increased the predictive powers of the beam radiation model 
without compensating for additional input information. The 
correlations can predict different values of xfc- for a given 
day and, over the year, for the same value of k-t which is 
what is observed. As a general note, the surface fitting 
techniques used in the development of the three-dimensional 
model are applicable to similar response surface studies. 
8.1 Surface Fitting Techniques 
The basic and seasonal Shenandoah five-year models, 
described in previous chapters were of the form tjD=f(k-t). 
Besides the single independent variable that is included in 
the model, it does not take into account any other variables. 
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The value of this equation lies in the fact that it shows how 
knowledge of a variable which can be reliably measured (as in 
the case of global radiation), may be used as an indication 
of a more important but less readily available quantity of 
the beam transmittance (or beam radiation). 
It is, however, by no means an exact relationship. In 
reality, there is no one-to-one relationship of the beam 
transmittance to the clearness index. The reader should 
recall that a single regression function cannot be used to 
reproduce the observed variation of the data (Figure 4.2). 
The residual scatter of data about the regression line 
defined by the relationship of the two variables remains 
significant. For some practical applications, knowledge of 
global radiation alone could be a sufficient guide to the 
relative magnitude of beam radiation. It is possible however, 
that other easily obtainable information, in addition to 
knowledge of clearness index, might enable us to predict the 
beam transmittance with better accuracy. 
In fact, we will attempt to relate the beam transmit-
tance to more than one property that directly effects the 
intensity of the beam radiation. Such candidates include air-
mass, cloud cover, atmospheric composition, etc. A study of 
this nature would expose the effects of changes of the above 
variables on the beam radiation. 
This work is exclusively based on available solar 
radiation measurements. Consequently, one is limited on the 
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choice of a third variable. Introducing the atmospheric air-
mass in a (Tfo-kt) correlation is appealing, since the 
calculation of m does not require any additional information. 
We recall from Chapter 4 that air-mass values can be accura-
tely computed from knowledge of solar altitude alone. 
Using the Shenandoah five year data of (k^, m, x^), the 
following procedures can be used to establish empirically (by 
fitting some form of a mathematical model), the type of 
relationship that is present between the response variable, 
XTQ, and its influencing factors, kt and m. The response 
variable, namely the beam transmittance, is the quantity 
whose value is assumed to be affected by changing the levels 
of the factors. The factors are the input variables, namely 
the clearness index and air-mass, whose values are readily 
available. Presumably, if one changes the values of the 
factors, the value of the response varies as well. 
When there are two independent variables, it is possible 
to construct a three-dimensional scatter model by fitting a 
surface through the available data. Another possibility is to 
plot tD separately against each of the independent variables, 
as was done in Chapter 4 for (x\y vs kt) and in Chapter 7 for 
(x\y vs m). This is a potentially misleading practice though, 
since we are interested in the partial relationship between 
the dependent variable and each independent variable, sta-
tistically holding the other independent variable constant. 
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Still, the choice of air-mass as the third variable may 
seem to be a bad option in light of the conclusions reached 
in Chapter 7. The reader should recall that m was found to 
have a small impact on zfo. Let us though refer back to Figure 
7.1 where the variation of -ĉ  and m is illustrated for the 
whole five year period. 
Figure 7.1 shows no signs of a close relationship 
between the beam transmittance and air-mass. At first sight, 
it does not seem that the additional variable (m) will be of 
much value for purposes of prediction. Figure 7.1 does not, 
however, tell the whole story. 
If we are to use air-mass to assist in the prediction of 
beam transmittance, we must relate the observed variations in 
m to the as yet unexplained variations in xD, i.e. to the 
variations of tD about the regression of -cD upon k-t, rather 
than the overall variation. If we do this, we also eliminate 
any variations in air-mass which can themselves be associated 
with variations in k-̂ . Independent analyses of (Tb-ktJ and 
(x^-m) cannot guarantee to give us the true relationship 
between the three variables. 
In general, plotting the dependent variable (X3) sepa-
rately against each independent variable displays the simple 
relationship between the corresponding Xi and X2 variables. 
If the independent variables are correlated with each other, 
as in the case of k-t and m, these simple relationships may be 
different from the partial relationships. 
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The potential discrepancy between simple and partial 
relationships can be avoided by performing a three variable 
study that accounts for the significance of both independent 
variables (X^, X2) to predict the dependent variable (X3). 
Accordingly, we may develop a model based on a surface fit-
ting procedure for three variables. The procedure was first 
applied to the five year Shenandoah data base (clearness 
index, air-mass, and beam transmittance). 
These techniques, though, can be applied for any surface 
fitting problem, with an objective to generate a response 
surface from scattered three dimensional data. This was 
illustrated by substitution of the air-mass by the sky 
condition variable, r\, to be discussed later. Based on the 
{kt,0/Tb) data, we repeated the same procedures to develop a 
new three variable model. The principles used by the proposed 
algorithm and its application are described in the following 
sections. 
8.1.1 Development of a Surface Fitting Algorithm 
The method developed utilizes a discrete data set of 
three variables, (X]_, X2, X3), to fit through these data a 
continuous surface composed of quadrilateral planes. The 
method calls for an initial specification of some fairly 
large number of scattered data, lying in a bounded three 
dimensional space. Measured data usually has errors which 
have to be smoothed out. One way to reduce the noise inherent 
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in the raw data is to fit the approximating function by the 
method of the least squares. 
To start, the three-dimensional data are broken down 
into Xj_ and X2 bands, of appropriate width each. This creates 
a number of working spaces shown in Figure 8.1. For every 
rectangular space that is created by the band partitioning of 
the (X^, X2) plane, the bounded data are identified and 
collected. These rectangular planes are called patches. 
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Each quadrilateral patch can be broken down to two tri-
angular patches; an upper triangular patch (U-patch), and a 
lower triangular patch (L-patch). The numbered corner points 
marked in Figure 8.1 are called nodes, connecting the patch 
boundaries. These triangular patches may then be fitted to 
the appropriate data within the given patch boundaries in the 
least squares sense. 
The resulting surface is composed of an assembly of 
patches. To ensure that adjacent patches are continuous 
across their contiguous boundaries, some boundary conditions 
have to be imposed. It becomes quit clear our method must not 
only fit surface patches to the corresponding data, but also 
blend fitted pre-defined patches together. 
Every triangular patch has two known nodes (all three 
coordinates specified) and one unknown node (X3 co-ordinate 
unspecified). The third node is fully defined by fitting a 
given triangular patch to the appropriate data in the least 
square sense. The existence though of lower and upper 
patches, suggests that for convenience a standard approach 
should be developed to perform the fitting procedures. 
A solution to this problem is achieved by establishing a 
fixed co-ordinate system (x, y, z). This would require the 
development of a coordinate transformation procedure to 
relate for example the (kt, m, x^) co-ordinates to an (x, y, 
z) co-ordinate system. 
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One such transformation is illustrated with the follow-
ing example, based on our (kt, m, TJJ) data. Consider three 
nodes: (kti, ml' Tbl)' (kt2' m2" Tb2)' a n d (kt3/ m3' Tb3)-
The axes are rotated through an angle 8 about the origin 
located at point 1, as shown in the two-dimensional repre-








Figure 8.2 Mapping and Trigonometric Relations Between the 
Original (kt/ m, x^) Coordinate System and the 
Standard (x, y, z) Coordinate System 
From basic trigonometry the following relations between 
the two co-ordinate systems were obtained, 
y cos6 + x sin0 = m - irtx = 6m (8.1) 
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-y sine + x cose = kt - k^i - 6kfc. (8.2) 


















y = (8.4) 
where D is the determinant of the matrix in Equation 8.3 and 
is given by D=-sin29-cos2e=-l. Equation 8.4 then becomes, 
x = 6m sine + 6kt cose 
y = 6m cos9 - Skt sine 
while for the z co-ordinate the relationship is si 




Thus, for a given triangular patch all the data and 
known nodes with coordinates (k-t, m, x^) can be mapped to the 
standard x-y-z co-ordinate system through Equations 8.5 to 
8.7. The known vertices of the triangular patch are located 
at (0, 0, 0) and (X2, 0, Z2) while the third node is located 
at (X3, y3, Z3), as shown in Figure 8.2. 
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The objective is to determine Z3 through a least square 
minimization. The fitting of a triangular plane can always be 
done on the standard (x,y,z) coordinate system and then 
transformed to any given coordinate system. The equation of a 
plane passing through these three points can be expressed as, 
x y z 1 
0 0 0 1 
X2 0 Z2 1 
X3 Y3 z3 I 
x y z 
X2 0 Z2 
X3 Y3 z3 
= 0 (8.8) 
Equation 8.8 can be reduced to, 
z = 




The residual for a point is defined as the distance of a 
data point from (xi, yi, zi), (x2, y2, 22)' (
x3' Y3* 23> 
plane, and can be expressed as, 
£i = &i -~ z o r 2sj_2 = S(dj_'- z) (8.10) 
where dj_ = distance of (x^, y^, djj data from plane, 
z = elevation of data on the plane according to 
Equation 8.9. 






which results in an expression for z$, 
XiZ2Yi Z2X3Yi
2 
2 diYi - S + 2 
x2 x2y3 
z3 = (8.12) 
yi2 
Y3 
where x±f y±, d^ = data co-ordinates, 
x2/
 z2 = co-ordinates of second node (y2=0), and 
X3, Y3 = known co-ordinates of third node. 
The next step would be to map the 23 coordinate in the 
reverse direction, from the standard system onto the original 
coordinate system, according to Equation 8.7. 
The three nodes (ktl' ml' xbl)' C^t2' m 2 ' xh2) * an(^ 
(kt3/ 1^3, ^b3) n o w completely define a triangular plane of 
the form, 
kt-ktl m _ ml xb-i:bl 
kt2"ktl m2-m1 •Cb2~
xbl 
kt3~ktl m3-mi Xb3-xbi 
= 0 (8.13) 
where k-t, m, x]y = data co-ordinates bounded into the 
specified triangular plane between nodes 
1,2, and 3. 
Once an L-patch has been fixed, the common boundary 
nodes with the U-patch are used to repeat the process for the 
third unspecified node of the U-patch. The result is a fully 
specified rectangular patch. Blending is achieved through 
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successive patch generation. The newly generated patch must 
satisfy the boundary conditions of its previously defined 
neighbor. Once the first patch is generated, the next patch 
on the same k-t band may be generated, and so on. The same 
procedure is repeated for the following kt bands. 
8.1*2 Alternative Surface Fitting Methods 
For completeness, one needs some other fitting techni-
ques to which our method may be compared (a task undertaken 
in a later section). There are several software libraries 
that provide algorithms for surface fitting to three 
dimensional data. For example, the general purpose mathema-
tical library, International Mathematical and Statistical 
Libraries, IMSL (1977), includes useful facilities for 
surface fitting, 
The IMSL library provides a user-callable subroutine, 
IQHSCV, that performs smooth surface fitting to irregularly 
distributed data points. IQHSCV calculates an interpolating 
function which is a fifth-degree polynomial in each triangle 
of a triangulation of the (X^, X2) projection of the surface. 
The interpolation function is continuous and has continuous 
first-order partial derivatives. The reader may refer to IMSL 
(1977) and Akima (1978) for more details. The author found 
the implementation of IQHSCV quite difficult due to the large 
memory requirements of 3IN (N total number of data). 
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An alternative surface fitting may be successfully 
performed with the use of DISSPLA (1981). The user must 
provide a double-dimensioned array containing the elevations 
(z values) that describe the surface to be fitted. Available 
routines may be used to generate an evenly spaced grid from 
irregular sets of x, y, z data. 
The algorithm to prepare a regular matrix of z values is 
a mathematical weighting technique based on the distance from 
a grid node to the irregular spaced data points in its 
selected "search area". This technique is an inversely 








where z-ĵ  = value to be computed for node jk of the grid, 
Dj_ = distance from the node jk to the irregular 
point z^, 
w = weighting factor, and 
n = number of irregular points which fall in the 
"search area" for the irregular point z±. 
The selected "search area" is shown in Figure 8.3. The 
method first finds which cell the irregular point Pi lies in. 
It then looks two cells to the left (counting the cell it is 
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currently in, as one), two cells to the right, two cells 
below, and two cells above, for any irregular points (Pn) to 
consider in the weighting equation. This forms a nine cell 
search area bounded by ABCD. Caution has to be exercised when 
dealing with sparse data. DISSPLA provides algorithms that 






Figure 8.3 Search Area for an Irregular Point P^, Used by 
DISSPLA (1981) for its Weighting Technique to 
Generate an Evenly Spaced Grid 
Most of the traditional triangulation techniques do not 
easily lend themselves to' applications in which high surface 
accuracy is not the main objective. For example, methods used 
for such applications as in the case of Computer Aided 
Geometric Design (CAGD), picture production, and geological 
applications, offer a high degree of intricacy but are of no 
interest to our study. 
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For reference though, let us list some of these methods. 
The principles of surface fitting presented by Lancaster and 
Salkauskas (1986) offers an excellent introductory overview 
on the subject. Farin (1986) developed an algorithm that uses 
triangular Bernstein-Bezier surfaces applicable for CAGD 
applications. Sloan (1987) has proposed an algorithm for 
conducting Delaunay triangulations in the plane, with 
improved run time. 
Correc and Chapuis (1987) have also dealt with tri-
angulation of scattered data in a Delaunay's sense suitable 
for digital terrain modelling. This method is primarily of 
interest to geologists and geographers for developing maps 
from geographical data bases. A survey of some surface fit-
ting methods by Barnhill (1977) covers several modelling 
approaches to the detail design of bivariate surfaces. 
8.2 A Correlation Between (kt/ m, Tb) 
In section 8.1.1 we introduced an approach for the deve-
lopment of a model with three-variables. However, the user 
must apply caution in using these methods, since in general 
linear models and least squares fitting are subject to a 
variety of difficulties. Collinearity is a prime example of 
such problems. 
For the extreme case that the regressors are perfectly 
linearly related, the least squares regression coefficient is 
not uniquely defined. Less-than-perfect collinearity causes 
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regression estimates to be unstable. The correlation between 
the independent variables k-t and m (Figure 7.17) is slight, 
as indicated by the broad scatter of the data. Therefore, the 
least squares regression plane that would be fitted through a 
given data set, has a firm base support. 
Collinearity was not a problem for the Shenandoah data. 
One should always, though, investigate the possibility of 
highly collinear regressors. In the event that collinearity 
is present, different strategies can be used. Fox (1984) 
treats collinearity in depth and provides methods for over-
coming these problems. 
8.2.1 Model Development 
The objective of the algorithm described in Section 8.1 
was to form a model of a surface by developing a mathematical 
expression that results from a best fit to irregularly spaced 
data. The algorithm consists of a series of sequential steps. 
First, the three-dimensional data (kti, m^, xDj_) has to 
be grouped into appropriate working spaces. Accordingly, the 
data were broken down into eighteen clearness index bands of 
0.05 width each, and five air-mass bands of 1.0 width each. 
Each patch is a 1.0 by 0.05 projection on the (kt, m) plane 
of a surface-element. Each rectangular patch was then divided 
into a lower and an upper triangular patch, with their 
corresponding data grouped for latter use. These steps have 
been coded in algorithm TRGD found in Appendix E. 
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The initial boundary' conditions are two nodes at the 
first patch located at zero clearness index. These boundary 
conditions are justifiable since at such low k-t one may 
assume that there would be practically no beam radiation. 
Thus, the corresponding x^ value is zero. The coordinates of 
the two nodes of the first patch are then completely known. 
The recurrent process is to fit in the least squares 
sense a triangular patch to the corresponding data, once two 
of the nodes are known. The cycle progresses along a given k-t 
band for all m bands and then continue with the next k-t band. 
The process was illustrated in Figure 8.1. 
Let the initial boundary conditions be nodes 1 and 2. 
Through our best fit process, node 3 can be specified, what 
we mean by "specified" is the calculation of the elevation at 
node 3, given its other two coordinates. For the U-patch, 
based on nodes 2 and 3, node 4 was defined next. The same 
process continuous and sweeps the first k^ band, every time 
using two fixed nodes and estimate the third one. 
Moving to the second kt band, first we observe from 
Figure 8.1 that all nodes along the left side boundary have 
already been fixed from the previous sweep, while the right 
side boundary nodes are unspecified. Repeating the same 
procedure along the second kt band, first one can specify 
nodes 9 and 10, in that order. The next lower triangular 
patch has already its three nodes (4, 10, and 6) fixed by our 
previous calculations. 
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As we proceed, the same problem arises with all remain-
ing lower triangular patches. This of course means that the 
data bounded within these patches were not directly accounted 
for, or in a sense "lost". Thus, the method discussed up to 
this point may use only a fraction of the available data. 
Applied to the Shenandoah five year data the method 
produced the least square error fit surface shown in Figure 
8.4. The surface nodes were generated through FIT3D2B and 
plotted through PL0T3DB, for air-mass band widths of unity 
and for the whole available air-mass range (m<7). A listing 
of both codes may be found in Appendix E. 
Figure 8.4 Locally Weighted Surface Using Part of the 
Shenandoah Five Year Data. Air-mass Band Width 
0.05 and Clearness Index Band Width 0.05. 
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The next logical step was to alter the method developed 
thus far in such a way that all data are accounted for. 
Figure 8.1 may be used again here to help us visualize the 
new procedure. The upper triangular patches adjacent to fixed 
lower ones should attract our attention. 
For example, consider the <4,5,6> U-patch. At this point 
nodes 4 and 5 are known. Previously node 6 was to be calcu-
lated based only on the data enclosed by <4,5,6>. This time, 
the data from the lower triangular patch <4,6,10>, of the 
adjacent k-t band, are also going to be incorporated in the 
calculations, weighted though as one half. 
A similar least square minimization had to be performed 
to the grouped data, as it was done in section 8.1.1. The 
corresponding sum of squares of the residuals is now composed 
of two components. The first originates from the data 
enclosed in the upper triangular patch and is denoted by 
2£[j2. The second component originates from the appropriate 
data of the adjacent L-patch and is denoted by SE^ 2. 
A minimization was then performed on the sum of the 




= 0 and = 0 (8.15) 
dz3 dz3 
which results to a new expression for Z3, 
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+ S + 2 } (8.16) 
*2 ̂ 3 2 x2 V3 
where (xyi, yyj_, dyi) - data co-ordinates from U-patch, and 
(x-Qi, yi,i, d£,jj * data co-ordinates from L-patch. 
The procedure is repeated for every U-patch of ail m 
bands, except the first one, using the data from the L-patch 
of their adjacent k̂  bands. The method is coded in FIT3DB, 
found in Appendix E. 
Results of the least square error fit using all the 
Shenandoah five year data are shown in Table 8.1. A total of 
102 nodes are required to fully describe the data. Data 
describing the surface includes the three dimensional co-
ordinates of the nodes (clearness index, air-mass, and beam 
transmittance) followed by the number of data used in each 
patch (8077 in total). Some data had to be excluded from our 
initial data base simply because our surface fitting 
technique is sensitive to sparsely populated patches. This is 
for example the case at high air-mass bands (m>5). 
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The resulted locally weighted surface is shown in Figure 
8.5. Such a graphical representation of the data can be used 
to give immediate evaluation of the considered phenomenon. 
Easily, one may extract useful information about the rela-
tionship of the two variables under study with the response 
variable t^. 
According to Figure 8.5, the air-mass dependency becomes 
dominant at high clearness indices while there is not much 
variation under mostly cloudy skies (low k-t values). The beam 
transmittance though exhibits the expected behavior; x^ 
increases with increasing kt values. The projection of the 
surface on the (x^-kt) plane follows the trend of the 
relationship obtained by Balaras (1985) for the relationship 
between these two variables. 
A technique used to help visualize the shape of the 
three-dimensional response surface is to plot contours of the 
response surface as it was done in Figure 8.6. In a contour 
plot, lines or curves of constant response values are drawn 
on a graph or plane whose coordinate axes represent the 
levels k-t and m of the two independent variables. 
The lines (or curves) are known as contours of the 
surface. Each contour represents a specific value for the 
height of the surface above the plane defined for combina-
tions of the levels of the factors. Geometrically, each 
contour in Figure 8.6 is a projection onto the (k^-m) plane 
of a cross-section of the response surface made by a plane 
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S-i 
Figure 8.5 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the Shenandoah 
Five Year Data. Air-mass Band Width of 1, and 
Clearness Index Band Width of 0.05 
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re 8.6 Response Contour Beam Transmittance for the 
Shenandoah Five-Year Data 
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parallel to the (k^-m) plane, cutting through the surface. 
The plotting of different surface height values enables one 
to focus attention on the levels of the factors at which the 
changes occur in the surface shape. 
The contour plot shown in Figure 8.6 was generated using 
DISSPLA's (1981) contouring option, as illustrated by the 
routine CONTOUR in Appendix E. The surface is described in a 
matrix form using the data from Table 8.1. The technique 
DISSPLA uses for generating contour lines, once a regular set 
of surface data are provided, is a linear interpolation of 
adjacent surface grid points in both the k-t and m directions. 
One may observe from Figure 8.6 that there is very 
little variation of the beam transmittance with increasing 
air-mass values at low k-t values. Thus, both Figures 8.5 and 
8.6 reveal that air-mass plays a dominant role in the 
attenuation of beam radiation only at high clearness indices. 
The choice of the band widths for the clearness index 
and air-mass was arbitrary. Although, such a choice proved to 
be adequate and easy to implement (number of surface nodes 
was kept low), one should be aware that beyond practical 
limitations the band widths can be reduced to desired thick-
ness. The developed algorithms FIT3DB, and PL0T3DB may be 
easily updated to undertake such a task. 
For illustration purposes, we reconstructed the response 
surface with 30 k^ bands (0.025 thick each), and 20 m bands 
(0.2 thick each), Figure 8.7. One should note the disturb-
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ances the surface exhibits due to the scarcity of the data at 
certain regions. A total of 858 nodes are now required to 
fully describe the surface between the intervals of i<m<6 and 
0.1<kt<0.9 (the remaining nodes are on the k-t-m plane).. 
Due to its high complexity, such a model may have low 
applicability. At the same time, though, one needs to examine 
its predictive powers. Better model performance might out-
weigh the disadvantages of increased complexity. These areas 
are investigated and discussed in the upcoming section of 
statistical analysis. 
Figure 8.7 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the 
Shenandoah Five Year Data. Air-mass Band Width 
of 0.2, and Clearness Band Width of 0.025 
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At this point, let us also review the results of the 
response surfaces produced by the alternative surface fit 
methods discussed in section 8.1.2. The reader should recall 
that we were to consider two additional approaches using the 
surface fitting capabilities of IMSL and DISSPLA. 
IMSL (1977) generated the response surface illustrated 
in Figure 8.8. One should use this method with sufficiently 
large working spaces to avoid excessive noise on the surface. 
We chose to use air-mass bands of unity (for the range of 
Km<5) and clearness index bands of 0.05 each, with a total 
of 8077 data. IMSLFIT algorithm in Appendix E illustrates the 
use of the IMSL routines. 
Figure 8.8 Surface Generated by IMSL (1977) Using All 
Shenandoah Five Year Data with (m) Less Than 5 
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DISSPLA (1981) generated both Figures 8.9 and 8.10. As 
before, the denser spaced surface of Figure 8.9 is only given 
here for illustrative purposes. The response surface shown in 
Figure 8.10 is analogous to our results from Figure 8.5. A 
total of 8077 data were used by DISSPLA, between K m < 5 with 
air-mass band thickness of unity and clearness index bands of 
0.05. DISPLAS in Appendix E illustrates the use of the 
DISSPLA routines. 
8.2*2 Model Validation 
The surface fitting procedures used in Section 8.2.1 may 
be easily tested with data that we have extracted from a 
known surface. For this purpose we considered two kinds of 
surfaces; a plane surface, and a guadric one. Once these data 
were generated and separated into triangular patches, through 
TESTFIT listed in Appendix E, we applied the surface fitting 
algorithms in the usual manner to produce the corresponding 
response surfaces. 
The plane surface was designed to extend between points 
(0.1,7,0), (0.7,1,0), and (0.7,7,1). A total number of 5001 
points were generated from the surface and consisted our 
testing data base. The resulting fitted surface is illus-
trated in Figure 8.11, which indicates a perfect fit to the 
data. As a point of information, the coefficient of determi-
nation reached the value of 100 percent for this case. 
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re 8.9 Surface Generated by DISSPLA (1981). Mesh Spacing 
(73,57) with Surface Smoothing on Shenandoah Data 
Figure 8.10 Surface Generated by DISSPLA (1981). Mesh Spacing 
(19,8) on Shenandoah Data. 
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In a similar manner, one may proceed using data from a 
quadric surface. We considered only the upper dome of the 
ellipsoid centered at (0.5,4,0). A total of 7001 surface 
points were used in our analysis. It is important to make 
sure that enough data are available so that the surface 
fitting procedures may result to a smooth surface. 
Figure 8.11 Surface Generated Using the Developed Surface 
Fitting Procedure on All Test Data from a Plane 
The resulted response surface is shown in Figure 8.12. 
Our fitting method successfully handled the sharply changing 
slopes of the surface; either increasing or decreasing. 
Subsequently, our surface fitting techniques (in the cases of 
using all and part of the available data) were proven capable 
of recreating predefined surfaces, and may be used with 
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confidence in dealing with similar problems. 
Figure 8.12 Surface Generated Using the Developed Surface Fit-
ting Procedure on .All Test Data from a Ellipsoid 
8.2.3 Statistical Analysis 
The incorporation of an additional variable in our cor-
relation is expected to increase the models accuracy. One 
though is called upon to investigate the significance of such 
an improvement. Specifically, we would like to statistically 
examine the performance of both approaches for generating the 
response surfaces to the Shenandoah data, using part of or 
all available data, and their relative performance against 
the response surfaces from IMSL and DISSPLA. 
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The pertinent statistical results are summarized in 
Table 8.2, in accordance to the discussion in Chapter 5. 
According to Table 8.2 the coefficient of determination 
indicates that 98.24% of the variation of the beam transmit-
tance is accounted for by the dependence on the clearness 
index and air-mass ratio when all the data were used. This is 
a considerable improvement over the single regression model 
by Balaras (1985), for which the corresponding value was 89%. 
Table 8.2 
Statistical Analysis for the (kf-m-tb) Model Using All 
the Available Data, the (k^-m-to) Model Using Part of the 
Data, the Surface Generated by IMSL, and the Surface 
Generated by DISSPLA, Based on the Shenandoah Data Screened 
for Air-mass Values Less Than 5. Total Number of Data 8077 
Statistical (k^-m-th) Model Using 6m=l and 6kt=0.05 
Parameter All Data Part Data IMSL DISSPLA 
Total Variation 417.64 417.64 417.64 417.64 
Residual Sum of Squares 7.34 12.16 23.09 10.28 
Explained Va r i at ion 410.30 405.48 394.55 407.36 
Coef. of Determination 0.9824 0.9709 0.9447 0.9754 
Our two approaches did not result to any substantial 
differences in performance for the developed response 
surface. The fit, according to the coefficient of determi-
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nation values, was slightly better in the case when all the 
data were used. In fact, this is the procedure we are propo-
sing for future work. 
Let us now examine how our fitted surface performs 
compared to the alternative surface fitting methods reviewed 
in section 8.1.2. DISSPLA produced a response surface for the 
Shenandoah five year data, illustrated in Figure 8.9, with a 
coefficient of determination value equal to 95.54%. According 
to our calculations, IMSL exhibited the poorest performance 
with a value of r2 equal to 92.25 percent. 
We have previously presented several surfaces generated 
with different band thicknesses. Their complexity was not 
justified by a substantial increase in their predictive 
powers. For reference, consider that the model produced with 
an air-mass band thickness of &m=0.5 and clearness index band 
thickness of 6kt=G.Q5 resulted in an r2 equal to 98.34%. For 
6ms0.2 and 6kt=0.025 a value of 98.72% was calculated for the 
coefficient of determination. 
As one would expect, a more dense surface resulted in a 
slight improvement on the performance of the model as 
illustrated by the increase in the value of the coefficient 
of determination. The significance for such an improvement of 
the order of half of a percent on the value of r2 for the 
case of Sm=0.2 and 6kt=0.025 over the case of Sm=l and 
5kt=0.05 is not justified considering the increased complex-
ity of such a model. One just needs to recall that the more 
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dense surface requires 858 nodes, while the proposed model of 
(k-t-m-Tb)'with 6m=l and 6kt=0.05 bands and using all the data 
requires a total of 102 nodes. 
The surface fitting technique we have developed and 
applied to our data, has proven to be successful. It has been 
a unique way to describe the variability of the beam 
radiation, in terms of two independent variables. As an 
alternative approach in developing the three variable corre-
lation, we could have chosen to fit a polynomial to the 
(kt/m,xk) data. This approach was not found appealing, since 
as it was illustrated by the use of the IMSL routine, the 
data variation and continuity constraints would have required 
a high degree polynomial. On the other hand, our technique 
allows us to describe the observed data variations with 
desirable accuracy, and may easily be used for any three 
variable study, as illustrated in the following sections. 
8.3 A Correlation Between (kt, r\, Xh) 
Variations in the sky condition are expected to have a 
direct impact on the attenuation of incoming solar radiation. 
A variable accounting for such a variation is of course very 
attractive and a prime candidate to become an independent 
variable in our study. A problem arises though from the fact 
that traditionally such a candidate is chosen from variables 
such as cloud cover or percent sunshine, data which were not 
included in the Shenandoah five year data base. 
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Other means for describing the temporal variation of 
solar energy can be used. In the upcoming section we intro-
duce a new variable, r|, that accounts for the sky condition 
without the need of any additional information other than the 
already available solar radiation data. The surface fitting 
techniques presented in Section 8.1.1 were again employed to 
develop the correlations between {kt,n*"Cb)' 
8.3.1 Model Development 
An investigation of the temporal variation of global 
radiation was initiated under the following considerations. 
Let us first recall Figure 4.2, where we have illustrated the 
variation of beam and global radiation based on the 
Shenandoah data. We have already identified the scatter of 
the data and developed methods of accounting for it. 
We observed that for the same intermediate values of 
clearness index there is a wide range of beam transmittance 
values. One may expect that beam radiation is high during 
partly cloudy skies while it is low during hazy skies. Thus, 
the region of data above the regression line (intermediate k-t 
values) represents partly cloudy skies', while the region 
below the regression line represents hazy conditions. 
In extreme cases, under overcast skies there is 
practically no beam radiation component. As a result at low 
k-t values the x^ values exhibit very small variation with 
values close to zero. Small data variations may be attributed 
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to instrumentation error or due to variations on the reflect-
ion of incoming solar radiation from the edges and sides of 
clouds. 
Under clear skies, the clearness index may reach values 
up to 0.85. At such high k-t values again we observed from 
Figure 4.2 a limited amount of x^ variation. Under clear sky 
conditions the radiation that reaches the surface of the 
earth is mainly composed of beam radiation. As a result the 
TTb values reach their highest levels. 
Under partly cloudy conditions we may have clearing 
conditions {clouds moving out) or conditions of increasing 
cloudiness (clouds moving in). One may identify enough 
variation in the recorded short period (15-minute) radiation 
data for a given hour, that may reflect such varying sky 
conditions. 
In an extreme case, one small cloud in an otherwise 
predominantly clear sky could keep the sun obscured by slowly 
traveling the sky. On the other hand, it is also possible 
that a small break in a cloudy sky, could remain open to the 
sun for a long period. The value of q in itself does not 
directly give information as to which part of the sky is 
covered with clouds. In any event, though, that was not our 
intent. Rather we may use n to distinguish between clear 
skies, hazy conditions, and partly cloudy conditions, and 
account for some of the observed variations of xD with k-£. 
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Let us now move our attention to Figure 8.13, and 
consider an imaginary trace of an instantaneous radiative 
flux recorded by a pyranometer. The outermost curve repre-
sents a typical profile of the flux on a particularly clear 
day. Also shown are typical profiles of a flux on a hazy day, 
and on a partly cloudy day. 
The global radiation, X±r is the quantity obtained after 
integrating the collected irradlances over a 15-minute period 
in this case (Ij_=jGdt=ktI0i) • Hourly irradiation, l^, values 
may then be calculated by summing up the four 15 minute 
radiation values (Ihs*Ii+l2+I3+I4) • This actually the value 





Figure 8.13 Variation of Solar Irradiance with Time During 
Clear, Hazy, and Partly Cloudy Sky Conditions 
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Within an hour though variations of the fifteen minute 
global radiation values are expected to be significant for 
partly cloudy conditions. This phenomenon is represented by 
the shaded areas in Figure 8.13. Temporal variations in the 
sky condition are expected to have an effect on the varia-
tions of global radiation. Increasing values of 1^ signify 
clearing conditions, while decreasing values indicate that 
cloud conditions dominate the sky at that time. Clear sky or 
hazy conditions do not exhibit any significant short period 
variations. 
To study the variations under partly cloudy conditions, 
we need to base our analysis on the Shenandoah fifteen minute 
data. The temporal variation factor must be defined in such a 
way that it accounts for the variation of the short period 
radiation. Clear and hazy conditions should be related to 
small r\ values. 
Accordingly, we defined the temporal variation coef-
ficient as follows. First, r\ was approximated by summing up, 
over an hour, the squares of the variation of short period 




S(Ii - kt Iio)
2 
(8.17) 12 
Second, ri2, was approximated by summing up over an hour the 
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squares of the variation of short period radiation values 
from their corresponding predicted values of a least square 
fit, namely, 
S(Ii - Iest,i)2 
(8.18) q2 = \ 
Third, H3* was approximated by summing up over an hour the 
squares of the variation values from the corresponding hourly 
average irradiation value (lavg=2Ij_/4) , namely, 
H3 -
\ 
2(Ii - lavg)2 
(8.19) 
The hourly global radiation was used everytime as a non-
dimensionilizing factor. 
Numerically the above calculations were performed 
through TEMPV algorithm listed in Appendix E. One must 
provide the annual 15 minute data (the so-called Qfiles) and 
the five year hourly data. Since the hourly data includes 
only valid data, the code was developed to use this data to 
identify the corresponding short periods that composed the 
hourly data. The data were processed sequentially starting 
from 1979, for the available five years. 
The net result was the creation of a new data base that 
included the values of the temporal variation coefficients, 
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with the corresponding clearness index, air-mass and beam 
transmittance values for a given hourly period. This new data 
base was then easily manipulated to study the correlation of 
the new variable r\ with beam radiation. 
The data were grouped for different clearness index 
cases to study the variation of beam transmittance with the 
temporal variation coefficient. Based on our initial results 
though we concluded that high air-mass values had to be 
screened out. This was justified on the basis that high air-
mass values (greater than two) may create conditions 
analogous to a "gray" day, thus diminishing the partly cloudy 
conditions effects. Under such circumstances, we deviate from 
our main objective, that is to study these temporal 
variations under partly cloudy skies. 
The total number of data that remained after the air-
mass screening for values of m less than two (a zenith angle 
of 60°) was 5728. These data were used with our previously 
developed surface fitting techniques. Minor modifications 
were made in our programs, mainly to successfully import the 
(kt,n/^b) data into these algorithms. 
The data were first grouped into appropriate working 
areas, through TRDATA. The surface fitting program, FIT3DB, 
was then used to generate the locally weighted surfaces shown 
in Figures 8.14 to 8.16., that describe the variations of 
(kt^ni/'Cb), <kt'n2'Tb)' a n d (^t/l3^b) respectively. The 
coordinates of the locally weighted least square error fit 
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Figure 8.14 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the Available 
(kt,ni,tfc>) Data 
re 8.15 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the Available 
(kt,n2'Tb) D a t a 
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Figure 8.16 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the Available 
(kt,n3'xb) D a t a 
surface (using all the data) for the three cases are listed 
in Appendix E (fables E.l to E.3). 
At high clearness indices, one expects that x^ attains 
high values while r\ approaches zero. For intermediate kt 
values, the variation along the second variable has been 
reduced. A statistical analysis in the following section 
demonstrates that the proposed correlations can explain most 
of the observed variation. 
The calculated values for the temporal variation may be 
verified by referring to the corresponding daily radiation 
charts. Let us examine first an extreme case when the value 
of Tii equals 0.00026, that occurred on September 22, 1984, 
during the period of 1300 to 1400. The interpretation of such 
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DAY 22 9 84 
Figure 8,17 Daily Radiation Chart for September 22, 1984 
a low value for the temporal variation leads us to believe 
that there was no major variation in the sky condition during 
this hour. This may be verified by examining Figure 8.17. 
The pyranometer data (identified by a cross) remains 
steady for the duration of the period. The beam normal values 
(identified by circles and squares) did not experience any 
noticeable variation. Thus, all instruments were functioning 
properly and our observations are valid. 
On August 4, 1980, during the hourly period ending at 
1350 we have a case of partially cloudy conditions. The 
corresponding value for the temporal variation was estimated 
to equal 0.4 3947. We may expect then that this high value is 
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Figure 8.18 Daily Radiation Chart for August 4, 1980 
reflected by a noticeable variation of the global radiation. 
Referring to Figure 8.18 we observe that the pyranometer 
values experienced a dramatic drop, from approximately 7 20 
KJ/m2 to 10 KJ/m2 for the first 15 minutes of the hour, and 
finally recorded 20 KJ/m2 for the last 15 minute period. The 
overall variation during that day clearly indicates that the 
day started with clear sky conditions, and around noon to 
early afternoon partial cloudy conditions dominated. A 
typical summer day pattern for the southeast United States. 
8.3.2 Statistical Analysis 
The total number of data used for our {k-t,n,tb) study 
was 5728 hourly values. The pertinent statistical results are 
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summarized in Table 8.3, and are in accordance to the discus-
sion in Chapter 5. 
Table 8.3 
Statistical Analysis for Testing the Temporal Variation 
Models Based on r)i, H2, anc^ H3- Total Number of Data 5728. 
Statistical Temporal Variation Models (kt#n*Tb-) Osing 
Hi *12 ^3 
Total Variation 322.74 322.74 322.74 
Residual Sum of Squares 3.67 4.38 4.7 3 
Explained Variation 319.07 318.36 318.01 
Coe'f. of Beterminat ion 0.9886 0.9864 0.9853 
The coefficient of determination indicates that in 
either of the three cases almost 99 percent of the vari-
ability in the data is accounted for by the corresponding 
models. The "best" performance was obtained using rji in the 
first model. 
8.4 Effects of Other Variables on Beam Radiation 
The development of correlations that require knowledge 
of meteorological parameters is beyond the scope of this 
study. We may wish though to investigate the relative signi-
ficance some of these variables have on the depletion of the 
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beam irradiation. In the process, we would also illustrate 
the use of the previously developed procedures when the air-
mass is replaced, for example, by a meteorological parameter. 
The atmosphere is not homogeneous but contains clouds of 
finite width and finite thickness. Therefore an intermittent 
cloud cover transmits less radiation at large than at small 
incidence angles, and high values of beam radiation can be 
reached only on very clear days. The water drops of which the 
clouds are composed strongly scatter the incoming solar 
radiation, while also absorbing some of it. 
There is a direct correlation between the thickness and 
type of clouds, and the amount of solar radiation that 
arrives on the surface of the earth. In most cases, we may 
expect that clouds markedly reduce incoming radiation. How-
ever, reflections from sides of scattered and broken cumulus 
clouds often leads to larger than clear sky radiances at the 
surface at a given moment. Thus, Kaiser and Hill (197 6) found 
that the irradiance increased on the approach of a cloud 
until the cloud obscured the sun. 
The Shenandoah five year data base does not contain any 
information other than solar radiation values. To facilitate 
our study we used the Hourly Data Base (HDB) that was briefly 
described in Chapter 4, and which includes a variety of solar 
and meteorological observations. The measurements were made 
at the Georgia Tech campus (33.777° N, 84.398° W) . These data 
were used in combination with some assumptions that were 
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necessary to be made in relation to the optical properties of 
clouds, since such dependable measurements are not available. 
According to Stephens (1978), we assumed eight cloud 
model distributions to be used in our following calculations. 
These types of clouds correspond to some of the available 
observations on the type of clouds in the HDB. Their main 
important physical properties are summarized in Table 8.4. 
Table 8.4 
Cloud Model Droplet Distribution Parameters, Heights 
and Thickness, to be Used in the Present Study. 
Adapted from Stephens (1978) 








Stratus 0.22 3.5 0 .5 0.5 
Stratocumulus 0.14 3.5 2.0 0.5 
Nimbostratus 0.5 3.5 1.0 2.5 
Altostratus 0.28 4.5 3.5 0.5 
Cumulus 1.0 5.5 1.0 0.5 
Cumulonimbus 2.5 6.0 1.5 2.5 
The Liquid Water Content (LWC) ranges from 0.05 g m~3 to 
2.5 g m~3, while the drop-size distributions range from 2.25 
to 7.5 pm. The selected cloud positions and thickness shown 
in Table 8.4 are also according to Stephens. The clouds were 
assumed to be vertically and horizontally homogeneous, with 
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respect to drop-size distribution. 
The cloud optical thickness (x c) is the most important 
parameter needed to describe the radiative properties of 
clouds, since it is directly related to the liquid water 
content of the cloud. The value of x c may vary considerably. 
A rough range is 5 < T C < 5 0 0 , with typical values between 10 and 
20. According to Twomey (1976), if the sun's disc is not 
visible through a cloud then t c must be about 10 or greater. 
The optical thickness of a cloud is directly related to 
Liquid Water Path (LWP). In the second part of his work, 
Stephens (1978) presented a relationship for x c in terms of 
LWP and the effective radius of distribution, approximated as 
. Az 
3 W 3 w z I o 
*c = (8.20 ) 
2 r@ 2 r^ 
where W = liquid water path, g.ra-2, 
w = liquid water content, g m~3, 
re = effective radius of cloud droplet, pm, and 
Az = cloud depth varying between 0 to Az. 
Based on the assumption that the cloud is vertically 
uniform with respect to drop-size distribution, the total 
vertical liquid water path becomes W=w Az. The data for w and 
Az were taken from Table 8.4. The above information combined 
with the observations of the cloud type included in HDB, 
enabled us to calculate the cloud optical depth related to 
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the measured values of beam and global irradiations. 
A data base that includes hourly values of the clearness 
index, the cloud optical depth, and the beam transmittance 
were used with the procedures presented in Section 8.1. 
Representative results for 1983 are illustrated in Figure 
8.19. A total of 1282 hourly data were used. Use of the data 
were limited to the available type of clouds from Table 8.4. 
Figure 8.19 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the Available 
(kt/TcvTfc,) Data from 19 83 HDB 
According to Figure 8.19 the beam transmittance tends to 
zero as xc increases. At low optical depths the variation of 
•Cb is- the one we have already observed from our previous 
correlations, that is, higher values of beam transmittance 
for clearing skies (or increasing k^ values). High optical 
depth values quickly attenuate the beam radiation completely. 
The fitted surface explained 97.8% of the observed variation. 
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The cloud fraction (CF) was an additional parameter 
included in HDB. The percent of sky dome covered by opaque 
clouds is of course expected to be closely related to the 
variation of the beam and global radiation. The values used 
in HDB to describe the opaque cloud fraction ranged from 0 
(no clouds) to 10 (overcast). These values were again 
collected together with the corresponding clearness index and 
beam transmittance values to produce the response surface 
relating (kt, CF, tfo), shown in Figure 8.20. 
Figure 8.20 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the Available 
(k-t̂ CF̂ Xb) Data from 1983 HDB 
Figure 8.20 illustrates the high attenuation of beam 
radiation with increasing opaque cloud coverage of the sky. 
At zero cloud fraction (clear skies) we observe the familiar 
trend of increasing beam radiation with increasing K^. The 
total number of data used were 2391. Given these data, 97.3% 
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of the variation was accounted for by the fitted correlation. 
Relations between solar radiation and observations of 
the amount of sky covered by clouds are known to be less 
reliable than the corresponding insolation-sunshine corre-
lations, Norris (1968). Figure 8.21 illustrates the relation-
ship between beam transmittance, percent sunshine (SS), and 
clearness index based on data from 1983 HDB. 
Figure 8.21 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the Available 
(kt,SS,TD) Data from 1983 HDB 
High values of beam transmittance are expected for the 
combination of high SS and kt. periods, since both of these 
variables describe the sky conditions. The surface exhibits a 
relatively smooth upward trend. Overcast conditions are 
related with no beam radiation, and as a result beam 
transmittance values tend to zero. For clear conditions, the 
beam transmittance peaks, and its values tend to unity. A 
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total of 2391 data were used, and the response surface 
explained 98.4% of the observed variation. 
In conclusion, this section of our discussion was 
included for illustration purposes. Our goal was to demon-
strate how the procedures developed in this chapter may easi-
ly be adapted for similar studies, when additional informa-
tion become available. No further elaboration on these 
observations were prescribed. In the following and final 
chapter, the reader has the opportunity to review the candi-
dates from the correlations we have developed in order to 
choose the ^best" model. 
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CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The various models presented in the previous chapters 
were developed for deterraining the amount of beam normal 
irradiation when only global radiation data is available. 
These models were shown to be preferred over already existing 
correlations based on the Shenandoah data. Next, we present 
an overall statistical validation of the developed corre-
lations, and a performance test of our "best11 model with data 
other than the underlying data base upon which these empiri-
cal models were developed. The three variable models of 
(kt/Hi,•£];)) and (kfn^b) a r e found to be appropriate models 
that actually reflect the real life variations in the rela-
tionship of beam and global radiation. This work is finally 
completed with some recommendations for future work that may 
add some useful refinements to the models presented herein. 
9.1 Model Comparisons 
We are now at the point of our development where we 
embark on the problem of selecting the best model. In Chapter 
4 we reviewed the techniques that can be used to assist us in 
our decision process and were applied as described in the 
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following discussion. The reader must always keep in mind 
that the choice of an appropriate model will very strongly 
depend on the particular problem. There are no universal 
answers here: The model chosen should depend on the nature of 
available data, and the needs of the user for the specific 
application. 
9.1.1 Statistical Validation of Proposed Correlations 
We recall that at the conclusion of each of our previous 
analyses, a basic statistical study proved some correlations 
less powerful (as in the case of monthly seasonal models and 
the beam transmittance air-mass correlations). Let us at this 
point summarize the remaining candidate correlations. We 
started with the basic Shenandoah five-year model, proceeded 
to the five-year seasonal model, and then finished with the 
three variable studies of (k^m,*^) and (k-t/H/'Cb)* 
A common criteria for comparing the performance of dif-
ferent correlations is the use of the coefficient of determi-
nation. Accordingly, we may examine the pattern of the cor-
responding r2 values as a first step. Figure 9.1 summarizes 
the r2 values for each of the models. Clearly, there is a 
consistent upward trend. 
We have succeeded in explaining about 99 percent of the 
variation that the Shenandoah data exhibits with the corre-
lation that involves the temporal variation coefficient. This 
correlation is also attractive due to the fact that one can 
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account for the sky condition without requiring any addition 
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Figure 9.1 Plot of the Coefficient of Determination for the 
(1) Basic Shenandoah Five Year Model, (2) Five 
Year Seasonal Model, (3) (kt/m,Xb) Model, and (4) 
(kt,n,-cb) Model. 
The final choice of a model though, should not be based 
on the absolute value of the r2 statistic. As a matter of 
fact, models 3 and 4 in Figure 9.1 differ only by 0.6%, 
suggesting that the correlation of {k-^m^Tk) is also an 
excellent candidate, especially since it was developed from a 
wider range of air-mass values. 
A second criterion we considered was the mean square 
error for the p-variable model, MSgCp)• According to Figure 
9.2/ the MSE(P) decreases as the number of variables in the 
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istic of approaching a minimum MSg value. Again, either model 























Number of Parameters 
Figure 9.2 Plot of the Mean Square Error Against Number of 
Parameters in the (1) Basic Shenandoah Five Year 
Model, (2) Five Year Seasonal Model, (3) 
(kt/m^b) Model, and (4) (kfn^b) Model. 
Use of the adjusted coefficient of determination that 
accounts for the number of variables in the model also 
resulted to similar conclusions. The coefficient was calcu-
lated according to Equation 5.13. Again we choose the regres-
sion model that had the maximum value of ra^. According to 
Figure 9.3, models 3 and 4 achieve the highest ra
2 values, 
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Figure 9.3 Plot of the Adjusted Coefficient of Determination 
for the (1) Basic Shenandoah Five Year Model, (2) 
Five Year Seasonal Model, (3) (k-t/in, T^) Model, 
and (4) (k-fc, n,xD) Model. 
For the step wise regression procedure we first consi-
dered a one independent variable, namely the clearness index, 
that is most highly correlated with the response t^. The 
degrees of freedom have been accordingly adjusted to account 
for the number of regression coefficients determined from the 
piecewise linear model of Tfc=f(kt)- Referring to Table 9.1 
we may calculate the value of the F-statistic for the ("Cb-k-t) 
correlation, as the ratio of the corresponding means of the 
sum of squares for the regression and the residuals, to 
obtain F{k-t)=1013 .8. 
Using an a=0.01, the reference F-statistic taken from 
the appropriate statistical tables was given by F(0.01, 8, 
I 
Table 9,1 
Possible Regressions with Characteristic Statistical Variables 
Variables (df)R <df)E Variables in r
2 SSR RSS MSE MSR 
in Model Model 
1 8 8112-9 kt 0.8865 
1 5 8112-6 m 0.0023 
2 80 8077-80 kt,m 0.9824 












oo)=p+=2.51. Because the value of the partial F(kt) greatly 
exceeds F+, the k-t variable can be entered into the model. 
This was the first variable to enter the regression equation. 
The second step begins by finding an additional vari-
able, namely air-mass, to repeat the process. Regress x^ on 
m, and the overall P-test shows that the regression equation 
is not significant. The value of the partial F(m) was calcu-
lated to be equal to F(m)=3.82, which must be compared to the 
reference value of F(0.01, 5, «)=F~=3.32. Since F(m) approxi-
mately equals F~, we reject m in a x^-m correlation. We 
reached the same conclusion in Chapter 7 by observation of 
the scatter plot of x^ vs m. The wide variation of the data 
clearly indicated no direct use for such a correlation. The 
extremely low coefficient of determination, see Table 9.1, is 
an additional warning against the use of a direct relation-
ship between the two variables under all sky conditions. 
Consider now that we may incorporate the third variable 
m, given that kt, is in the model or t\y-f (kt.,m) . This corre-
lation has an r^ of 98.2% and is significant, since we have 
an overall F-statistic equal to F(kt,m)=5686.5, which greatly 
exceeds F (0.01,80,»)=F+=1.0. Thus, the addition of the m 
variable in a two variable correlation was significant, 
although the partial F-statistic for m was not significant. 
This could have potentially lead us to exclude m from 
our development. Our previous discussion though, in Chapter 
7, clearly indicated that one needs to explore the effect 
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that adding a variable would have on the whole relationship. 
Our decision process may not always be based on conclusions 
derived from partial F-tests. 
A similar procedure can be repeated for r]. The 
Tk=f(kt,n) correlation has an r2 of 98.9% and is significant 
since we have an overall F-statistic equal to F(k-t,n)-5160..2, 
which greatly exceeds F(0.01,96,*>)=F+=1.0. Between the two 
correlations, Xb=f(kt,m) and x^-f (kt,r|) , the selection of 
either one would result to a satisfactory performance. 
Our selection criteria should not only be based on 
statistics, but rather should reflect one's specific needs. 
In the event, for example, that distinct weather patterns 
prevail at an area of interest with known patterns of sky 
variations, then the x^-f(k^fr\) correlation should be prefer-
red. Otherwise, the Xk=f(kt,m) correlation may be used with 
confidence. 
9»1.2 Observed and Modeled Variables 
Modeled and observed values for the beam transmittance 
were compared based on the available Shenandoah five year 
data. The two "best" models, (k-t,m,xb) an& (kt,n/Xk), were 
used to predict hourly values of x^. Because errors are main-
ly random, an increased averaging period would increase the 
model's accuracy. Therefore, for some applications it may be 
necessary to select an averaging period to ensure a required 
level of accuracy. 
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Figure 9.4 is a plot of observed versus predicted beam 
transmittance using the model with air-mass as the second 
independent variable. The deviations from the one-to-one 
regression line are substantially smaller for the higher t^ 
range, which indicates that the model performs better for 
clear sky conditions. The main body of the data, though, 
closely follows a one-to-one correlation. 
^Uoo Sio S40 oio also 
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Figure 9.4 Observed vs. Modeled Beam Transmittance, from the 
Shenandoah Five Year Data and the (k^m^x^) Model 
Figure 9.5 is a similar plot of observed versus predict-
ed beam transmittance using the model with the temporal 
variation as the second independent variable. The variation 
of the data about the one-to-one regression has decreased. 
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One would expect a smaller variation since l-r2, which is a 
measure of this variance, is smaller for this model than the 
corresponding value of the (kt,m,Tb) model. 
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Figure 9.5 Observed vs. Modeled Beam Transmittance, from the 
Shenandoah Five Year Data and the (kt/H/^b) Mo(3el 
9.2 Model Validation with Independent Data 
The models developed in the previous chapters were 
empirically derived from the five year Shenandoah data. 
Consequently, our models resulted in a better performance 
when other independently derived correlations were compared 
with them. Although the observed differences between these 
models were shown to be significant, at this stage one would 
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like to test the performance of the models with some inde-
pendent data. 
We are mostly interested in the performance of our two 
best correlations, namely xj3=f(k-t/m) and xk=f(kt,n)» Good fit 
to an independent data base would be an encouraging sign that 
our regression models had a wide applicability, while lack of 
fit would indicate that the correlations were not valid for 
these sites. For this purpose, we used three years of global 
and diffuse data (from which the beam component was esti-
mated) obtained from the National Observatory of Athens 
(NOA), Greece (37.5° N, 23.5° E). 
The raw data from NOA were not free of erroneous 
measurements. Accordingly, we imposed some validity tests in 
an attempt to exclude data that were verified to be outliers. 
Finally, a total of 54 39 hourly values were used in our 
analysis. Some questionable data had to remain though because 
no basis was found on which to exclude them. Figure 9.6 
illustrates the wide scatter of the data at high kt values 
which is a clear indicator of the questionable quality of 
these data points. 
The least amount of observations was recorded during the 
winter months, with mostly uniform distribution of low x^ 
values for intermediate cases of k-̂ . This is primarily the 
behavior one would expect for winter months in a Mediter-
ranean climate, during which, mostly cloudy skies prevail. 
For the remaining months the opposite is true. There is a 
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persistently high concentration of data taken at high clear-
ness indices. This is directly related to the predominance of 
clear skies during these months. 
3 YR DATA FROM ATHENS OBSERVATORY 
1.00 
Figure 9.6 Scatter Plot of the Three Year Data from NOA. The 
Basic Shenandoah Five Year Model is Shown by the 
Plain Line 
For the area of Athens, though, the summer months 
exhibit another distinct characteristic - unusually low 
values of the beam transmittance at high clearness indices. 
This is probably due to the existence of atmospheric 
pollution that prevails during the summer months in the city 
of Athens. That of course would result in an unusually 
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value for the diffuse irradiation, and thus a low I D n f°
r 
high values of global irradiation. These observations were 
also made by Lalas et al. (1987). 
Using the available 5439 hourly values, we first applied 
our procedures to these data in order to develop a correla-
tion of the form (Jct'm*'cb) f°r the area of Athens. The pro-
posed correlation is shown in Figure 9.7. The surface is 
described in Appendix F. The calculated coefficient of 
determination was found equal to 95.7%. 
Figure 9.7 Locally Weighted Surface Using All the Available 
(kt/M/Xt)) Data from the National Observatory of 
Athens, Greece 
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The proposed (k^m,^) model developed from the 
Shenandoah data base was successfully applied to the NOA 
data. The model produced an r2 statistic of 90.45%, and a 
root-mean-square error of 0.04. An observed t^ versus 
predicted *cD plot using our three variable model and the NOA 
data is shown in Figure 9.8. The variation of the data points 
from the one-to-one regression line may look alarming at 
first sight. 
t?r»! * 
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Figure 9.8 Observed vs. Modeled Beam Transmittance, from the 
NOA Data and the Shenandoah (kt,m,tk) Model 
Considering though that many data that remained in the 
data base were highly questionable especially at intermediate 
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clearness indices, one should be more concerned with the 
general trend of the correlation. The observed differences 
may, for example, originate from measurement errors, 
transformed now to appear as discrepancies between observed 
and predicted values. In fact, we believe that our model 
performed very well, and it is evident that its applicability 
may be extended outside the southeast region of the United 
States. Further testing of course is required with a more 
dependable and validated data base. 
A similar plot was obtained using the three variable 
(kt,m,Tk) model developed for the area of Athens. The 
variance about the one-to-one line has decreased in 
comparison to Figure 9.8. We expected a better performance 
from the Athens model based on the NOA data. However, the 
model exhibits a lower accuracy at intermediate k-t values due 
to the large variation of the observed data for this clear-
ness index range. 
9.3 Residual Analysis 
Formal tests using the residuals provide a natural means 
of validating models. If we wish to test our fitted regres-
sion models, with normal errors, based on the independent 
data, we may write 
Yi = Yi,est + e± (9.1) 
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where yi,est - fitted value corresponding to actual data y^, 
ej_ - residuals, random variables with zero mean, 
constant variance, and normal distribution. 
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Figure 9.9 Observed vs. Modeled Beam Transmittance, from the 
NOA Data and the Athens (kt,m,x^) Model 
In the event that the residuals do not show the pro-
perties described, then the model is not as good as we 
thought it was. Usually plots of the residuals indicate where 
the inadequacies of the model lie. The residuals should be 
examined in all possible ways in order to check for any 
discernible patterns. There are many helpful ways of plotting 
the residuals, the following being the most common: 
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a. Residuals against the fitted value yest (the modeled 
value of Zfo in our case). Such a plot will indicate any 
systematic deviation of the underlying structure from the 
model when the deviation varies with the magnitude of yest* 
Figures 9.10 and 9.11 reveal no such alarming signs. The 
residuals were generated using the {kt̂ irwck) model with the 
Shenandoah and NOA data respectively. One should notice how 
the residual variation is decreased at high x\y values (clear 
skies) for the case of the Shenandoah data. 
b. Residuals against the observed values y± (the value 
of the Tb in our case). This plot is similar in inter-
pretation to case (a). It has the advantage of allowing more 
random features to appear, in that y-j_ includes the effect of 
£j_ more strongly than yi,est* However, it compares the 
residuals with the real situation and not the assumed model 
which would be important if the assumed model was not a close 
fit. Figures 9.12 and 9.13 again correspond to the Shenandoah 
and NOA data respectively. Notice the increased residual 
variation compared to the previous two figures, more evident 
in the case of the NOA data. However, there is no distinct 
pattern of the residual variation to suggest any problems 
with the model. 
c. Residuals against regressor variables, (kt in our 
case). The objective of such plots is to illustrate any 
problems with the way the regressor influences the dependent 
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re 9.10 Residuals vs Predicted Beam Transmittance Value, 
Using the (k-t,m, T^} Model and Shenandoah Data 
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Figure 9.11 Residuals vs Predicted Beam Transmittance Value, 
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Residuals vs Observed Beam Transmittance Value, 
Using the (kt,m,Tk) Model and Shenandoah Data 
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Figure 9.13 Residuals vs Observed Beam Transmittance Value, 
Using the (kt,m,tb) Model and NOA Data 
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residual. In this situation, a plot of the residuals against 
the regressor variable would then show a systematic vari-
ation. Figures 9.14 and 9.15 show no systematic variation, 
while they exhibit a substantial randomness in both cases of 
the two data bases. 
Overall, the study of the residuals displayed no pro-
blematic areas. The width of the residuals band showed that 
the quality of the fit, in either case of the two data bases, 
was good. The relatively small and fairly constant width 
indicates that we do well in predicting the observed 
variations with our proposed correlation even for regions 
outside the southeastern United States. 
The developed beam radiation models provide us with a 
dependable means for obtaining the pattern of beam solar 
radiation received at a particular locality with only 
required input the corresponding global radiation. They also 
provide a means by which knowledge of solar radiation data 
can be passed from collectors to users of such information. 
From the user's point of view, the proposed models 
satisfy his needs since they successfully and accurately 
describe past behavior of the beam solar radiation at the 
measuring station, they are easy to understand and use, and 
the developed procedures may easily be updated to account for 
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Figure 9.14 Residuals vs Clearness Index Value, Using the 
(kt,m,Tk) Model and Shenandoah Data 
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Figure 9.15 Residuals vs Clearness Index Value, Using the 
("k.t'm'xb) Model and NOA Data 
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9.4 Future Work 
Our work has been concluded successfully. As a result we 
have obtained two powerful correlations that satisfy our 
initial goals; simplicity of the model, and required input 
information limited to global solar radiation, to accurately 
predict beam radiation and account for its real life vari-
ability. In the process we have presented a method that may 
easily incorporate a number of different combinations of 
independent variables, in order to study their effects on xD. 
Empirical correlations, though, have a drawback. 
Interested third parties some times express severe conserva-
tion on employing such correlations that may have been 
developed from data of questionable quality. In principle, 
such a conservative approach is recommended. In our case, 
though, we have made every effort to employ a mostly depend-
able data base for our model development. After four years of 
continuous use of the Shenandoah data by the author and 
repeated checks and validation procedures, we have every 
reason to feel very comfortable with its accuracy. 
However, it is to our advantage to have additional 
sources of data that may be used to validate our proposed 
models. Use of data from different climatic regions is of 
course needed in order to establish the model's wider appli-
cability outside the southeastern United States. For our 
region, it is doubtful that the proposed models would become 
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absolute in the near future due to large climatic vari-
ability. 
Once we have dependable numerical models to accurately 
predict the components of local solar radiation, we may 
combine this information with orographic maps of a given 
area. Tilt and orientation of the ground may be used to 
calculate solar radiation values of appropriate time length 
and represent them on maps. 
Once the beam radiation has been accurately predicted 
for a horizontal surface, one may predict its value on an 
arbitrarily oriented surface. The contribution of the sky 
radiation then becomes of particular importance to that 
surface, which is a function of the uniformity of the radiant 
intensity of the sky. As an approximation, it is common to 
assume that the sky is diffuse or uniformly luminous. 
In reality, the sky is to some degree anisotropic with 
an especially bright region around the sun, called the "far 
circumsolar" component, and a brightening near the horizon, 
the "planetary limb" effect. Various methods exist that 
determine the magnitude of the sky radiation received by an 
arbitrarily oriented surface and the distribution of its 
origin over the sky hemisphere, from available data of beam 
and sky radiation on a horizontal plane. An empirical 
approximation may then be developed to complement our present 
calculations. Several models have been reviewed and compared 
based on the Shenandoah data by Jeter and Balaras (1986). 
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The output of solar thermal systems is sensitive to 
variations in the solar energy input. One may recognize 
fluctuations, for example, on the amount of cloudiness that 
follows a specific trend. Separating such effects may be 
achieved with a time series analysis. Sequential character-
istics of radiation can then be represented in some numerical 
terms derived from the autocorrelation functions of a 
stochastic model. 
The current state of knowledge thus indicates that the 
most fruitful avenue of research are likely to be refined 
characterization of the anisotropy of the sky radiation and 
the temporal patterns in beam and global radiation. 
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APPENDIX A 
HELGO Subroutine to Calculate the Position of the Sun 
CAST Function to Calculate the Greenwich Actual Siderial 
Time 
JDAY Subroutine to Calculate the Standard Julian Date 














































SUBROUTINE HELGO (1 YEAR,MONTH,1 DAY,CVLT,ALONGO,ALATD,ALONST,ZONE, 
&ALTR,DECL,EOT,HANG,RAD I US) 
SUBROUTINE HELGO 
C, BALARAS 1-31-85 
THIS IS THE LATEST VERSION OF THE SUBROUTINE USED IN PROGRAMS 
(DY104) AND (HOUR5). THE INPUTS IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE INTEGER 





(CURRENT YEAR, MONTH I.E. 83) 
(CURRENT MONTH, I.E. 3 ) 
(CURRENT DAY IN THE MONTH) 
(THE CIVIL LOCAL TIME) 
ALONGD (LONGITUDE IN DEGREES) 
ALATD (LATITUDE IN DEGREES) 
ALONST (STD. LONG. IN DEGREES) 
ZONE (TIME ZONE OF THE LOCALITY 
E-W OF GREENWICH) 
(ALTITUDE UNITS ARE RADIANS) 
(DECLINATION UNITS ARE RADIANS) 
(EQUATION OF TIME UNITS ARE MINUTES) 
(HOUR ANGLE UNITS ARE RADDIANS) 
RADIUS (RADIUS OF EARTH1S ORBIT IN 
ASTRONOMICAL UNITS R/RAVE ) 
FOR OTHER POSSIBLE OUTPUTS COULD CONSIDER THE CALCULATED HOUR 
ANGLE, THE ALTITUDE AND AZIMUTH ANGLES (IN RADIANS). 
FOR SOME OF THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS, LOW PRECISION EQUATIONS 
ARE USED (TAKEN FROM THE ALMANAC FOR COMPUTERS 1984) AS 
PRESENTED BY R.L. JOHNSON OF MCDONNELL DOUGLAS 
THIS SUBROUTINE WAS TESTED BY COMPARING ITS COMPUTED VALUES 
WITH THE ALMANAC OF COMPUTERS (PROGRAM (MCDON) FOR THE YEAR OF 
AND THE LOCALITY OF GREENWICH). 























AZIMUTH, UNITS ARE RADIANS 
LONGITUDE IN HOURS 
STANDARD LONGITUDE IN DEGREES 
LATITUDE, UNITS ARE RADIANS 
ALTITUDE, UNITS ARE DEGREES 
LOCAL TIME, UNITS ARE HOURS 
DECLINATION, UNITS ARE RADIANS 
DEGREES TO RADIANS CONVERSION 
ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE OR TRUE GEOCENTRIC LONGITUDE, 
UNITS ARE RADIANS 
OBLIQUITY OF THE ECLIPTIC, UNITS ARE RADIANS 
GREENWICH ACTUAL SIDERAL TIME, UNITS ARE HOURS 
LOCAL HOUR ANGLE OF THE SUN, UNITS ARE RADIANS 
THE DISTANCE OF SUN TO EARTH IN ASTRONOMICAL UNITS 
RIGHT ASCENSION, UNITS ARE RADIANS 
SMALLEST ALTITUDE ALLOWED 
C TREF : STANDARD EPOCH JANUARY 2000.0 
C WHICH IS 12 UT, 1 JANUARY 2000.0 
C UT : UNIVERSAL TIME, LOCAL TIME FROM GRENWICH 
C MIDNIGHT IN HOURS 
C XCON : STANDARD EPOCH 0 UT, 0JANUARY 1984 
C WHICH IS MIDNIGHT UT STARTING 31 DECEMBER 1983 
C XD : DAYS SINCE STANDARD EPOCH TREF 
C XLl : MEAN LONGITUDE 
C XN : DAYS SINCE STANDARD EPOCH XCON 
C 
C... CONSTANTS 



















CALL JDAY(XJUDAT,IYEAR2,M0NTH,I DAY) 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE UNIVERSAL TIME FOR THE LOCATION (EAST US: 5) 
UT=CVLT+ZONE 
C...CALCULATE THE MEAN ANOMALY 
TD=XJUDAT-TREF+UT/24.0 
ANGCR=A1+A2*TD 
ANGCR=(ANGCR/TWOP i-A I NT(ANGCR/TWOPI))*TWOPi 
C..CALCULATE THE DISTANCE OF SUN FROM EARTH IN ASTRONOMICAL UNITS 
RADIUS=1.00014-0.Ol671*COS (ANGCR) -0.00014*C0S (ANGCR) 
C...CALCULATE THE MEAN LONGITUDE 
XL1=A3+A4*TD 
C...CALCULATE THE TRUE LONGITUDE 
ECLL=XL 1+ (A5-A6*TD) *S I N (ANGCR) +A7*S I N (2.0*ANGCR) 
ECLL= (ECLL/TWOPI-A I NT(ECLL/TWOPI))*TWOPI 
C..CALCULATE THE OBLIQUITY 
ECL0=A8-A9*TD 
C...CONVERT TO RT ASCENSION AND DECINATION 
RTAS=ATAN2 (SIN (ECLL)*COS (ECLO),COS (ECLL)) 
SLSE=SIN(ECLL)*SIN(ECLO) 
DECL=ATAN2(SLSE,SQRT(1.0-SLSE**2.0)) 






IF (HANG.GT.PI.AND.HANG.LT.TW0P1) HANG^HANG-TWOPI 
IF (HANG.LT.-PI) HANG=HANG+TWOPi 
C...CONVERT TO ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH 
ALT=ASIN (SLAT*SIN(DECL)+COS (DECL) *COS (HANG)*CLAT) 
IF (ALT.LT.SMALAL) ALT^SMALAL 
AZIM—ATAN2 (SIN (HANG) , (COS (HANG)*SLAT-TAN (DECL)*CLAT)) 
C..REFRACTION, RC=0.0, IF ALT<*5 DEGREES=0.08727 RADIANS 
C NO CORRECTION FOR REFRACTION IS MADE FOR ALTITUDES LESS THAN 
C 5 DEGREES 
RC=0.0 
IF (ALT.GT.0.08727) 
&RC=B1 * (ALT)+B2+B3* 0/ALT) +B4*((1/ALT) **2.0)+B5*((1/ALT) **3) 
ALTR=ALT+RC 
C...CALCULATE THE HOUR ANGLE IN DEGREES 
HANGDE=HANG/DRCONV 
HANGDE=AMOD (HANGDE,360.) 
IF (HANGDE.GT.180.0.AND.HANGDE.LT.360.0) HANGDE«*HANGDE-360. 
IF (HANGDE.LT.-180.0.AND.HANGDE.GT.-36O.O) HANGDE-HANGOE+36O. 
C . .CALCULATE THE APARENT SOLAR TiME 
AST=HANGDE/15.+12. 
C...CALCULATE THE MEAN SOLAR TIME 
AMST=CVLT+ (ALONST-ALONGD)/15.0 
C...CALCULATE THE EQUATION OF TIME 
E0T=(AST-AMST)*6O. 
IF (HANGDE.GT. 180) EOT—EOT 
EOT^AMOD (EOT,1440.) 
IF (EOT.GT.1000.0.AND.EOT.LT.1440.0) E0T=E0T-l44O. 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION CAST (XN,UT,DAY) 
C 
c 
C FUNCTION CAST 
C 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE GREENWICH ACTUAL SIDERAL TIME 
C BASED ON EQUATIONS IN ALMANAC FOR COMPUTERS 1984 
C 
C...DEFINITIONS 
C DAY : XN+UT/24.Q 
C DRCONV : CONVERSION FROM DEGREES TO RADIANS 
C E : EQUATION OF THE EQUINOXES, IN HOURS 
C CAST : GREENWICH ACTUAL SIDERAL TIME, IN HOURS 
C GMST : GREENWICH MEAN SIDERAL TIME (VERNAL EQUINOX ANGLE 
C FROM GREENWICH), iN HOURS. 
C UT : LOCAL TIME (FROM GREENWICH MIDNIGHT), UNITS !N HOURS 
C XN : DAYS SINCE STANDARD EPOCH XCON 
C XOMEGA : MEAN LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE OF THE MOON'S ORBIT, 
C & IN RADIANS 
C 
DATA G I, G2.G3, Git, G5.G6/6.5905966,0.0657098242, 







C...IN THE NEXT STATEMENT GMST IS CORRECTED 
C FOR PERTUBATIONS INDUCED BY MOTION OF THE MOON TO 




SUBROUTINE JDAY (XJUDAT,IYEAR2,MONTH,1 DAY) 
C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE JDAY 
C 
C 
C...SUBROUTINE JDAY CALCULATES THE STANDARD JULIAN DATE 
C NOTE: VARIOUS STANDARD EPOCHS ARE USED IN APPLICATIONS 
JD-IDAY+l46l*(IYEAR2+480O+(M0NTH-li»)/12) A 
S +367*(M0NTH-2-(M0NTH-l4)/12*12)/12 




SUBROUTINE EXTRAD(DEC!,HANG,RAD 1 US,HBNI 0,HG10,AZCOS,AHANG,DL02) 
C 
c 
C SUBROUTINE EXTRAD 
C 
C 
C...GIVEN DECLINATION AND HOUR ANGLE 
C...COMPUTES EXTRATERRESTRIAL NORMAL AND GLOBAL 
C...COMMONS 
COMMON /CNSTS/ ALATR,DEL0M02>GSCF,HRQONV 
C 
C...BEG IN COMPUTATIONS 
W1=HANG-DEL0M02 
* W2=HANG+DEL0M02 
C.DETERMINE SUNSET HOUR ANGLE 
SSHA=ACOS (-TAN(ALATR) *TAN(DECL) ) 
DL02=SSHA*HRC0NV 
C...ZERO OUTPUTS WHEN SUN HAS SET 
IF( (Wl.GT.SSHA).OR. (W2.LT.-SSHA) ) THEN 





C...ADJUST INTERVAL AS NECESSARY 
IF(Wl.LT.-SSHA) THEN 
Wl—SSHA 




C...CALCULATE AVERAGE HOUR ANGLE 
AHANG=(W2+Wl)/2.0 
C...COMPLETE THE CALCULATIONS 
G0KF-GSCF/RADIUS**2 
HBNI0-G0NF*(W2-W1) 
HGIO =GONF*( C0S(DECL)*C0S(ALATR)*(SIN(W2)-SIN(W1) ) + 
& (W2-W1)*SIN(DECL) *SIN(ALATR) ) 
C...CALCULATE AVERAGE ZENITH COSINE 









SUBI Subroutine to Calculate k-t and t^ 
AMASS Function to Calculate Atmospheric Air Mass 
TBLU1 Function for Lookup and Table Interpolation 
TERP1 Function for Langragian Interpolation 
SUBROUTINE SUB I (OMEGA,ALATD,DELTA,BADPER,GSC,IFRST,R,HRZTOT,DIR, 
&KT,TB) 
SUBROUTINE SUB I 















CALCULATE KT AND TB AT THE MIDPOINT OF EACH PERIOD 
HOUR ANGLE IN RADIANS (FROM HELGO) 
LATITUDE OF LOCALITY IN DEGREES 
DECLINATION IN RADIANS (FROM HELGO) 
15-MINUTE PERIOD MISSING FROM HOURLY DATA 
SOLAR CONSTANT, 1367 W/M/M 
TO PREVENT REPETITION OF CALCULATIONS 
EARTH-SUN DISTANCE IN AU (FROM HELGO) 
HOURLY HORIZONTAL IRRADIATION 
DIRECT BEAM IRRADIATION 
HOURLY CLEARNESS INDEX 
HOURLY BEAM TRANSMITTANCE 
INTEGER BADPER 
REAL KTJON, 10,102, I0N2 

















;...CALCULATE THE HOUR ANGLES AT THE START END OF THE PERIOD 
OMEGA1=0MEGA-15.0/2.^DRCONV 
0MEGA2=0MEGA+15.0/2.*DRC0NV 
I...CORRECT HOUR ANGLES FOR FIRST AND LAST PERIODS OF DAY 
WSS=ACOS (-TAN(ALAT)*TAN (DELTA)) 
IF (0MEGA2.GT.WSS) 0MEGA2=WSS 
iF (OMEGAl.LT.-WSS) OMEGA1=-WSS 
.DETERMINE MISSING PERIOD 
I PD=I F I X (AMOD (FLOAT (BADPER) , 10.)) 
.DETERMINE HOUR ANGLES 
IF FIRST PERIOD IS MISSING 
IF (IPD.EQ.l) 0M£GA]=QMEGA1 + 15.A.*DRCQNV 
IF LAST PERIOD IS MISSING 
IF (IPD.EQ.10 OMEGA2-OMEGA2-15.A.*DRCOMV 
IF SECOND PERIOD IS MISSING 
IF (1PD.EQ.2) THEN 
OMEGlA-OMEGAl + 15.A.*DRCONV 
0MEG2A-OMEG1A+15.A.*DRCONV 
CALCULATE THE EXTRATER. HORIZONTAL IRRADIATION 
FOR THE MISSING PERIOD 
I02=F2*((COS(DELTA) *COS(ALAT) *(SIN(0MEG2A) -SIN(OMEG1 A))) 
6+ ((0MEG2A-0MEG1A)*SIN (DELTA) *S1N(ALAT))) 
CALCULATE THE EXTRATTER. NORMAL IRRADIATION 
FOR THE MISSING PERIOD 
I0N2=FA2*(0MEG2A-0MEG1A) 
END IF 
IF THIRD PERIOD IS MISSING 
IF (JPD.EQ.3) THEN 
OMEG3A=OMEGAl+15./2.*DRCONV 
0MEG4A=OMEG3A+15.A.*DRC0NV 
CALCULATE THE EXTRATER. HORIZONTAL IRRADIATION 
FOR THE MISSING PERIOD 
102=F2* ((COS (DELTA)*COS (ALAT)*(SIN (OMEG4A)-SIN (OMEG3A))) 
&+ ((OMEG4A-OMEG3A)*SIN (DELTA)*S1N (ALAT))) 
CALCULATE EXTRATTER. NORMAL IRRADIATION 
10N2=FA2* (OMEG4A-OMEG3A) 
END IF 
.CALCULATE EXTRATERRESTRIAL NORMAL RADIATION 
GON=GSC/R**2 
.CALCULATE EXTRATERRESTRIAL NORMAL IRRADIATION 
ION-FA2*(OMEGA2-OMEGAl) 
.ACCOUNT FOR A MISSING PERIOD 
I0N=I0N-I0N2 
.CALCULATE EXTRATERRESTRIAL HORIZONTAL IRRADIATION 
I0=F2* ((COS (DELTA)*COS(ALAT) *(SIN(0MEGA2) -SIN(OMEGA 1))) 
&+ ((0MEGA2-0MEGA1)*SIN (DELTA)*SIN (ALAT))) 
.ACCOUNT FOR A MISSING PERIOD 
10=10-102 
.CALCULATE CLEARNESS INDEX 
KT-HRZTOT/IO 














DATA ALARR/O.,.017,.035,.052,.070,.087,.105,.122,. 140/ 
DATA AMARR/22.0,20.0,18.0,I5.6,12.5,10.4,9.0,8.0,7.I85/ 
C...BEG IN EVALUATION 
iF(ALT.LT.O.O) THEN 




IF (ALT.GE. 0.140) THEN 
















C FUNCTION TBLU1 
C 
C 




C X ALWAYS INCREASING (OR DECREASING) 
ND = MD 
IF (SEARCH (XX,X,ND,N,I) .EQ. 0)GO TO 43 
C RETURN EXACT VALUE 
TBLU1 = Y(I) 
GO TO 51 
C INTERPOLATE 




INTEGER FUNCTION SEARCH (Z,X,ND,M,IS) 
C BINARY SEARCH 
C 
DIMENSION X(l) 
C FUNCTION TO HALVE INDEX DURING BINARY SEARCH 
IHALF(I) = (I + l)/2 
C 
N = SABS(M) 
SEARCH = 1 
1 = 1 
IF (N .LE. 1)GO TO 24 
C INPUT PARAMETER ND MAY BE CHANGED BECAUSE DEC. IS TOO LARGE 
ND = MIN0(ND,N-1) 
IF (M .GE. 0)G0 TO 445 
C TEST TO PREVENT EXTRAPOLATION WHEN N IS NEGATIVE 
IF(ABS(Z+Z-X(1)-X(N)) .LE. ABS (X (1)-X (N))) GO TO 445 
IF (X(N) .GT.X(l) .AND.Z.GT.X(N)) I =N 
I F (X (N) .LT.X(l) .AND.Z.LT.X(N)) l=N 
GO TO 24 
445 I GO - 1 
IF (X(l) .GT. X(2)) I GO = 0 
C DESCENDING X ARRAY 
C BINARY SEARCH TO BRACKET Z BETWEEN X(l) AND X(l+1) 
! = I HALF (N) 
IDLT = 1 
C MAIN SEARCH LOOP 
5 IDLT = I HALF (IDLT) 
DIP - X(l) - Z 
IF (I GO .EQ. 0)Di F = -DIF 
IF (DlF)30,24,20 
C X(l) IS EXACT VALUE 
24 IS * I 
GO TO 52 
C I TOO LARGE (UNLESS I = 1) 
20 IF(I - 1)40,40,21 
21- IF(I - IDLT) 22,22,23 
C IDLT TOO LARGE (BECAUSE N NOT POWER OF 2) 
22 IDLT = I HALF (IDLT) 
23 1 = 1 - IDLT 
l=MAXO(I,l) 
GO TO 5 
C I OK OR TOO SMALL (UNLESS I = N) 
30 IF (I - N) 3U40.40 
C Z NOT OUTSIDE RIGHT END OF TABLE 
31 DIF * X(! + l) - Z 
IF (I GO .EQ. 0)DIF - -DIF 
IF (DIF)34,36,40 
C X(l + 1) IS EXACT VALUE 
36 IS • I + 1 
GO TO 52 
C ! TOO SMALL 
34 I - I + IDLT 
IF (I - N)5.5.35 
C IDLT WAS TOO LARGE (BECAUSE N NOT POWER OF 2) 
35 I - I - IDLT 
IDLT - I HALF (IDLT) 
GO TO 34 
C Z BRACKETED BY X(l) , X(l + 1) 
40 I F(ND) 44,44,43 
C ND .LE. 0 - - RETURN NEAREST POINT IN TABLE 
44 IF (I .EQ. N)GO TO 24 
IF(ABS(Z - X(l)) .LE. ABS(Z - X (1 + 1))) GO TO 24 
GO TO 36 
C FIND ND + 1 POINTS CENTERED (IF POSSIBLE) AROUND Z 
43 i = MIN0(MAX0(1, I - (ND - l)/2), N - ND) 
IS - I 






C LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION 
DIMENSION X(l) , Y(l) 
N = I + NO 
C INTERPOLATE FOR Y (2) 
TERPl - 0. 
00 50 J = I, N 
PX - 1. 
DO 42 K = I, N 
IF(K .EQ. J) GO TO 42 
PX = (PX/(X(J) - X(K)))*(2 - X(K)) 
42 CONTINUE 





BCALCL Calculations for Daily Annual Seasonal Factors 
SEARCH Function for Binary Search 
BEAMNI Calculations for Beam Normal Irradiation and 
Comparison of Basic and Seasonal Shenandoah Five 
Year Models 
SYR Subroutine to Calculate Day of Year 
SOBIR Subroutine to Calculate Extraterrestrial 
Irradiation and Clearness Index 
SUBTB Subroutine to Calculate Beam Transmittance for 
Basic and Seasonal Models 
CRAD Subroutine to Calculate Clear Day Beam Normal and 
Diffuse Horizontal Irradiation 
SUBPLOT Subroutine to Plot Monthly Average Daily 




c c. BALARAS 7-30-85 
c 
C...THIS PROGRAM USES INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINES IN ORDER TO DETERMINE 
C THE SEASONAL FACTORS FOR EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR. THE DATA IS GIVEN 
C AT THE MID-POINT OF EVERY MONTH FOR ALL THE ANNUAL MODELS AND 
C ALSO THE 5-YR. 
C...TO GET A PLOT OF THE SEASONAL FACTORS AGAINST THE DAY OF THE 
C YEAR HAVE TO CHANGE THE DO LOOP IN ORDER TO PLOT EVERY OTHER 
C FIFTH POINT. 
C 







DIMENSION DARR06) ,FARR(l6) , 1BUF (512) 
DIMENSION DARR7906) ,FARR79(l6) ,DARR80(15) ,FARR80(15) 
DIMENSION DARR81 (14),FARR8l (14),DARR83(13),FARR83(13) 
DIMENSION DARR84(12),FARR84(12) 
C 




















C...DATA FOR THE I98O MODEL (DECEMBER IS MISSING) 




































C.OPEN PLOT FILES 
CALL PL0TS(IBUF,512,2,40) 
CALL PL0TMX(l8.5) 
CALL PLOT (3.0,1.0,-3) 
C.DRAW X-AXIS 
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,'DAY OF YEAR',-11,13-0,0.0,0.0,30.0) 
C.DRAW Y-AXIS 
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,'SEASONAL FACTOR1,15,8.0,90.0,0.6,0.1) 
CALL AX1S{12.16667,0.0,'SEASONAL FACTOR',-15,8.0,90.0,0.6,0.1) 
C.TITLE GRAPH 
CALL SYMBOL (5.5,8.0,0.07,0,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (5.75,8.0,0.07,0,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (6.0,8.0,0.07,0,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (6.15,8.0,0.14,4H1979,0.0,4) 




CALL SYMBOL (5.5,7.50,0.085,2,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMB0L(5.75,7.50,0.085,2,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMB0L(6.O,7.5O,O.O85,2,O.O,-T) 
CALL SYMBOL (6.15,7.50,0.14,4H1981,0.0,4) 
CALL SYMBOL (5.5,7.25,0.07,4,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMB0L(5.75,7.25,0.07,4,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (6.0,7.25,0.07,4,0.0,-1) 















C...PL0T THE FIRST POINTS AT 0 DAY 
B79=TBLU1 (0.0,DARR79,FARR79,3,l6,l6) 
BE79!S(B79/o.l)-6.o 









CALL SYMBOL (0.0.BE83,0.07,4,0.0,-1) 
B84«TBLU1 (0.0,DARR84,FARR84,2,12,12) 
BE84=(B84/0.1)-6.0 




C WRITE (37,9001) B79 
C WRITE (38,9001) B80 
C WRITE (39,9001) B8l 
C WRITE (40,9001) B83 
C WRITE (41,9001) B84 
C WRITE (36,9001) B 
C9001 FORMAT (4X,F10.8) 
C 
C IN ORDER TO CREATE THE PLOT USE : DO 10 1=5,365,5 










IF (I.GT.136.5.AND.I.LT.320) THEN 
B84=TBLU1(XD,DARR84,FARR84,3,12,12) 
END IF 
c PLOT THIS DATUM 
c SCALES 
XDAY=XD/30. 
c FOR 1979 
BE79=(B79/0.1)-6. 
CALL SYMBOL(XDAY,BE79,0.07,0,0.0,-1) 
WRITE (37,9000) 1,B79 
c FOR 1980 
BE80=(B80/0.1)-6. 
CALL SYMBOL(XDAY,BE80,O.07,1,0.0,-1) 
WRITE (38,9000) 1,B80 
c FOR 1981 
BE8WB81/O.D-6. 
CALL SYMBOL(XDAY,BE8l,0.08,2,0.0,-1) 
WRITE (39,9000) l,B8l 
c FOR 1983 
BE83=(B83/0.1)-6. 
CALL SYMBOL (XDAY,BE83,0.07,4,0.0,-1) 
WRITE(40,9000) i,B83 








WRITE (41,9000) I.B84 
1 FORMAT (13,1X,F10.8) 
CONTINUE 
REPEAT CALCULATIONS FOR 5-YEAR 






WRITE (36,9000) 1,B 
11 
c 
w • • • 
CONTINUE 
•CLOSE PLOTTING FILE 
CALL PLOT (7.0,0.0,3) 
c 




INTEGER FUNCTION SEARCH (Z,X,ND,M,IS) 
C BINARY SEARCH 
C 
DIMENSION X(l) 
C FUNCTION TO HALVE INDEX DURING BINARY SEARCH 
I HALF (I) * (I + l)/2 
C 
N = IABS(M) 
SEARCH = 1 
1 - 1 
IF(N .LE. OGO TO 2% 
C INPUT PARAMETER NO MAY BE CHANGED BECAUSE DEG. IS TOO LARGE 
ND = MIN0(ND,N-1) 
IF (M .GE. 0)G0 TO 445 
C TEST TO PREVENT EXTRAPOLATION WHEN N IS NEGATIVE 
IF(ABS(Z+Z-X(0-X(N)) .LE. ABS (X (0-X (N))) GO TO 445 
IF (X(N) .GT.XCO .AND.Z.GT.X(N)) l=N 
IF (X(N) .LT.X(0 .AND.Z.LT.X(N)) I =N 
GO TO 24 
445 I GO • 1 
IF(X(0 .GT. X(2)) I GO = 0 
C DESCENDING X ARRAY 
C BINARY SEARCH TO BRACKET Z BETWEEN X(I) AND X(I+1) 
I = I HALF (N) 
IDLT - I • 
C MAIN SEARCH LOOP 
5 IDLT = !HALF(IDLT) 
OIF = X(l) - Z 
IF (I GO .EQ. 0)DIF = -DIF 
I F(DIF) 30,24,20 
C X(I) IS EXACT VALUE 
24 IS - I 
GO TO 52 
C I TOO LARGE (UNLESS I = 0 
20 IF (I - 040,40,21 
21 IF (I - 1DLT)22,22,23 
C IDLT TOO LARGE (BECAUSE N NOT POWER OF 2) 
22 IDLT = 1HALF (IDLT) 
23 I = I - IDLT 
I=MAX0(I,1) 
GO TO 5 
C I OK OR TOO SMALL (UNLESS I = N) 
30 IF (I - N) 31,40,40 
C Z NOT OUTSIDE RIGHT END OF TABLE 
31 DIF = X(l + 1) - Z 
IF (IGO .EQ. 0)DIF - -DIF 
IF (DIF)34,36,40 
247 
C X(l + 1) IS EXACT VALUE 
36 IS - I + 1 
GO TO 52 
C I TOO SMALL 
34 I - I + IDLT 
IF (I - N)5,5,35 
C IDLT WAS TOO LARGE (BECAUSE N NOT POWER OF 2) 
35 1 = 1 - IDLT 
I DLT = I HALF (IDLT) 
GO TO 34 
C Z BRACKETED BY X(l), X(i + l) 
40 1 F (ND) 44,i+i*,i*3 
C ND .LE. 0 - - RETURN NEAREST POINT IN TABLE 
44 IF (I .EQ. N)GO TO 24 
IF(ABS(Z - X(l)) .LE. ABS(Z - X (1-4-1))) GO TO 24 
GO TO 36 
C FIND ND + 1 POINTS CENTERED (IF POSSIBLE) AROUND Z 
43 i - MINO(MAXO(l, I - (ND - l)/2), N -
IS = I 




PROGRAM BEAMN I (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPES531NPUT,TAPE6-OUTPUT,TAPE 12, 
& TAPE36.TAPE2.TAPE7) 
C 
C C. BALARAS 8-2-85 
C C. BALARAS 8-12-85 
C 
C...THIS PROGRAM CAN BE USED TO COMPARE TWO MODELS: THE 5~YRF MODEL 
C AND THE 5-YEAR SEASONAL FACTOR (B)*5"YRF MODEL. THE COMPARISON 
C IS BASED ON HOW WELL THEY PREDICT THE BEAM NORMAL IRRADIATION, 
C WHEN ONLY THE GLOBAL IRRADIATION IS AVAILABLE. THESE CALCUALTIONS 
C WILL BE PERFORMED BASED ON THE DATA COLLECTED IN ATLANTA, GA. 
C THE DATA (IN TX3 FROM UN=MEFACBL) IS IN AN HOURLY FORMAT. 
C IT INCLUDES THE DAY OF THE YEAR, SOLAR TIME, 
C STD TIME, AND THE IRRADIATION VALUES RECORDED AT THE END 
C OF THE HOURLY PERIOD. THE DATA FOR EACH MONTH IS A COLLECTION 
C FROM DIFFERENT REPRESENTATIVE YEARS: 
C JAN-1953, FEB-1971. MAR-1969, APR-1965, MAY-1957, JUN-1957, 
C JUL-1957, AUG-1959, SEP-1963, OCT-1967, NOV-1967, DEC-1970 
C THE PREDICTED VALUES ARE FINALLY COMPARED WITH THE AVAILABLE 
C MEASURED VALUE OF BEAM NORMAL IRRADIATION. A PLOT IS PRODUCED 
C WITH THE AVERAGE VALUE OF BEAM NORMAL IRRADIATION FOR EACH MONTH, 
C OF THIS TYPICAL YEAR. 
C 
C TO RUN BEAMNI DO AS FOLLOWS: 
C AT, CALCOMP,PLOTR/UN=LIBRARY 
C X,L!BRARY,CALCOMP 
C G,BCALCL (PROGRAM TO CREATE THE 5"YR B*S) 
C FTN5J*BCALCL,L=0 
C LGO (CREATE TAPE36: (5-YR) B'S) 






DIMENSION AMOLN(12) ,H(12) ,H1 (12) ,H2(12) 
DIMENSION HAV(12) ,H1AV(12) ,H2AV(I2) 
C...DECLARATIONS 
REAL AMOP 
















C...READ THE 5"YR SEASONAL FACTORS (B) 
C FOR EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR 
DO 10 1=1,365 
READ(36,11) B 
11 FORMAT (*fX,F 10.8) 




DO 100 IJ=1,8760 
C 
C...READ THE HOURLY DATA FOR A YEAR 
C IHR, MIN : STANDARD TIME 
C GLOBI : GLOBAL IRRA01ANCE IN (KJ/M/M) 
C BNi : BEAM NORMAL 1RRADIANCE IN KJ/M/M 
READ (12,101) MO,IDAY,IHR,M1N,BNI,GLOBI 
101 F0RMAT(I2,12,4X, 12, I2,4X,F4.0,**X,F4.0) 
C 
C , .CALL SUBROUTINE (SYR) TO CALCULATE FROM THE MONTH 
C THE YEAR ,THE DAY OF THE YEAR AND THE LENGTH OF THE MONTH IN DAYS 
CALL SYR (MO,IDAY,iYEAR,IDAYYR,AMOLN) 
C 
C...CALL SUBROUTINE HELGO FOR T1ME-0.5 HOURS 
CVLT= (IHR+MI N/60.0)-0.5 
IYR=1YEAR-1900 
CALL HELG0(IYR,M0,I DAY,CVLT,ALONGD,ALATD,ALQNST,ZONE, 
&ALTR,DELTAR,EOT,OMEGAR,RADIUS) 
C 




C...IF THE PERIOD IS BEFORE SUNRISE SKIP FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS 
C ICALC: CONTINUE CALCULATIONS 0=YES l=NO 
IF (ICALC.EQ.l) GO TO 200 
C 
C...CALL SUBROUTINE BEAM TRANSMITTANCE 
CALL SUBTB (CLRIND,IDAYYR,TBI,TB2) 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE BEAM NORMAL IRRADIATION USING 
C THE 5-YR MODEL TO PREDICT TBI 
BNI1=TB1*EXTRBN 
C THE B*5~YR MODEL TO PREDICT TB2 
BNI2=TB2*EXTRBN 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE AVERAGE ALTITUDE (ALTAV) VALUE 
ALTAV=ASIN (EXTRG/EXTRBN) 
C 
C...CORRECT BEAM NORMAL I RAD I AT I ON FOR LOW ALTITUDES 
C ALTAV<=6 DEGREES = 0.10^72 RADIANS 
C WITH THE CLEAR DAY BEAM NORMAL VALUES 
IF (ALTAV.LT.0.10^72) THEN 
250 
C...CALL SUBROUTINE (CRAD) TO CALCULATE CLEAR DAY IRRADIATION VALUES 
C DAY OF THE YEAR AS A REAL 
ANYR=FLOAT(IDAYYR) 
CALL CRAD (1 DAYYR,ALTAV,EXTRBN,CBNI,CDHIfCGLOB) 
IF (BNIl.GT.CBN!) BNI1=CBNI 
IF (BNI2.GT.CBNI) 8Ni2=CBNi 
END IF 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE BEAM NORMAL IRRADIATION FOR EACH MONTH 
IF (MOC.EQ.MO) THEN 
H (MO) =H (MO) +BN I 
HI (M0)=H1 (M0)+BN1 1 
H2(M0)=H2(M0)+BNI2 
ELSE 
C A MONTH HAS BEEN COMPLETED 
C RESET TOTAL MONTHLY IRRADIATION VALUES TO ZERO 











C...CALCULATE THE CORRESPONDING MONTHLY AVERAGE DAILY IRRADIATION 
DO 336 I 1-1,12 
HAV(ll)-H(l I)/AMOLN(l I) 
HI AV (I I)-HI (I l)/AMOLN(l I) 
H2AV(I l)-H2(l l)/AMOLN(l I) 
WRITE(7,*) 'HAV=',HAV(I I),'H1AV-*,H1AV(I I) ,«H2AV-*, H2AV(II) 
336 CONTINUE 
C 
C...PLOT THE DATA 
CALL SUBPLOT (HAV,H1AV,H2AV) 
C 
C...CALCLULATE TOTAL ANNUAL IRRADIATION 





WRITE (7,*) 'HYR-•,HYR,"HYR1-',HYR1,'HYR2-*,HYR2 
C 









SUBROUTINE SYR(MO,I DAY,I YEAR,IDAYYR,AMOLN) 
C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE SYR 
C C. BALARAS 8-8-85 
C 
C 
C...SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE YEAR THAT THE MONTHLY DATA 
C WAS TAKEN FROM, AND THE DAY OF THE YEAR 
C INPUTS: 
C MO : MONTH THE DATA IS GIVEN FOR 
C I DAY : DAY OF THE MONTH 
C OUTPUTS: 
C I YEAR : THE YEAR THE MONTHLY DATA WAS TAKEN FROM 
C IDAYYR : DAY OF THE YEAR 
C 
DIMENSION AMOLN (12) 





















































SUBROUT1N E SUB IR(OMEGAR,ALATD,DELTAR, GSC,R,GLOB I 
EXTRBN,EXTRG,ICALC) 
IFRST,CLRIND, 
C. BALARAS 8-2-35 
SUBROUTINE 





NT OF THE 












HOUR ANGLE IN RADIANS (FROM HELGO) 
LATfTUDE OF LOCALITY IN DEGREES 
DECLINATION IN RADIANS (FROM HELGO) 
SOLAR CONSTANT, 1367 W/M/M 
GLOBAL IRRADIATION IN KJ/M/M 
TO PREVENT REPETITION OF CALCULATIONS 
EARTH-SUN DISTANCE (FROM HELGO) 


















ANGLES AT THE START-END OF 
0/2.*DRC0NV 
CALCULATE THE HOUR 
EACH HOURLY PERIOD 
0MEGA1=0MEGAR-I5 
0MEGA2=0MEGAR+15-0/2.*DRCONV 
CORRECT HOUR ANGLES FOR FIRST AND LAST PERIODS OF A DAY 
BASED ON SUNSET HOUR ANGLE 
WSS=ACOS (-TAN (ALATR) *TAN (DELTAR)) 
IF (0MEGA2.GT.WSS) 0MEGA2-WSS 
IF (0MEGA1.LT.-WSS) 0MEGA1—WSS 
CALCULATE EXTRATERRESTRIAL HORIZONTAL 
EXTRG=F2* ((COS (DELTAR) *COS(ALATR)*(S 
RRADIATION 
N (0MEGA2) -SIN (OMEGA!) )) + 
& ((0MEGA2-0MEGA1) *SIN(DELTAR)*SIN(ALATR))) 
CALCULATE EXTRATERRESTRIAL NORMAL 
EXTRBN=F2*(0MEGA2-0MEGA1) 
IRRADIATION 




C...FOR WHOLE PERIODS BEFORE SUNRISE AND AFTER SUNSET 
C SET IRRADIATION VALUES EQUAL TO ZERO AND 
C SKIP ANY FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS (SET ICALOl) 









SUBRQUTINE SUBTB (CLRI NO,ID AYYR,TB1,TB2) 
SUBROUTINE SUBTB 
C. BALARAS 8-2-85 
•SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE BEAM TRANSMiTTANCE FROM CLRIND 
THERE ARE TWO AVAILABLE WAYS: 
FIRST, USE A DIRECT RELATIONSHIP OF TB AND CLRIND, BASED ON 
THE 5-YR MODEL, TBl=YO+ (CLRIND-XO) *BETA(5~YR) 
SECONDLY, USE THE RELATIONSHIP TB2=B* (YO+(CLRIND-XO)*BETA (5"YR)) 
WHERE B: SEASONAL FACTOR 
INPUTS: 
CLRIND : HOURLY CLEARNESS INDEX 
BAR : 5-YR SEASONAL FACTOR (B) VALUES FOR 
EACH DAY OF THE YEAR 




HOURLY BEAM TRANSMITTANCE CALCULATED USING THE 
5-YR MODEL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
TB1=YO+ (CLRIND-XO) *BETA(5YR) 
HOURLY BEAM TRANSMITTANCE CALCULATED USING THE 
5-YR SEASONAL FACTORS AND 5~YR MODEL REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENTS TB2=B*TB1 
DIMENSION 
DIMENSION BETA (9) ,BAR (365) ,XO(10) ,YO(9) 
DECLARATIONS 
COMMON /SUBTB/ BAR 
DATA 1FRST2/1/ 
IF (IFRST2.LT.1) GO TO 333 

















DEFINE THE XO.YO COORDINATES FOR EACH 


















C ******** 5-YR MODEL TB=YO+ (CLRIND-XO)*BETA ******** 
C...FIRST CALCULATE TBI 
C DEPENDING ON CLRIND CHOOSE THE CORRESPONDING BETA 
C.SECONDLY CALCULATE TB2 
C DEPENDING ALSO ON THE DAY OF THE YEAR TO CHOOSE THE 
C CORRESPONDING SEASONAL FACTOR 
IF (CLRIND.LE.0.05) THEN 
TB1-Y0(1) +(CLR 1 ND-XO 0))'*BETA(1) 
TB2=BAR(IDAYYR)*TB1 
ELSE IF (CLRIND.LE.0.15) THEN 
TB1 =Y0 (2) + (CLRI ND-XO (2)) *BETA (2) 
TB2-BAR(IDAYYR)*TB1 
ELSE IF (CLRIND.LE.0.25) THEN 
TB 1 =Y0 (3) + (CLR I ND-XO (3)) *BETA (3) 
TB2=BAR(IDAYYR)*TB1 
ELSE IF (CLRIND.LE.0.35) THEN 
TB 1=Y0 (k) + (CLR I ND-XO (k)) *BETA (h) 
TB2=BAR(IDAYYR)*TB1 
ELSE IF (CLRIND.LE.0.45) THEN 
TB 1 =Y0 (5) + (CLR I ND-XO (5)) *BETA (5) 
TB2=BAR(IDAYYR)*TB1 
ELSE IF (CLRIND.LE.O.55) THEN 
TB 1-YO (6) + (CLR I ND-XO (6)) *BETA (6) 
TB2=BAR(IDAYYR)*TB1 
ELSE IF (CLRIND.LE.O.65) THEN 
TBI^YO (7) + (CLRI ND-XO (7)) *BETA (7) 
TB2=BAR(1DAYYR)*TB1 
ELSE IF (CLRIND.LE.O.75) THEN 
TB1=Y0 (8) + (CLRIND-XO (8))*BETA (8) 
TB2=BAR(!DAYYR)*TB1 
ELSE 






SUBROUTINE CRAD(ANYR,ALT,BNI 0,CBN I,CDHI,CGLOB) 
C 
c 
C SUBROUTINE CRAD 
C 
C 
C...COMPUTES CLEAR-DAY BEAM-NORMAL AND 01F-HORIZONTAL 
C...FROM SIMPLE MODELS 
C...OUTPUT 
C CBN I : CLEAR DAY HOURLY BEAM-NORMAL IRRADIATION 
C CDHI : CLEAR DAY HOURLY DIFFUSE-HORIZONTAL IRRADIATION 
C CGLOB : CLEAR DAY GLOBAL IRRADIATION 
C 
C...INPUT 
C ANYR : DAY SINCE 0 JAN CURRENT YEAR (REAL) 
C ALT : SOLAR ALTITUDE (RADIANS) 
C BNIO : EXTRATERRESTRIAL BEAM NORMAL IRRADIATION (KJ/(SQ-METER) ) 
C 
C...DECLARATIONS 










C...BEG IN COMPUTATIONS 






C..CALCULATE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT 
EXTC=TBLU1(ANYR,DARR,ECARR,2,25,25) 
C 





C...CLACULATE CLEAR DAY DIFFUSE 
CDH Ii -121.11*SQRT (ALT)-22.918*ALT 
CDHI-3.6*CDHI 
C 
C...CALCULATE CLEAR DAY GLOBAL 





SUBROUTINE SUBPLOT (HAV,HIAV.H2AV) 
C 
c 
C SUBROUTINE SUBPLOT 
C C. BALARAS 8-12-85 
C 
C 
C . .PLOTTING SUBROUTINE 
C MONTHLY AVERAGE DAILY IRRADIATION VS. MONTH OF THE YEAR 
C 
C..DIMENSIONS 





C...OPEN PLOT FILES 
CALL PLOTS (IBUF,512,2,40) 
CALL PL0TMX(l8.5) 
CALL PLOT (3-0,1.0,-3) 
C...DRAW X-AXIS (MONTH OF THE YEAR) 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,'MONTH1,-5,12.0,0.0,0.0,1.0) 
C...DRAW Y-AXIS (IRRADIATION) 
CALL AXiS(0.0,0.0,*MONTHLY AVERAGE DAILY IRRADIATION, (KJ/M/M)', 
&43,8.0,90.0,8000.0,2000.0) 
C...TITLE GRAPH 
C CALL SYMBOL (5.0,8.5,0.1,0,0.0,-1) 
C CALL SYMBOL (5.2,8.5,0.18,14HREFERENCE DATA,0.0,14) 
CALL SYMBOL (5.0,8.2,0.1,1,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (5-2,8.2,0.18,10H5-YR MODEL,0.0,10) 
CALL SYMBOL (5.0,7.9,0.1,4,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMB0L(5;2,7.9,0.l8,12HB*5-YR MODEL,0.0,12) 
C 
DO 339 I IL=1,12 
C SET SCALES 
HAVP=(HAV(1 IL)/2OO0.O)-4.O 
H1AVP=(H1AV(I IL)/20OO.0)-4.O 
H2AVP=(H2AV(I IL)/2000.0) -4.0 
C PLOT REFERENCE DATA 
C CALL SYMBOL (AMOP.HAVP,0.1,0,0.0,-1) 
C PLOT DATA FROM 5"YR MODEL 
% CALL SYMBOL (AM0P.H1AVP,0.1,1,0.0,-1) 
C PLOT DATA FROM B*5-YR MODEL 
CALL SYMBOL (AM0P,H2AVP,0.1,4,0.0,-1) 




C . .CLOSE PLOTTING FILE 







AIRMAS3 Plotting of Air-mass vs. Beam Transmittance with 
Limiting Clear Sky Models 
PLOTXY Calculates Regression Coefficients 
CSMSTAT Calculates Clear Sky Conditions for a Given Air-
mass Range, and Performs a Statistical Analysis 
for the Goodness of Fit for Three Clear Sky Models 
IBM Calculates Clear Sky Beam Radiation Using the CSBT 
Model and Compares Measured and Modelled Data for 
a Given Day of the Year 
P3SUB Subroutine to Plot Hourly Beam Normal Irradiation 
for a Given Day 
CURVE2 Calculates Continuous Piecewise Linear 
Correlations Between Beam Transmittance and Air-
Mass for a Given Clearness Index Range 
2 60 
PROGRAM AIRMAS3 (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT,TAPE2, 
6 TAPE7,TAPE8) 
C 
C C. BALARAS 8-27-85 
C C. BALARAS 11-6-85 
C C. BALARAS 4-21-86 
C C. BALARAS 5-27-86 
C 
C 
C...THIS PROGRAM INVESTIGATES THE AIRMASS DEPENDENCY OF 
C BEAM TRANSMITTANCE. THE RESULT IS A BEAM TRANSMiTTANCE 
C VS. AIRMASS GRAPH. THE RADIATION DATA IN TAPE7, IS ACTUALLY 
C THE 5-YR DATA. THERE IS AN OPTION TO MAKE THE ANALYSIS FOR 
C ALL 5-YRS OR FOR EACH ANNUAL YEAR. 
C...THIS VERSION INCLUDES THE ADDITION OF THE CALCULATIONS 
C FOR THE LIMITING CURVE. THE DATA BETWEEN 1.0<AM<2.0 IS 
C BROKEN DOWN TO 12 BANDS. FOR EACH BAND ONLY THE HIGHEST 
C DATA ARE KEPT AND USING THESE POINTS THEN FIT THROUGH 
C AN EQUATION OF THE FORM TB=EXP (-K*AM) IN ORDER TO DETERMINE K. 
C 
C...THIS VERSION ALSO PLOTS THE LIMITING CURVES ON THE 5"YEAR PLOT 
C OF TB VS AIRMASS, ACCORDING TO THE R-W MODEL (TB=0.88**7*EXP (-0.106*M) 
C THE MAXWELL MODEL (TB=0.886-0.122*M+.01211*M*M-0.000653*M**3+ 
C 0.0000H**M**it) AND THE CSBT MODEL (TB=.8i+257*EXP (-0.0939*M)) . 
C TO RUN THIS PROGRAM: 














COMMON /CNSTS/ ALATR,DEL0MQ2,GSCF.HRCONV 
C 
WRITE (6,*) 'WHAT IS THE TITLE (ALL 5Y) * 
READ (5,22) TITLE 




























C...DRAW X-AXIS (AIRMASS) 
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,' ',-5,7.0,0.0,0.0,1.0) 
C...DRAW Y-AXiS (BEAM TRANSMITTANCE) 
CALL AXIS (0.0,0.0,' ',3,5.0,90.0,0.0,0.2) 
C...TITLE GRAPH 
CALL SYMBOL (3.0,i+.5,0.2,TITLE,0.0,6) 
DO 10 1=1,8112 
C...RAEAD DATA (TIME, RADIATION VALUES, AND BADPERIOD) 
READ (7,101) IYR,MO,!DAY,IHR,MIN,HRZTOT,BNI,BADPER 
101 FORMAT (IX, 12,M2X,i2) ,**X,2 (F7 .1,2X) ,46X,I2) 
C 
C...CALL SUBROUTINE HELGO FOR TIME - 0.5 HOURS 








C...CALCULATE AVERAGE INCIDENT ANGLE 
CALL EXTRAD(DELTAR,0MEGAR,RADIUS,HBNIQ,HGI0,AZC0S,AHANG,DL02) 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE SOLAR ALTITUDE 
SINALT=AZCOS 







C...TEST FOR VALIDITY OF RESULTS 
C...FOR NEGATIVE ALTITUDE, AM=1.0E50, SKIP CALCULATIONS 
IF (AM.GT.100.0) GO TO 10 
G...PLOT THE PAIR OF DATA (IBN AND AIRMASS) 
C SET SCALES 
AMP-AM 
TBP-TB/0.2 




C...PL0T LIMITING CURVES 
C 
AMM-1.0 
DO 20 J=*l,25 
C...BY R-W MODEL 
TBRW=0.88^7*EXP (-0.106*AMM) 
C...BY MAXWELL MODEL 
TBM=0.886-0.122*AMM+0.0121*AMM*AMM-
S 0.000653*AMM**3.0+0.000014*AMM**4.0 
C...BY CSBT MODEL 
TBC=0.8if257*EXP (-0.0939*AMM) 
C 
CALL SYMBOL (AMM,TBRW/0.2,0.105,0,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (AMM,TBM/0.2,0.105,1,0.0,-1) 




C...CLOSE PLOT FILE 











PROGRAM PLOTXY (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE10, 
TAPE2) 
PROGRAM:PLOTXY FILE:PLOTXY 
PROGRAM TO PLOT POINTS IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES 
•USAGE 










DIMENSION FY {k) , FX (k) , I BUF (512) ,XA(1Q0) ,YA (100) 
.OBTAIN DATA AND PARAMETERS 
CALL PL0TS(IBUF,512,2,OO) 
CALL PLOTMX(7-5) 
WRITE (6,*) 'NUMBER OF DATA POINTS?1 
READ (5,*) N 
IF(N.GT.98) WRITE (6,*) 'NOT ENOUGH ARRAY SPACE, STOP!' 
DO 10 1=1,N 
READ (10,9001) PN2,PN1 
XA(I)-PN1 
YA(i)=PN2 
WRITE (6,*) XA(1) ,YA(i) 
.PRELIMINARIES 
CALL PL0T(O.0,0.0,3) 
WRITE (6,*) 'MAGNIFICATION?' 
READ (5,*) XM 
CALL FACTOR (XM) 
WRITE (6,*) 'HEIGHT AND WIDTH OF GRAPH?' 
READ(5,*)YH,XW 
.TO FORCE THE "SCALE" ROUTINE TO 
.IT IS OFTEN DESIRABLE TO FAKE A 
BEFORE THE ACTUAL 
RETURN USEFUL RESULTS 
DATA PT AT THE ORIGIN 





CALL SCALE (XA,XW,N,1) 





CALL LINE (XA,YA,N,1,-1,1) 
.COMPUTE AND PLOT AN RMS LINE 
WRITE (6,*) "WANT AN RMS LINE (YES-POSITIVE)?1 
READ (5,*) YPOS 
!F(YP0S.LE.O.) GO TO 999 










WRITE(6,*) 'HOMOGENEOUS OR GENERAL (GENERAL-POSITIVE)? 
READ (5 , * ) POSGEN 
IF (POSGEN.GE.0.0) GO TO 30 
C..CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS (HOMOGENEOUS CASE) 
B0*0.0 
B1=SXY/SXSQ 
GO TO kO 
30 CONTINUE 
C... CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS (GENERAL LINEAR EXPRESSION) 




WRITE (6,9000) B0.B1 
C...CALCULATE EXTREMA OF THE FITTED LINE 
FY(1)=B0 








CALL LINE (FX,FY,2,1,0,0) 
C... IDENTIFY THE RESULTS 
CALL SYMBOL (0.5,0.5,0.25,4HY = ,0.0,4) 
CALL NUMBER (999.,999•,0.25,BO,0.0,3) 
IPN=3H + 
IF (Bl.LT.O.O) IPN=3H -
IF(Bl.LT.O.O) B1=-B1 
CALL SYMBOL (999-,999-,0.25,1PN ,0.0,3) 
CALL NUMBER (999-,999.,0.25,B1,0.0,3) 
CALL'SYMBOL (999.,999..0.25,3H* X,0.0,3) 
999 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT (7.,0.,3) 
CALL PLOT(0..0.,999) 




PROGRAM CSMSTAT (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT,TAPE8) 
C 
C 
C C. BALARAS 8-13-86 
C C. BALARAS 4-13-88 
C 
C...USING THE MAX TB VS. AM DATA, THREE MODELS ARE TO BE FITTED 
C 
C FIRST, OUR CLEAR SKY MODEL TB=0.84257*EXP (-0.0939*AM) 
C SECOND, THE R-W MODEL TB=0.8847*EXP (-0.106*AM) 
C THIRD, THE MAXWELL MODEL TB=.886- . 1 22*AM+.01 21 1*AM2+ 
C +.000653*AM3+.OOOOl4*AM4 
C VARIOUS STATISTICAL PARAMETERS ARE CALCULATED TO DETERMINE 
C WHICH MODEL HAS THE BEST FIT. 
C 























C...CALCULATE THE SUM OF TB 
DO 100 1=1,22 
SUMTB=SUMTB+TB(I) 
100 CONTINUE 
C...CALCULATE THE AVERAGE TB 
TBAVE=SUMTB/22.0 
C 
DO 200 I 1=1,22 
YEST1*0.8426*EXP(-0.0939*AM(II)) 
YEST2=O.8847*EXP(-0.106*AM(lI)) 
YEST3=0.886-0.122*AM (I I) +0.01211*AM (I I)**2-
& 0. OOO65 3>'CAM (I i) **3+0. 000014 * AM (i !) **4 
C...TOTAL RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 
RSST1=RSST1+(TB(1 I) -YEST1) **2 
RSST2=RSST2+(TB(I i)-YEST2)**2 
RSST3=RSST3+(TB (II)-YEST3)**2 




U • • • 
TOTAL VARIATION 





















w * .P 
R-W 
RESIDUAL VARIATION FOR THE ALTERNAT! 
RESIDUAL VARIATION FOR THE HYP0THES1 
THE R-W MODEL OR THE MAXWELL MODEL 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE HYPOTHESI 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE ALTERNAT] 
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS, 22 
NUMBER OF PARAMETERS, 2 
DFH=22.0 
DFA«22.0-2.0 
F1= ((RSST2-RSST1) /(OFH-DFA)) /(RSSTT/DFA) 
F2= ((RSST3-RSST1)/ (DFH-DFA))/ (RSST1/DFA) 
CALCULATE CONFIDENCE AND ALPHA 
NRW=22 
N=22-2 






ZED MODEL, N 
VE MODEL, N-P 
c 
.REPORT RESULTS 
WRITE (8,ft) ' CSBT ',' ',•R--W MODEL'»' 
WRITE (8 ft) ' • 
WRITE (8 ,*) !SYY=l,SYY 
WRITE(8 ,*) • RSS=',RSST1,' '.RSST2,* 
WRITE (8 ft) ,SSREG=,,SSREG1,1 «,SSREG2,' 
WRITE(8 ft) 'R= SARI,1 1,AR2,' 
WRITE(8 ft)'R2= '.AR1SQ,' 1,AR2SQ,' 
WRITE (8 ft) 'Fl- ',F1,'ALPHAT= , ALPHA l.'P'l* 









PROGRAM IBN (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT, 
S- TAPE8,TAPE3,TAPES,TAPE10) 
C 
C C. BALARAS 12-12-85 
C C. BALARAS 5~28-86 
C 
C . .THE CLEAR DAY MODEL TO BE USED IS IBNC«ION*0.8426*EXP (-0.0939*AM) 
C...THIS PROGRAM "IBN" READS HOURLY DATA FROM M19XXA IN TAPE9 
C (UN=MEFACBL) AND CREATES A PLOT OF IBN VS TIME (IN TAPE3) FOR 
C A GIVEN DAY OF YEAR. 
C...A CLEAR DAY MODEL IS USED TO CALCULATE THE BEAM NORMAL IRRAD. 
C IBNC-ION*EXP(-K*AM). THE EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT HAS BEEN 
C PRECALCULATED (K-O.I96). THE REASON FOR DOING THIS ANALYSIS 
C IS TO FIND OUT HOW GOOD THIS 0.196 VALUE IS. 
C FINALLY THE MODELED DATA IS PLOTTED WITH THE DATA FROM 
C THE TAPES FOR COMPARISON REASONS. 
C 










DIMENSION TIME (24),HBNI (24) 
DIMENSION ERROR (24), D IF (24) 
DIMENSION A IBN (24) ,AAM(24) 
C 
C 
COMMON /CNSTS/ ALATR,DEL0M02,GSCF,HRC0NV 
C 
WRITE (6,*) 'WHAT IS THE MONTH DAY AND YEAR (030579) ?' 
READ (5,21) MO,IDAY,fYR 
21 FORMAT (I 2,12,12) 
WRITE(6,*) 'WHAT IS THE DAY OF THE YEAR (XXX)?! 
READ (5,23) IDAYR 
23 FORMAT (I 3) 
WRITE (6,*) 'WHAT IS THE IBN-TIME PLOTS TITLE (MAR 5, 1979)' 
READ (5,22) TITLE! 





















C...SET PRECALCULATED EXTICTION COEFFICIENT TO BE TESTED 
EXTINC-O.I96 
C 
DO 10 1*1,24 
C . .CALCULATE TIME AT THE END 
C OF HOURLY PERIOD 
IHR-1HR+1 
C 
C...CALL SUBROUTINE HELGO FOR TIME - 0.5 HOURS 
CVLT-IHR-0.5 
CALL HELGO(IYR,MO,I DAY,CVLT,ALONGD,ALATD,ALONST,ZONE, 
£ALTR,DELTAR,EOT,OMEGAR,RADIUS) 
C 
C. ..CALCULATE AVERAGE INCIDENT ANGLE AND EXTRAT BEAM NORMAL IN KJ/M*M 
C INPUT TO THE SUBROUTINE IS THE LENGTH OF PERIOD USING 
C COMMON BLOCK. CORRECT "DLOMEGA" AS NEEDED IF DIFFERENT FROM IHR 
CALL EXTRAD(DELTAR,0MEGAR,RADIUS,HBNI0,HGi0,AZC0S,AHANG,DL02) 
C 
C.CALCULATE THE SOLAR ALTITUDE 
SINALT=AZC0S 





C... CALCULATE AIRMASS 
AM=AMASS (ALTAVE) 
C...TEST FOR VALIDITY OF RESULTS 
C...FOR NEGATIVE ALTITUDE, AM-1.0E50, SKIP CALCULATIONS 
IF (AM.GT.100.0) GO TO 10 
C. ..CLEAR DAY MODEL 
C CALCULATE BEAM NORMAL IRRADIATION 
C AIBN (I)=HBNI0*EXP (- {EXT INC*AM)) 
AIBN(i)-HBNI0*0.8426*EXP(-0.O939*AM) 




C...READ THE RADIATION DATA FROM M19XXA 
C LOCATE REQUESTED DAY OF YEAR 
80 READ(9,60) IYR,IDOY,HR,BNI 
60 FORMAT(I2,I3,F2.0,1X,F5.0) 
IF (ID0Y.EQ.IDAYR-1.AND.HR.EQ.23.) THEN 
GO TO 90 
ELSE 
GO TO 80 
269 
END IF 
90 DO 70 1—1,21* 
C THE REQUESTED DAY HAS BEEN LOCATED 
READ(9,60) IYR,IDOY,HR,HBNI (I) 
C...THE TIME ON M19XXA DATA IS AT THE 
C BEGINNING OF THE PERIOD 
C...CONVERT TO CONVENTIONAL PERIOD ENDING IRRADIATION 
C ADD ONE HOUR 
TIME (D-HR+1,0 
C...RESET NEGATIVE BEAM DATA TO ZERO 
IF (HBN1 (I) .LT. 0.0) HBNI (l)-O.O 
70 CONTINUE 
C...CALL PLOTTING SUBROUTINE FOR !BN AND TIME 
C PLOT TAPE DATA IBN AND CALCULATED DATA AlBN 
C AT THEIR CORRESPONDING TIME PERIODS 
CALL P3SUB(HBNI,TIME,AlBN,TITLE!) 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
C TAPE AND MODELED DATA 
WRITE (10,*) TITLE! 
DO 30 I 1 = 1,24 
DIF(I l)-AIBN(l D-HBNI (1 I) 
C...AVOID CALCULATIONS IF A IBN=0 
IF (AIBNO 1) .EQ.O.O) GO TO 30 
C...PERCENT ERROR 
ERROR (I I) « (AIBN(I D-HBNI (I I)) /A I BN (I I) *100. 
WRITE (10,*) ,TiME=,,TIME(l I) ,* IBN=',A1BN{1 I) ,,HBNI = ' ,HBNI (II), 






SUBROUTINE P3SUB (HBMI,TIME,AtBN,TITLE!) 
C 
C C. BALARAS 12-10-85 
C 




DIMENSION TIME (24) ,HBNi (24) ,AIBN(24) 
C 
C...OPEN PLOT FILES 
CALL PL0TS(IBUF,512,3,40) 
CALL PL0TMX(8,0) 
CALL PLOT (2.0,2.0,-3) 
C...DRAW AND LABEL X-AXIS (TIME) 
CALL AX IS (0.0,0.0,'TIME',-4,6.0,0.0,0.0,4.0) 
C , .DRAW AND LABEL Y-AXIS (HOURLY BEAM NORMAL IRRAD.) 
CALL S Y M B O L H . O . B . S J O ^ ' & U E ^ B ^ N ' . O . O J O ) 
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,' ',1,7.0,90.0,0.0,0.7) 
C...TITLE GRAPH 
CALL SYMBOL(0.5,7.2,0.15,TITLE 1,0.0,12) 
C...SET SCALES AND PLOT TAPE DATA RADIATION VALUES IN KJ/M*M 
DO 20 I 1*1,24 
T1MEP2=TIME(I 0/4.0 
HBNiP=HBN I (I 0/1000.0/0.7 
CALL SYMBOL (TiMEP2,HBNIP,0.08,0,0.0,- 1) 
20 CONTINUE 
C...SET SCALES AND PLOT MODELED DATA RADIATION VALUES IN KJ/M*M 
DO 10 1=1,24 
A IBNP=AIBN (I)/1000.0/0.7 
TIMEP=TlME(!)/4. 
CALL SYMBOL (TI MEP, AI BNP, 0.08̂ ,2,0.0,-2) 
10 CONTINUE 
C...CLOSE PLOT FILE 
CALL PLOT(7.0,0.0,3) 

















CURVE GENERATION FOR TB .VS. AM FOR A GIVEN KT BAND 
FOR THE 5YR DATA, 5YR WINTER DATA, OR 5YR SUMMER DATA 
•THERE IS AN OPTION TO USE THE DISC MODEL BY MAXWELL FOR CASES 
OF KT FROM 0.23 TO O.87 
SEPARATE DATA IN AM BANDS OF UNIT WIDTH 
FOR THE FIRST BAND HAVE A LEAST SQUARE REGRESSION LINE 
OF THE FORM TB=C1+C2*AM 
FOR THE REMAINING BANDS A CONTINUOUS LINEAR REGRESSION 
OF THE FORM TB«YO+B(AM-XO) 
IN THE EVENT THAT THERE ARE ONLY UP TO TWO DATA POINTS IN THE 
LAST BAND, THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH DATA AND THEY ARE IGNORED 
FOR EACH CASE THE GOODNESS OF FIT IS CALCULATED AND A PLOT OF 
THE SCATTERED DATA WITH THE REGRESSION LINES IS PREPARED 
THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER OF BANDS FOR EACH CASE IS DETERMINED BY 
IDENTIFYING THE MAXIMUM VALUE FOR AIR-MASS 
NOTE THAT THE DATA ARRAYS CAN NOT HANDLE A STUDY OF ALL KT BANDS 
AT ONCE. 
.ASSUME THAT THERE ARE NO DATA DISCONTINUITIES 
NPUTS 
KTARR, AMARR, TBARR = CORRESPONDING DATA (TAPE8) 
Al, A2 = UPPER LOWER LIMIT FOR KT BAND 
.TO RUN THIS PROGRAM: 
AT,TAPE8 (5YR DATA FILE) 










CHARACTERS TITLE (3) 
PLOTTING OUTPUT FILE 
OUTPUT FILE 







IRVS (8112) , IRVS1 (8112) ,WK(1) , IBUF(512) 
X(7),Y(7) ,Y2(7) ,NPTS (2100) ,12(8) 
DKT(2100) ,DTB(2100) , DAM (2100) ,X0(8) ,Y0(8) ,BETA(8) 
COEF (3) 





C. ..SPECIFY ANALYSIS 
WRITE(6,*) 'SPECIFY ANALYSIS I-5YR, 2-WKMT, 3-SKMT1 
READ (5,*) ISO 
C ' 
C...OPTION TO USE DISC MODEL 
WRITE (6,*) 'OPTION TO USE DISC MODEL YES-1 NO-0' 
READ (5,*) I OPT 
C : 
C... INPUT TITLE 
WRITE (6,*) 'CLEARNESS INDEX BAND I.E. 0.23 KT 0.27' 
READ(5,10) (TITLE (!) , 1 = 1,3) 
10 FORMAT (3 (A4)) 
C 
C...KT BAND WIDTH 
WRITE(6,ft) 'CLEARNESS INDEX BAND BETWEEN Al, A2' 
READ (5,*) A1,A2 
C 
C...CASE NO. FOR KT TO BE STUDIED 
WRITE (6,*) 'CASE NO. FOR KT ? (I.E. 1) ' 
READ (5,*) I CASE 
C...SHOW DATA ON OUTPUT PLOT? 
WRITE (6,*) 'SHOW DATA ON OUTPUT PLOT? Y-0, N-l ' 












C...READ INPUT DATA 
C...5YR DATA 
IF (ISD.EQ.l) THEN 
NPAIRS=8ll2 
DO 100 l-l.NPAIRS 1 





IF (ISD.EQ.2) THEN 
NPAIRS=1413 
DO 110 l-l.NPAIRS 





IF (ISD.EQ.3) THEN 
NPAIRS=2349 
DO 12d l=l,NPAIRS 




C...REARRANGE DATA IN ASCENDING KT VALUES 
DO 200 I A-1,MPA IRS 
IRVS (I A)-l A 
200 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL VSRTP (KTARR,NPAIRS,IRVS) 
C 
DO 300 18=I,NPAIRS 
IRVS1 (IB) "IRVS (IB) 
300 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL VSRTU (AMARR,NPAIRS,NPAIRS,1,1,I RVS,WK) 
CALL VSRTU (TBARR,NPAIRS,NPAIRS,1,1,IRVS1.WK) 
C 
C...GROUP DATA ACCORDING TO KT 
1COUNT-0 
AMIN=AMARR(1) 
DO 400 IC=1,NPA!RS 





C IDENTIFY MAX, MIN VALUE OF AM FOR THIS KT INTERVAL 
AMAXl=DAM(iCOUNT) 
AMIN1=DAM(IC0UNT) 
IF (AMAX1.GT.AMAX) AMAX=AMAX1 




C...CHECK NUMBER OF DATA, IF NO DATA AVAILABLE 
C REPORT AND TERMINATE 
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.O) THEN 
WRITE(7,12) (TITLE (I) , 1-1 .3) 
WRITE(6,12) (TITLE (I) ,1 = 1,3) 
12 FORMAT ('NO DATA PRESENT FOR THIS KT INTERVAL ' ,3(A4)) 
END IF 
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.O) GOTO 1000 
C 
C...THE DATA FOR GIVEN KT INTERVAL IS NOW AVAILABLE 
C REARRANGE DATA IN AM ASCENDING ORDER 
DO 310 JA-1,1COUNT 
310 IRVS (JA)-JA 
C 
CALL VSRTP(DAM,I COUNT,IRVS) 
274 
DO 315 JB=l,ICOUNT 
315 IRVS1 (JB) = IRVS(JB) 
CALL VSRTU (DTB,i COUNT,I COUNT,1,1,fRVS,WK) 
CALL VSRTU (DKT,I COUNT,I COUNT,1,1,IRVS1,WK) 
c 
c. 
..APPROPRIATE NUMBER OF AIR-MASS BANDS (NO 
c FOR EACH KT CASE 
IF (AMAX.GT.1.0.AND.AMAX.LE.2.0) N0B=1 
1F (AMAX.GT.2.0.AND.AMAX. L E . 3 • 0) N0B=2 
IF (AMAX.GT.3.0.AND.AMAX.LE.4.0) N0B=3 
IF (AMAX.GT.4.0.AND.AMAX.LE.5.0) N0B=4 
IF (AMAX.GT.5.0.AND.AMAX.LE.6.0) N0B=5 
IF (AMAX.GT.6.0.AND.AMAX.LE.7.0) N0B=6 
C 
e.. 





..MOVE TO THE FIRST BAND WITH DATA 





















..START REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR EACH BAND 
DO 320 JB-1.IC0UNT 
AM=DAM(JB) 
TB=DTB (JB) 
IF (AM.GT.X0(IBC+1) .OR.JB.EQ.I COUNT) THEN 
PICKUP LAST POINT 
IF (JB.EQ.ICOUNT.AND.AM.LE.XO(iBC-H)) THEN 
NOTE THAT IF THERE ARE UPTO TWO POINTS IN THE LAST BAND 












IF (IBCR.EQ.IBC) THEN 
C1= ((SUMT*SUMMSQ)- (SUMM*SUMTM)) / 
& ((NPTS (! BC) *SUMMSQ) - (SUMM*SUMM)) 
C2= ( (NPTS (I BC) *SIMTM) - (SUMM*SUMT)) / 






IF (IBC.GT.IBCR) THEN 
BETA (1BC)=SUNXY/SUMXSQ 










NPTS(IBC)=NPTS(IBC) + 1 
C 
C IF LAST BAND HAS LESS THAN 2 POINTS THEN 
C EXCLUDE THESE DATA FROM 'SUNT* 
ILP-0 
IF (JB.EQ.ICOUNT.AND.NPTS(IBC-l).LE.2) THEN 





IF (ILP.GT.O) GOTO 320 
C 




SUMMSQ=SUMMSQ+DAM (JB) *DAM(JB) 




























!F (AM.GE.XO(IBCR).AND.AM.LT.XO (1BCR+1)) THEN 
YEST=C1+C2*AM 
RSST=RSST+ (TB-YEST) *(TB-YEST) 
SYY=SYY+ (TB-TAVE) **2 
IF (I0PT.EQ.1) THEN 











DO 700 JD-1.NPTST 
AM=DAM(JD) 
TB=DTB (JD) 
IF (AM.LT.X0(IBCR+1)) GOTO 700 
IF (AM.GE.XOOBC+U) THEN 
YO (I BC+1) =Y0 (I BC) +BETA (I BC) * (XO (I BC+1) -XO (I BC)) 




YEST=YO (I BC) +BETA (I BC) * (AM-XO (I BC)) 
RSST=RSST+ (TB-YEST) *(TB-YEST) 
SYY=SYY+(TB-TAVE)*(TB-TAVE) 





IF (JO.EQ.NPTST) 12 (IBC)-IX 
700 CONTINUE 
C 
C . .EXPLAINED VARIATION 
SSREG=SYY-RSST 
C...CGEF. bF CORRELATION 
AR=SQRT(SSREG/SYY) 
C...COEF. OF DETERMINATION 
AR2=AR*AR 
C 
C...STATISTICS FOR DISC MODEL 
IF (I0PT.EQ.1) THEN 
SSREG2=SYY-RSST2 









WRITE (7, U ) (TITLE (I) . 1-1,3) 
11 FORMAT ('FOR THE CLEARNESS INDEX INTERVAL OF \3(AA)) 
WRITE (7,*) ' ' 
WRITE (7,*) 'TOTAL NO. OF DATA = M COUNT,' NO. OF DATA USED 
SNPTST 
DO 750 ITR=1,N0B 
WRITE (7,*) 'AM BAND NO. *, ITR,1 WITH \!2(tTR),' POINTS' 
750 CONTINUE 
WRITE (7,*) ' ' 
WRITE (7,*) 'TOTAL VARIATION= \SYY 
WRITE(7,*) 'RESIDUAL VARIATION= \RSST 
WRITE (7,*) 'EXPLAINED VARIATION= ', SSREG 
WRITE (7,*) 'COEF. OF DETERMINATI0N= ',AR2 
WRITE (7,*) ' ' 
WRITE (7,*) 'FIRST BAND TB=',CI,' + ',C2,'*AM' 
WRITE (7,*) 'REMAINING BANDS OF THE FORM TB=Y0+B* (AM-XO) ' 
BETA(IBCR)=999-9 
WRITE (7,*) (BETA (I), I =1,7) 
WRITE (7,75D 
751 FORMAT (/,/,'*** RESULTS FOR THE DISC MODEL ***',/) 
WRITE (7.*) 'TB= ',C0EF{1),' + C,C0EF(2),' * EXP (' ,COEF (3) , 
&« * AM) ' 
WRITE (7,*) 'TOTAL VARIATION = ',SYY 
WRITE (7,*) 'RESIDUAL VARIATION - ',RSST2 
WRITE (7,*) 'EXPLAINED VARIATION = ',SSREG2 




C...OPEN PLOT FILES 
CALL PLOTS (IBUF,512,2,50) 
27 8 
CALL PL0TMXO8.5) 
CALL FACTOR (0.55) 
CALL PLOT ( 3 . 0 , 1 . 0 , - 3 ) 
0 
c 
C...PL0T REGRESSION LINES 








DO 800 l - IBCRJBC 
W=XO(l + l)-XO(i) 
C 
DO 900 J-1,5 ' 




X(J)=X0(I)+W*(J-1) A . O 
Y (J) - (YO (I) + (X (J) -XO (I)) >*<BETA (I)) 
END IF 
IF (I0PT.EQ.1) THEN 
CALL DISC2(ICASE,X(J) ,Y2(J)) 
END IF 
900 CONTINUE 
CALL LINE (X,Y,5.i,1.5) 
CALL LINE (X,Y2,5.1.1.2) 
800 CONTINUE 
C 
C...DRAW X AXIS 
CALL AX 1S (0.0,0.,'AIR MAS S',-8,8.0,0.0,0.0,1.0) 
C...DRAW Y AXIS 





IF (ISHOW.EQ.O) THEN 
DO 500 ID=1,1 COUNT 




C...TERM I NATE PLOT JOB 
CALL PLOT (7.0,0.0,3) 






CRTAPE9 Rearrange Five Year Data in Descending Clearness 
Index Order 
DATA Subroutine to Collect kt,m,xD Data 
TRGD Separate Three Dimensional Scatter Data into 
Triangular Working Areas and Store them with 
Identifying Information on the Band Counter and L 
or U Patch 
VSRTP IMSL Routine for Sorting of Arrays by Absolute 
Value 
VSRTU IMSL Routine for Interchange the Rows or Columns 
of a Matrix 
TRG Subroutine to Separate Three Dimensional Data into 
Upper and Lower Patches 
FIT3D2B Surface Fitting Algorithm Using Part of the Three 
Dimensional Data 
COORDCH Subroutine to Transform Three Dimensional Data 
into a Fixed Three Dimensional Co-ordinate System 
CORDCH Subroutine to Estimate the Elevation of the Third 
Node at the Fixed Three Dimensional Co-ordinate 
System 
TRGFIT Subroutine to Perform a Least Square Fit of a 
Triangular Patch to Three Dimensional Data at a 
Fixed Co-ordinate System When Part of the Data are 
Used 
PLANEQ Subroutine to Define the Equation of a Plane 
Passing Through Three Points 
PL0T3DB Plots a Response Surface Given the Elevations at 
the Intersections of the Base Grid Using DISSPLA 
FIT3DB Surface Fitting Algorithm Using All Available 
Three Dimensional Data 
280 
TRGFXT2 Subroutine to Perform a Least Square Fit of a 
Triangular Patch to Three Dimensional Data at a 
Fixed Co-ordinate System When All Data are Used 
CONTOUR Plot Contour Lines for Three Dimensional Data 
Using DISSPLA 
TESTFIT Creates a Data Base for Testing Purposes of the 
Surface Fitting Algorithms 
DISPLAS Constructs a Surface from Scattered Points Using 
DISSPLA 
IMSLFIT Constructs a Surface from Scattered Points Using 
IMSL 
Table E.I Coordinates of the Locally Weighted Least Square 
Error Fit Surface with ni Using All the Five Year 
Data 
Table E. 2 Coordinates of the Locally Weighted Least Square 
Error Fit Surface with ri2 Using All the Five Year 
Data 
Table E.3 Coordinates of the Locally Weighted Least Square 







C C. BALARAS 6-19-87 
C 
C 
C.READ DATA FROM GD2H5Y 
C REARRANGE DATA AND RECORD IN TAPE9 IN DESCENDING KT ORDER 
C OUTPUT TAPE9 TO BE USED BY "TRGD" 
C 
C...TO RUN THIS PROGRAM: 
C AT,GD2H5Y 
C CGD2H5Y.TAPE8 




C TAPE9 : 5YR DATA SORTED IN DESCENDING KT ORDER 




COMMON /CNSTS-/ ALATR,DEL0M02,GSCF,HRCONV 
C 
DIMENSION IRVS(8112) , IRVS4(8ll2) ,WK(1) 
REAL KTAR (8112), AMAR (8112),TBAR (811 2) 
REAL KTARR(8112) ,AMARR(8ll2) ,TBARR(8ll2) 
REAL KT,K,KT1,TB1,TB,I ON,I 0,i02,ION2 
INTEGER BADPER,YR,DAY,MO,HR,MIN 
C 


















C...READ HOURLY DATA FROM GD2H5Y (TAPES) 
C IN CALL STATEMENT NPAlRS=8ll2 




C...SORT DATA IN KT ASCENDING ORDER 
C CALL IMS! SORTING SUBROUTINES 













C...SORT DATA IN KT DESCENDING ORDER 
IDE-1 







C...RECORD DATA IN TAPE9 
DO 600 !R=1,NPRS 







SUBROUTINE DATA (KTARR,AMARR,TBARR,N PA IRS,NPRS) 
C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE DATA 
C C. BALARAS 1-25-87 
C 
C 
C...SUBROUTINE TO READ DATA FROM GD2H5Y (TAPE9) FILE AND COLLECT 
C THE DATA FOR KT,AMfTB 
C , 
C...INPUTS : NPAIRS = NO OF POINTS (8112 FOR THE 5YR DATA) 
C...OUTPUTS : KTARR,AMARR,TBARR : CALC. VARIABLE ARRAYS 
C . NPRS = NO OF GOOD DATA (.LE. 8112) 
C 
C . .DIMENSION 




















DO 200 I 1=1,NPAIRS 
C . .READ ONE HOURS DATA 
READ (9,20) YR,M0,DAY,HR,M!N,HRZT0T»DIR,KT1, 
SKT,TB1,TB,PCT,BADPER 
20 FORMAT (IX, I 2,k (2X, 12) ,1*X,2 (FJ . 1 , 2X) ,4X,2 (F5.3.2X) , 
S4X,2(F5»3,2X) ,4X,Fi+.2,2X, 12) 









C...CALCULATE EXTRAT. NORMAL AND GLOBAL AND AVERAGE ZENITH COS. 
CALL EXTRAD(DELTA,0MEGA,R,HBNI0,HGI0,AZC0S,AHANG,DL02) 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE SOLAR ALTITUDE 
284 
SINALT-AZCOS 





C . .CALCULATE A1RMASS 
AM«AMASS (ALTAVE) 
C...TEST FOR VALIDITY OF RESULTS 
C...FQR NEGATIVE ALTITUDE, AM-1.0E50, SKIP CALCULATIONS 
IF (AM.GT.100.0) GO TO 200 
C 















C C. BALARAS 6-18-87 
C 
C 
C...SEPERATE DATA IN TRIANGULAR AREAS AND STORE THEM IN TAPE8 
C IN DESCENDING KT AND AM ORDER 
C OUTPUT DATA INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 
C NA : KT BAND COUNTER 
C NB : AM BAND COUNTER 
C IU : 0 LOWER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C 1 UPPER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C KT, AM, TB : CORRESPONDING DATA 
C DATA ARE RECORDED FOR A GIVEN KT BAND, IN AM & KT DESCENDING 
C ORDER FOR A GIVEN TRIANGULAR AREA 
C 
C . .TO RUN THIS PROGRAM: 
C RUN '•CRTAPEg1* TO OBTAIN DATA 
C GD2H5Y IN DESCENDING KT ORDER 





C TAPE8 : 5YR DATA SORTED IN TRIANGULAR AREAS 
C TAPE9 : INPUT ARRAY OF KNOWN DATA KT,AM,TB FROM 
C "CRTAPE9M (5YR DATA IN DESCENDING KT) 
C 
C...COMMONS 
COMMON /CNSTS/ ALATR,DEL0M02,GSCF,HRCONV 
C 
DIMENSION XO(l6) ,YO(7) 
DIMENSION 1RVS (8112) , IRVS4(8ll2) ,WK(1) 
DIMENSION AKT (1500),AAM (1500),ATB (1500) 
DIMENSION AKiLT(lOOO).AMILT(IOOO) ,ATBILT (1000) 
DIMENSION AKIUT(IOOO) ,AMIUT(1000) , ATB 1 UT (1000) 
DIMENSION AKI (8112) ,AMI (8112) ,ATB!(8112) 






































C.READ HOURLY DATA FROM TAPE9 
C DATA ARE SORTED IN DESCENDING KT ORDER 
DO 12 IE=1,NPAIRS 





C **** BEGIN TRI ANGULATION OF DATA **** 
C 
DO 400 IK-l.NPAIRS 
C SEPARATE DATA IN KT BANDS START FROM 0.85 
C DOWN WITH 0.05 INCREMENTS 
IF (KTARR(IK) .LT.XO(IA) .OR. I K.EQ.NPA ! RS) THEN 
IF (IK.EQ.NPAIRS) ITPTS-ITPTS+1 
C SORT DATA IN INCREASING AM 
C CALL IMSL SORTING SUBROUTINES 
C. WE HAVE DETERMINED A NUMBER OF POINTS 
C WITHIN A KT BAND 
C WRITE(16,*) 'DESCENDING KT ORDER* 




C WRITE (16, 13) KTARR(IDU) ,AMARR(IDU) ,TBARR(!DU) 
IDU=IDU+1 
223 CONTINUE 
DO 222 IBA=1,1DU-1 
IRVS (!SA) = IBA 
222 CONTINUE 
CALL VSRTP(AMARR,IDU-1.IRVS) 
DO 555 IS=1,IDU-1 
555 IRVS4(IS) =!RVS(IS) 
CALL VSRTU(KTARR,1DU-1,1DU-1,1,1,1RVS,WK) 
CALL VSRTU(TBARR,1DU-1,1DU-1,1,1,IRVS4,WK) 
C...RECORD DATA IN DESCENDING AM ORDER 
C CALL SUBR. REVM TO REVERSE THE ORDER OF KT,AM,TB ARRAYS 
C IN CALLING KT,AM,TB ARE IN AM ASCENDING ORDER 
C ON OUTPUT KT.AM.TB ARE IN DESCENDING ORDER 
CALL REVM{KTARR,AMARR,TBARR,IDU-1,AKT,AAM,ATB) 
C WRITE(16,ft) lAM DESCENDING ORDER' 
C DO 1 IPSA=1,IDU-1 




DO 401 IL-1,IDU-1 
C . SEPARATE DATA IN AM BANDS START FROM 7-0 WITH 
C 1.0 INCREMENTS DOWN TO 1.0 
IF (IFL.EQ.O) THEN 
DO 2 lCHD-1,6 
IF (AMARR(IL) .LT.YO(IB-l) . AND . AMARR (I L) .LT.YO(IB)) THEN 
C WRITE (16,*) 'AMARR(IL)-' ,AMARR(IL) ,Y0(1B-1) ,YO(IB) 
IB-IB+1 





IF (AMARR(IL) .LT.YO(IB) .OR. 
& IL.EQ.IDU-1) THEN 
C W R 1 T E 0 6 , * ) ,YO(',IB, ,)=',YO(IB) 
C POINTS IN AM BAND 
IF (IL.LT.IDU-1) 1PTY=IPTC-1 
C HAVE EXHAUSTED THE POINTS, THE 1 PTC COUNTER WAS NOT 
C INCREMENTED YET. THEREFORE HAVE TO ACCOUNT FOR THAT 
C LOST POINT 
IF (IL.EQ.IDU-1) IPTY=iPTC 








.DEFINE A QUADRILATERAL PLANE 
C WITH COORDINATES KT, AM 
AKI 1 = X0(IA-1) 
AMI 1 = •YQ(IB) 
AKI 2= •XO(IA-l) 
AM! 2= •YO(IB-l) 
AKI 3= •XO(IA) 
AM I 3= •YO(IB-l) 
AKI 4= •XO(IA) 
AM 14= =Y0(!B) 
288 
C...DEFINE A LOWER AND UPPER TRIANGLE 
C CALL SUBR. TRG TO SEPARATE DATA 
CALL TRG(AKI,AMI,ATBI,AKI1,AMI 1,AKI3,AMI 3 JPTY, 
& AKILT,AMILT,ATBILT,AKIUT,AMIUT,ATBIUT,NPTSLT,NPTSUT) 
C 
C...CREATE A DATA BASE WITH THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 
C NA : KT BAND COUNTER 
C NB : AM BAND COUNTER 
C IU : 0 LOWER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C 1 UPPER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C KT,AM,TB CORRESPONDING DATA 
IF (NPTSLT.GT.O) THEN 








WRITE (8,101) NA.NB,IU,AKI (ILOC), 
& AMI (ILOC),ATBI (ILOC) 




IF (NPTSUT.GT.O) THEN 





AKI (ILQC)-AKIUT(I I) 
AMI (ILOC)-AMIUT(I I) 
ATBI (1L0C)=ATB!UT(I I) 
WRITE (8,101) NA,NB,!U,AKI (ILOC), 













C...TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN ALL AM BANDS 
IPTSY=IPTSY+1 
C...POINTS IN EACH AM BAND 
IPTC=IPTC+1 
401 CONTINUE 
C REINITIALIZE VARIABLES FOR NEXT KT BAND 
IPTSX=IPTSY-0 
IPTOl 
C INCREMENT COUNTERS 
IA-IA+1 
NAONAC-1 







C NUMBER OF POINTS IN KT BANDS 
IPTSX=IPTSX+1 






SUBROUTINE TRG(AKI,AMI,ATBI,AKI 2,AM I 2,AKI 3,AM I 3,IPTY, 
& AKILT,AM ILT,ATBILT,AKIUT,AM 1UT,ATBIUT,NPTSIT,NPTSUT) 
C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE TRG 
C C. BALARAS 10-15-86 
C 
C 
C...SUBROUTINE TO SEPARATE THE GIVEN DATA AKI,AM!,ATBI, INTO AN 
C UPPER AND LOWER TRIANGLE OF THE DEFINED QUADRILATERAL PLANE 
C • ' 
C... INPUTS: 
C AKI,AMI,ATBI : COORDINATES OF DATA 
C IPTY : NUMBER OF POINTS IN QUADRILATERAL PLANE 
C...OUTPUTS: 
C AKiLT,AMiLT,ATBiLT : COORDINATES OF DATA FOR LOWER TRIANGLE 
C AKIUT,AMIUT,ATBIUT : COORDINATES OF DATA FOR UPPER TRIANGLE 
C NPTSLT, NPTSUT : NUMBER OF POINTS IN LOWER AND UPPER TRIANGLE 
C 
C...DIMENSIONS 
DIMENSION AKl (IPTY) ,AMI (IPTY) ,ATBI (IPTY) 
D1 MENS 1 ON AKt LT (IPTY),AMILT (IPTY) ,ATBILT (IPTY) 





DO 10 1*1,IPTY 
C VALUE OF AIRMASS ON THE COMMON LINE BETWEEN THE TWO TRIANGLES 
DMLINE=(AKI (I)-AKI 2)*((AM 12-AMI 3)/ (AKI2-AKI 3))+AMI 2 
C 
C...DATA FOR LOWER TRIANGLE 
IF (DMLINE.GT.AMI (I)) THEN 
NPTSLT=NPTSLT+1 
AKiLT (NPTSLT) =AK I (I) 
AMILT (NPTSLT)=AMI (I) 
ATBILT(NPTSLT)=ATBI (I) 
ELSE 
C...DATA FOR UPPER TRIANGLE 
NPTSUT=NPTSUT+1 
AKiUT (NPTSUT) =AK I (I) 
AMI UT (NPTSUT) =AMI (I) 






PROGRAM F IT3D2B (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5= INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT,TAPE9,TAPE8, 
& TAPE 16) 
C 
c • . 
C C. BALARAS 3"27~87 
C 
C 
C...READ 5YR DATA FROM TAPE8 
C THE DATA INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
C NA : KT BAND COUNTER 
C NB : AM BAND COUNTER 
C IU : 0 LOWER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C 1 UPPER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C KT,AM,TB : CORRESPONDING DATA 
C THE 8112 HOURLY DATA ARE RECORDED FOR A GIVEN KT BAND, 
C IN ASCENDING ORDER BASED ON AIRMASS 
C...THE OUTPUT ARE VALUES OF TB FOR THE BEST FITTED PLANE 
C THROUGH TRIANGULATED REGIONS OF THE DATA 
C...THE RESULTS SHOULD AGREE WITH THE ONES OBTAINED USING "TEST8" 
C AGAIN IN THIS PROGRAM LOWER PREDEFINED TRIANGLES ARE LOST 
C "FIT3DU ACCOUNTS FOR ALL DATA 
C 






C TAPE8 : INPUT 5YR DATA 
C TAPE9 : AVAILABLE 
C TAPE 16 : OUTPUT CORNER COORDINATES OF TRIANGULAR PLANES 
C TO BE USED BY PLOT3D2 
C 
C...COMMONS 
COMMON /CNSTS/ ALATR,DELOM02,GSCF,HRCONV 
C 
DIMENSION XO(l6) ,YO(7) 
DIMENSION Z3 (208,208) 
DIMENSION NA (8112),NB (8112),IU (8112) 
DIMENSION AK1 (1000),AM I (1000),ATBI (1000) 
DIMENSION X (1000) ,Y (1000) ,Z (1000) 












C...READ 5YR HOURLY DATA (TAPES) 
292 
DO 100 l=*I,NPAIRS 
READ (8,101) NA (I) ,NB(I) , IU(I) ,KTARR(I) ,AMARR(l) ,TBARR(I) 
101 FORMAT (3 (2X, 12) , 3 (2X, F 16. 14)) 
100 CONTINUE 
C 












C...START RECORDING COORDINATES OF KT,AM,Z3 
C FIRST TWO KNOWN CORNER POINTS 
WRITE06,*) X0(1) ,Y0(1) ,Z3(U) , IA-MB-1 
WRITE (16,*) X0(1) ,Y0(2) tZ3(l,2) , IA-1.IB 
C 
C **** BEGIN CALCULATIONS **** 
C 
C...ANALYZE A KT BAND 
DO 400 IKT-1,15 
C 
C...ANALYZE AM BANDS FOR THE IKT BAND 
DO 401 I AM*1,6 
C 
C FOR THE FIRST AM BAND (1<AM<1.5) 
IF (1AM.EQ.1) THEN 
C DEFINE CORNER POINTS OF QUADRILATERAL PLANE 
C KNOWN POINTS ARE 1 AND 2 








C POINT 3 
AKI3=X0 (i KT+1) 
AMI3=Y0(1AM) 




C FOR THE DEFINED QUADRIALTERAL PLANE 
C COLLECT DATA FOR LOWER TRIANGLE 
ICHECK=0 
DO 402 IBR=1,NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 402 
IF (NA(iBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ.IAM.AND. 
& iU(lBR) .EQ.O) THEN 





C COLLECT DATA OF LOWER TRIANGLE 
C FOR THAT AM BAND 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) THEN 
!END=1 
DO 403 IL0C=IM,NPA1RS 
IF (IEND.EQ.O) GOTO 403 
IF (lU(ILOC) .EQ.l .OR.NB(ILOC) .GT. I AM.OR. 
& NA(iLOC) .GT.IKT) THEN 
C STOP COLLECTING DATA 
1END=0 





AMI (NPTSLT) =AMARR( I LOC) 




C THERE ARE NO DATA AVAILABLE 
C SET VALUE OF Z3 AND SKIP FOLLOWING CALCS. 
PHf=ATAN2((AMI2-AMI1), (AKI2-AKI1)) 
CALL CORDCH(AKI1,AM II,ATBI 1,AKi2,AMI 2,ATBI 2, 
& AKI3.AMI3.PHI,Z3 (IKT+1,I AM)) 
Z3 (IKT+1,I AM)=Z3 (IKT+1,I AM)+ATB11 
GO TO 799 
END IF 
C 
C . .CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR LOWER TRG POINTS 
C CALCUALTE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI2-AMII), (AKI2-AKI1)) 
CALL COORDCH (AKI, AMI , ATB! , AK M , AMM , ATBI 1, 
&AKI2,AM I 2,ATBI 2,AK13,AM 13,PHI,NPTSLT,X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3) 
C...FOR THE TRG SPACE, FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MIN ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT(X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,NPTSLT,Z3(IKT+1,IAM)) 
C . .CHANGE Z3 TO OLD COORDINATES 
Z3 0KT+1, I AM) -Z3 (I KT+1, I AM) +ATBI 1 
IF (Z3 (IKT+I, JAM) .LT.O.O) Z3 (I KT+1, 1 AM) =0.0 
C...CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANEA1X+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ(AKil,AMI1fATBI1,AKI2,AMI 2,ATBI2,AKI3,AMI 3, 
&Z3(!KT+1,!AM),A1,A2,A3,D) 
C..UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 800 IDIS-1,NPTSLT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 
H=ABS(Al*AKi (IDIS)+A2*AMI (I Dl S)+A3*ATBI (IDIS)+D)/ 
&SQRT (A 1 ̂«A 1+A2*A2+A3*A3) 
RSST=RSST+H*H 
800 CONTINUE 
C RECORD POINT COORDINATES 
799 WRITE (16,*) XOOKT+1) ,YO(!AM) ,Z3 (I KT+1, I AM) , I KT+1, I AM 
C 
C...FOR THE UPPER TRIANGLES 
C FIRST KT BAND 
IF (IKT.EQ.l) THEN 
C...LOCATE STARTING POINT 
ICHECK=0 
DO 404 IBR=1,NPAIRS 
IF (i CHECK. EQ. 1) GOTO 404 
IF (NA {I BR) .E Q.IKT.AND.NB (I BR) .EQ.I AM.AND. 







C.... IF THERE ARE NO JATA 
IF (iCHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI3"AMI1), (AKI3"AKI 1)) 
CALL CORDCH(AKI 1,AM II,ATBI 1,AKI 3.AM I 3,Z3 (IKT+1,I AM) 
& AKi4,AMI 4,PHI,Z3(1KT+1,IAM+1)) 
Z3(IKT+1, IAM+1)=Z3(IKT+1, IAM+1 )+ATBi 1 





DO 405 ILOC=IM,NPAIRS 
IF (IEND.EQ.O) GOTO 405 
IF (NB(ILOC) .GT.l.OR.NA(ILOC) .GT.l) THEN 
IEND=0 
GO TO 405 
END IF 
NPTSUT=NPTSUT+1 
AKI (NPTSUT)=KTARR (ILOC) 
AMI (NPTSUT) =AMARR(I LOC) 





C...FOR UPPER TRIANGLES 
C REMAINING KT BANDS 
IF (IKT.GT.l) THEN 
C...LOCATE STARTING POINT 
ICHECK=0 
DO 331 IBR=1,NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 331 
IF (NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ. I AM. AND. 







C...IF THERE ARE NO DATA 
IF (1CHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHI=ATAN2({AMI3-AMI1), (AKI3-AKI1)) 
CALL CORDCH(AKI 1,AMI1,ATBI 1 , AK1 3, AMI 3, Z3 (1 KT+1, I AM) , 
S AKi4,AMl4,PHI ,Z3(IKT+1, IAM+1)) 
Z3(IKT+1, IAM+l)=Z3(tKT+l,IAM+l)+ATBI 1 





DO 332 ILOC=IM,NPAiRS 
IF (IEND.EQ.O) GOTO 332 
IF (NB(ILOC) .GT.I.OR.NA(fLQC) .GT.IKT) THEN 
i END=0 




AMI (NPTSUT) =AMARR(iLOC) 
ATBI (NPTSUT)=TBARR (ILOC) 
IPO=IPO+1 
332 CONTINUE ' 
END IF 
C 
C...CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR UPPER TRG POINTS 
C CALCULATE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI3-AMI1), (AKI3-AKI1)) 
CALL COORDCH(AKI,AM I,ATBI,AKI1,AM!l.ATBll, 
6AK!3,AMI3,Z3(IKT+1, I AM) , AK I h, AMI If, PH 1 ,NPTSUT, 
&X,Y,Z,X3,Y3,ZP3,X4,Yif) 
C FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT(X,Y,Z,X3,Y3,ZP3,X4,Y4,NPTSUT, 
6Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)) 
C CHANGE TO OLD COORD 
Z3(1KT+?,IAM+1)=Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)+ATBI 1 
IF (Z3 0KT+1, IAM+1) AT.O.O) Z3 0KT+1, iAM+l)=0.0 
C...CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANE AIX+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ(AKI1,AMI1,ATBI1,AKI 3,AM!3,Z30KT+1,I AM), 
&AK|if,AMU,Z3(lKT+l, IAM+1) ,A1,A2,A3,D) 
C...FOR THE DATA IN THE PLANE CALC. 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 801 IDIS-1,NPTSUT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 
H=ABS(A1*AKI (IDIS)+A2*AMI (IDiS)+A3*ATB1 (IDIS)+D)/ 
&SQRT (A 1 *A 1+A2*A2+A3*A3) 
RSST=RSST+H*H 
801 CONTINUE 
C...RECORD POINT COORD 




C...REMAINING AM BANDS 
IF (IAM.GT.1) THEN 
C 
C . .DEFINE CORNER POINT OF QUADRILATERAL PLANE 
C KNOWN POINTS ARE 1 AND 2 








C POINT 3 
AKI3*X0(IKT) 
AMI 3=YO(l AM+1) 




C...FOR THE DEFINED QUADRILATERAL PLANE COLLECT 
C DATA FOR LOWER TRIANGLE 
C...FOR THE FIRST KT BAND 
IF (IKT.EQ.l) THEN 
ICHECK^O 
DO 410 1BR-1.NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 410 
IF (NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ. I AM. AND. 







C... IF THERE ARE NO DATA SET Z3=0. 
IF (1CHECK.EQ.0) THEN 
PHi=ATAN2((AMI2-AMI1) , (AKI2-AKI1)) 
CALL CORDCHCAKl1,AMIl.ATBI1,AKi2,AMI 2,ATB!2, 
& AKI3,Ar t l3 .PHI ,Z3( IKT, IAr t+1) ) 
Z3( tKT, !AM+l)=Z3( iKT, IAM+l)+ATBI 1 
GO TO 797 
END IF 
C 
C...COLLECT DATA OF LOWER TRIANGLE 
C FOR THAT AM BAND 
IEND=1 
DO 411 IL0C=IM,NPA1RS 
IF (SEND.EQ.O) GOTO 411 
IF (IU(ILOC) .EQ.l.OR.NB(ILOC) .GT.IAM.OR. 
SMA(ILOC) .GT.IKT) THEN 
1END=0 










C...CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR LOWER TRG POINTS 
C CALCULATE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI2-AMI1), (AKI2-AKI1)) 
CALL COORDCH (AKI , AMI , ATBI , AKI 1,AMM,ATBI1, 
&AKI2,AMi2,ATBI2,AKI3,AMI3,PHI,NPTSLT, 
&X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3) 
C FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT(X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,NPTSLT, 
&Z3 0KT, IAM+1)) 
C CHANGE TO OLD COORD 
Z3(iKT,IAM+l)=Z3(IKT, IAM+U+ATB1 1 
IF (Z3(1KT,IAM+1).LT.O.O) Z3(IKT,IAM+1)=0.0 
C...CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANE A1X+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ(AKI1,AMIl.ATBI1,AKI2,AMI2,Z3 (IKT+1,I AM), 
SAKI3,AMI3,Z3(IKT,IAM+1),A1,A2,A3,D) 
C...FOR THE DATA IN THE PLANE CALC. 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 802 IDIS-l.NPTSLT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 




C...RECORD POINT COORD 
797 WRITE (16,*) XO(IKT) ,Y0(1AM+1) ,Z3(IKT, IAM+1) , IKTJAM+1 
C 
C...FOR THE UPPER TRIANGLE OF THE FIRST KT BAND 
1CHECK=0 
DO 412 IBR=1,NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 412 
IF (NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ. SAM.AND. 







C...IF THERE ARE NO DATA IN UPPER TRG 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHi=ATAN2((AMI2-AMI3),(AK12-AKI3)) 
CALL CORDCH (AKI 3,AMI 3,Z3 (IKT,IAM+1),AKI 2,AM I 2,ATBI 2, 
& AKI 4, AMI 4, PH I ,Z3 (I KT+1,1 AM+1)) 
Z3 (IKT+1,i AM+1)=Z3 (IKT+1,IAM+1)+Z3 0 KT,IAM+1) 
- GO TO 796 
END IF 
C 
C...COLLECT DATA FOR UPPER TRG FOR THAT AM BAND 
SEND=1 [ 
DO 413 iLOC=IM,NPA!RS 
IF (1END.EQ.O) GOTO 413 
IF (iU(ILOC) .EQ.O.OR.NBdLOC) .GT.IAM.OR.NA(ILOC) .GT. IKT) THEM 
IEND=0 




AKI (NPTSUT) =KTARR(i LOC) 
AMI (NPTSUT) =AMARR( I LOC) 




C...CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR UPPER TRG POINTS 
C CALCULATE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
635 PHi=ATAN2((AMI2-AMI3), (AKI2-AKI 3)) 
CALL COORDCH(AKi,AMI,ATBI,AKi3,AMI3,Z3 (1KT,. IAM+1) , 
&AKI 2,AM I 2,ATBI 2,AKI4,AM I 4,PHI,NPTSUT, 
&X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,X4,Y4) 
C FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT (X,Y,Z,X2,Y2.Z2,X4,Y4,NPTSUT, 
&Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)) 
C CHANGE TO OLD COORD 
Z3 (IKT+1,IAM+1) =Z3(IKT+1,1AM+1)+Z3 (lKT,IAM+1) 
IF (Z3(IKT+1,iAM+1) .LT.O.O) Z3(I KT+1,|AM+1)=0.0 
C . .CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANE A1X+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ (AK I 3, AM I 3, Z3 (I KT, I AM+1) , AK I 2, AM.1 2, ATB I 2, 
SAKI4,AMI4,Z3(IKT+1,1AM+1),A1,A2,A3,D) 
C...FOR THE DATA IN THE PLANE CALC. 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 803 IDIS=1,NPTSUT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 




C...RECORD POINT COORD 
796 WRITE (16,*) XO (1 KT+1) ,Y0(IAM+1) fZ3(IKT+l, I AM+1) , I KT+1, I AM+1 
END IF 
C 
C...F0R KT BANDS .NE. 1 AND AM .NE. 1 
C WORK ON UPPER TRG ONLY 
IF (IKT.GT.l) THEN 
1CHECKO 
DO 416 IBR=1,NPAIRS 
IF (1CHECK.EQ.1) GOTO 4l6 
IF (NA (I BR)-EQ.IKT.AND.NB (I BR) .EQ.I AM.AND. 







C...IF THERE ARE NO DATA IN UPPER TRG 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHI=ATAN2 ((AMI2-AMI3) . (AKI2-AKI3)) 
CALL CORDCH(AKt3,AMI3,Z3(IKT,lAM+l),AKI 2,AMI 2,ATBI 2, 
& AKl4,AMi4,PHl,Z3(IKT+l,lAM+l)) 
Z3 0,KT+1,!AM+1)=Z3(IKT+], I AM+1)+Z3 (t KT, IAM+1) 





DO 417 ILOC=IM,NPAIRS 
IF (IEND.EQ.O) GOTO 417 
IF (lU(ILOC) .EQ.O.OR.NB(ILOC) .GT. I AM.QR.NA (I LOC) .GT.fKT) THEN 
IEND=0 









C... CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR UPPER TRG POINTS 
C CALCULATE ANGLE' OF ROTATION 
PHi=ATAN2((AMi2-AMI3) , (AKI 2-AK 1 3)) 
CALL COORDCH(AKI,AMi,ATBI,AKI 3,AMI3,Z3 (IKT,IAM+1), 
&AKI 2,AM I 2,ATBI 2,AKI4,AMI 4,PHI.NPTSUT, 
&X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,X4,Y4) 
C FIT THE BEST TRG,PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT(X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,X4,Y4,NPTSUT, 
£Z3(!KT+1,IAM+1)) 
C CHANGE TO OLD COORD 
Z3 0KT+1, IAM+1)=Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)+Z3(IKT, IAM+1) 
IF (Z30KT+1, IAM+1) .LT. O.O) Z3 (I KT+1, I AM+1) =0.0 
C...CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANE A1X+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ(AK!3,AMI3,Z3(IKT,IAM+1),AKI2,AMI 2,ATBI 2, 
6AKl4,AMf4,Z3(IKT+l,IAM+l),A1,A2,A3,D) 
C...FOR THE DATA IN THE PLANE CALC. 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 804 ID1S-1,NPTSUT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 
H=ABS(A1*AK1 (ID1S)+A2*AMI (I D I S) +A3*ATB 1 (1D1S)+D)/ 




C...RECORD POINT COORD 






C...SUMMATION OF BEAM TRANSMITTANCES 




C...CALCULATE TOTAL VARIATION 
DO 777 IS=1,NPAIRS 




WRITE (16,*) <RSST=!,RSST,l SYYT=l,SYYT,' SSREG=',SSREG 
C...COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
AR=SQRT(SSREG/SYYT) 
C...COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION 
AR2=AR*AR 
WRITE (16,*) ' ' 
WRITE (16,^ ,R=',AR,' R2=',AR2 









C SUBROUTINE COORDCH 
C C. BALARAS 10-20-86 
C 
C 
C...THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE KT,AM,TB COORDINATES INTO X,Y,Z 
C COORDINATES (THE CORD. SYSTEM STILL REMAINS RIGHT HANDED) 
C THE ORIGIN OF THE NEW COORD IS SET AT THE FIRST KNOWN POINT OF 
C THE TRIANGULAR PLANE (XO=YO=ZO=0 AT KT1,AM1,TB1) 
C THE SECOND KNOWN POINT IS ON THE X AXIS (WITH Y2=0) 
C THE OLD COORDINATE SYSTEM IS SHIFTED BY AN ANGLE OF PHI 
C... INPUTS : 
C DKI,DMI,DTB! COORDINATES OF DATA IN KT,AM,TB SYSTEM 
C PKT1,PAM1,PTB1 COORDINATES OF FIRST KNOWN POINT IN OLD SYSTEM 
C IN NEW COORDINATES THEY ARE THE ORIGIN 
C PKT2,PAM2,PTB2 COORDINATES OF SECOND KNOWN POINT IN OLD SYSTEM 
C PKT3,PAM3 X,Y COORDINATES OF TOP CORNER POINT 
C . .OUTPUTS : 
C X,Y,Z NEW COORDINATES OF DATA POINTS 
C X2,Y2,Z2 NEW COORDINATES OF SECOND KNOWN POINT 
C X3,Y3 NEW COORDINATES OF TOP CORNER POINT 
C...DEPENDING ON THE CALL STATEMENT- FOR LOWER OR UPPER TRIANGLES 
C THESE POINTS REPRESENT POINTS 2 AND 1 (LOWER) OR 2 AND 3 (UPPER) 
C IN THE ORIGINAL COORD. SYSTEM 
C 
C...DIMENSION 
DIMENSION DKI (NPNTS) ,DMI (NPNTS) ,DTBI (NPNTS) ,X(NPNTS) ,Y(NPNTS) , 
6 Z (NPNTS) 
C 
c 
C...COORD I NATE TRANSFORMATION FOR DATA POINTS 
DO 10 1=1,NPNTS 
X(I) = (DMI (I)-PAM1)*S1N(PHI) + (DKI (I)-PKT1) *COS (PHI) 
Y(I)-(DMI (l)-PAMl)*C0S(PHl)-(DKi (1)-PKT1) *SIN (PHI) 
Z(!)=DTBI (l)-PTBl 
10 CONTINUE 
C...COORD INATE TRANSFORMATION FOR CORNER POINTS 2 5 3 
X2= (PAM2-PAM1)*SIN (PHI) + (PKT2-PKT1)*COS (PHI) 
Y2=(PAM2-PAM1) *COS (PHI) - (PKT2-PKT1) *S1N(PHI) 
Z2=PTB2-PTB1 
X3= (PAM3-PAM1)AS IN (PHI) + (PKT3-PKT1)*COS (PH1) 





£ PKT3,PA«3,PHI r23) 
c • 
C 
C SUBROUTINE CORDCH 
C C. BALARAS 6-2-86 
C 
C 
C...THIS SUBROUTINE ESTIMATES THE COORD. Z3 WHEN DATA ARE NOT 
C AVAILABLE. THE ORIGIN OF THE NEW COORD IS SET AT THE FIRST 
C KNOWN POINT OF THE TRIANGULAR PLANE (XO«YO=ZO«0 AT KTl.AMl.TBl) 
C THE SECOND KNOWN POINT IS ON THE X AXIS (WITH Y2=0) 
C THE OLD COORDINATE SYSTEM IS SHIFTED BY AN ANGLE OF PHI 
C...INPUTS : 
C PKT1,PAM1,PTB1 COORDINATES OF FIRST KNOWN POINT IN OLD SYSTEM 
C IN NEW COORDINATES THEY ARE THE ORIGIN 
C PKT2,PAM2,PTB2 COORDINATES OF SECOND KNOWN POINT IN OLD SYSTEM 
C PKT3,PAM3 X,Y COORDINATES OF TOP CORNER POINT 
C...OUTPUTS : 
C Z3 ESTIMATED NEW COORDINATE 
C..DEPENDING ON THE CALL STATEMENT- FOR LOWER OR UPPER TRIANGLES 
C THESE POINTS REPRESENT POINTS 2 AND 1 (LOWER) OR 2 AND 3 (UPPER) 
C IN THE ORIGINAL COORD. SYSTEM 
C 
c 
C...COORD I NATE TRANSFORMATION FOR CORNER POINTS 2 & 3 
X2«(PAM2-PAM1)*SIN(PHI) + (PKT2-PKT1)*C0S(PH1) 
Y2«(PAM2-PAMT) *CQS (PHI)- (PKT2-PKT1)*SIN (PH!) 
Z2-PTB2-PTB1 





SUBROUTINE TRGFIT (X,Y,Z,X2,Y2,Z2,X3»Y3»NPNTS,Z3) 
C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE TRGFIT 
C C. BALARAS 10-10-86 
C 
c 
C...SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE Z COORDINATE OF THE UPPER CORNER 
C OF THE TRIANGULAR PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
C INPUTS: 
C X,Y,Z : COORD. OF DATA POINTS 
C X2fY2,Z2 : COORD. OF SECOND KNOWN POINT. FIRST KNOWN POINT 
C IS LOCATED AT THE ORIGIN (0,0,0) OF THIS COORD. 
C SYSTEM 
C X3/Y3 : KNOWN COORD. OF THE THIRD (TOP) POINT 
C NPNTS : NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
C OUTPUT: 










C...FIRST POINT IS THE ORIGIN 
DO 10 1=1,NPNTS 
S1-S1+Z(I)*Y(I) 
S2«S2+(Z2*X(1)*Y(I)/X2) 









SUBROUTi NE PLANEQ (X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3,A1,A2,A3, D) 
C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE PLANEQ 
C C. BALARAS 2-25-87 
C 
C 
C...GIVEN THREE POINTS DEFINE THE EQUATION OF THE PLANE PASSING 
C THROUGH (X!,YI,Z1) (X2,Y2,Z2) (X3,Y3,Z3) 
C THE FORM OF THE EQUATION IS Al*X+A2*Y+A3*Z+D-0 
C...INPUTS: 
C X1,Y1,Z1: X,Y,Z COORD. OF FIRST POINT 
C X2,Y2,Z2: X,Y,Z COORD. OF SECOND POINT 
C X3,Y3,Z3: X,Y,Z COORD. OF THIRD POINT 
C...OUTPUTS: 
C A1,A2,A3,D: COEF. OF THE EQ. OF PLANE 
C 
A1=((Z3-Z1)*(Y2-Y1))-((Z2-Z1)*(Y3-Y1)) 
A2= ((Z2-Z1) * (X3-X1)) - ((X2-X1) * (Z3-Z1)) 
A3-((X2-X1)*(Y3-Y1))-((Y2-Y1)*(X3-X1)) 
D=- (A 1 AX})- (A2AY 1)- (A3*Z1) 
RETURN 
END 
PROGRAM PLOT3DBCINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUTfTAPE6=0UTPUT,TAPE 16, 
& TAPE2,TAPES) 
C 
C C. BALARAS 6-8-87 
C 
C . .PLOTTING OF A 3-D SURFACE DEFINED BY A MATRIX [Z(X,Y)] 
C A 2-D MATRIX IS SUPPLIED WHOSE VALUES CORRESPOND 
C TO THE Z VALUES AT THE INTERSECTIONS OF THE BASE GRID 
C (REFER TO SECTION 3-2 OF THE DISSPLA MANUAL) 
C . .CAN ALSO PLOT THE SOLAR DATA 
C TAPE16 =* DATA TAPE OF AN X,Y,Z ARRAY 
C TAPE8 • SOLAR DATA (OUTPUT OF TRGDATA) 
C TAPE2 = OUTPUT PLOT FILE 
C 








C . .TO SUBMIT PLOTTING JOBTO CALCOMP-
C PL0TQ,TAPE2,PN=5.PA=0,FC=50 
C WHERE PN - PEN CODE 
C PA - PAPER CODE 
C FC - SCALLING FACTOR 
C...TO SUBMIT A JOB TO XEROX PRINTER - EPIC,TAPE2 
C 
C...DIMENSIONS 
DIMENSION TBMAT(19,8),IBUF (512) 
C...DECLARATIONS 
REAL KT 
C...SHOULD SOLAR DATA APPEAR ON THE PLOT? 
WRITE (6,*) 'SHOULD SOLAR DATA APPEAR ON THE PLOT (Y=l, N=0) s 
READ (5,*) I SHOW 
C...DECLARE OUTPUT PLOTTING FILE AND PLOTTER (VRSTEC) 
C CALL PVRSTC 
C CALL VRSTEC(IBUF,512,2) 
C...USING CALCOMP 
C CALL PCLCMP 
C CALL CALCMP(IBUF,512,2) 
C...USING XEROX PRINTER 
C TO PLOT USE, EPIC.TAPE2 
CALL PEPIC 
CALL EPIC(300.,0,7.0,7.0,2) 
C...SELECT PLOT REDUCTION OR ENLARGEMENT FACTOR 
CALL BLOWUP(1.0) 
C...CALL FOR SWISS-LIGHT LETTERING STYLE 
CALL SWISSL 
C . .PLOTTING OF A 3-D SURFACE 
C...PAGE SIZE BORDER 
CALL PAGE(12.0,15.0) 
306 
.DEFINE SUBPLOT AREA 
CALL AREA2D0 1.5,1^.5) 
-DEFINE X,Y,Z WORKBOX IN INCHES 
CALL V0LM3D(5.0,4.0,5.0) 







(H-l.5) AIR MASS$',100) 
CALL Z3NAME(f (H-l.5)BEAM TRANSMITTANCE$',100) 





C. ..3-D GRAPH SETUP 
CALL GRAF3D(0 
C...READ DATA 
DO 100 I=1,80 
READ(l6,*),,.KT,AM,TB, IX, IY 
TBMAT(IX, IY)*«TB 
100 CONTINUE 
C . .DRAW DATA 
IF (ISHOW.EQ.l) THEN 
DO 200 1*1,8112 
READ (8,300) XF,YF,ZT 














& TAPE 16) 
C 
C 
C C. BALARAS 5-19"87 
C 
C 
C...READ 5YR DATA FROM TAPE8C 
C...FOR AM 1<M<5 AND DM=1 
C THE DATA INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
C NA : KT BAND COUNTER 
C NB : AM BAND COUNTER 
C IU : 0 LOWER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C 1 UPPER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C KT,AM,TB : CORRESPONDING DATA 
C THE 8112 HOURLY DATA ARE RECORDED FOR A GIVEN KT BAND, 
C IN ASCENDING ORDER BASED ON AIRMASS 
C...THE OUTPUT ARE VALUES OF TB FOR THE BEST FITTED PLANE 
C THROUGH TRIANGULATED REGIONS OF THE DATA 
C ALL DATA ARE USED BUT FOR SOME CALCULATIONS ARE WEIGHTED AS 1/2 
C 
C...T0 RUN THIS PROGRAM: 
C AT,TAPE8C (CTAPE8C,TAPES) 





C TAPE8 : INPUT 5YR DATA 
C TAPE9 : AVAILABLE 
C TAPE 16: OUTPUT CORNER COORDINATES OF 
C TRIANGULAR PLANES (KT,AM,Z3) TO 
C BE USED BY PL0T3D2 
C 
C...COMMONS 
COMMON /CNSTS/ ALATR,DEL0M02,GSCF,HRC0NV 
C 
DIMENSION X0(l6) ,Y0(5) 
DIMENSION Z3 (208,208) 
DIMENSION NA(8ll2) ,NB(8ll2) ,IU(8ll2) 
DIMENSION AKIP1 (1000) ,AMIP1 (1000) ,ATBI PI (1000) 
DIMENSION AKlP2(1000)' fAJtlP2(1000) ,ATBIP2(1000) 
DIMENSION XP1 (1000) ,YP1 (1000) ,ZP1 (1000) 
DIMENSION XP2(1000) ,YP2(1000) ,ZP2(1000) 













C...READ 5YR HOURLY DATA (TAPE8) 
DO 100 l-l.NPAIRS 
READ (8,101) NA (I) ,NB(t) , IU(I) ,KTARR(I) ,AMARR(I) ,TBARR(l) 
101 F ORMAT (3 (2X, I 2) , 3 C2X, F 16.14)) 
100 CONTINUE 
C 












C...START RECORDING COORDINATES OF KT,AM,Z3 
C FIRST TWO KNOWN CORNER POINTS 
WRITE (16,*) X0(1) ,Y0(1) ,Z3(1,D . IA-1, IB-1 
WRITE (16,*) X0(1) ,Y0(2) ,Z3(1,2) ,1A-1,IB 
C 
C **** BEGIN CALCULATIONS **** 
C 
C...ANALYZE A KT BAND 
DO 400 IKT*1,15 
C 
C...ANALYZE AM BANDS FOR THE IKT BAND 
DO 401 IAM-1,4 
C 
C FOR THE FIRST AM BAND (1<AM<1.5) 
IF (IAM.EQ.1) THEN 
C DEFINE CORNER POINTS OF QUADRILATERAL PLANE 
C KNOWN POINTS ARE 1 AND 2 
C POINT 1 
AKI1=X0(IKT) 
AM!1=Y0(IAM+1) 
ATBI 1-Z3 0KT, 1AM+1) 
C POINT .2 
AKI2=X0(IKT) 
AMI2=Y0(IAM) 
ATBI2«Z3(IKT, I AMI 
C POINT 3 
AKI3-X0 0KT+1) 
AMI 3 ^ 0 ( 1 AM) 




C FOR THE DEFINED QUADR!ALTERAL PLANE 
C COLLECT DATA FOR LOWER TRIANGLE 
ICHECK-0 
NPTSLT-0 
DO 402 1BR=1,NPA1RS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 402 
IF (NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ.IAM.AND. 





C COLLECT DATA OF LOWER TRIANGLE 
C FOR THAT AM BAND 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) THEN 
IEND-1 
DO 403 1L0C=IM,NPAIRS 
j IF (1 END.EQ.O) GOTO 403 
IF (iU(!LOC) .EQ.l.OR.NB(iLOC) .GT.IAM.OR. 
& NA(tLOC) .GT.IKT) THEN 
C STOP COLLECTING DATA 
IEND=0 





AMIP1 (NPTSLT)=AMARR (ILOC) 
ATBIP1 (NPTSLT)=TBARR(ILOC) 
IPO=iPO+l 
403 ' • CONTINUE 
ELSE 
C THERE ARE NO DATA AVAILABLE 
C SET VALUE OF Z3 AND SKIP FOLLOWING CALCS. 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI2-AMi1), (AKI2-AKS1)) 
CALL CORDCH{AKIl.AMIl.ATBI1,AKI2,AMI 2,ATB12, 
S AKI3,AM!3,PHI,23(1KT+1,I AM)) 
Z3 0KT+1, IAM)=Z3(IKT+1, IAM)+ATBI 1 
GO TO 799 
END IF 
C 
C...CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR LOWER TRG POINTS 
C CALCUALTE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI2-AMI1) , (AKI2-AKI1)) 
CALL COORDCH(AKIPl,AMiPl,ATBIPl,AKn,AMn,ATBIl, 
&AKf2,AM I 2,ATBI 2,AKI 3,AMI 3,PHI,NPTSLT,XP1,YP1,ZP1,X2.Y2,Z2.X3,Y3) 
C...FOR THE TRG SPACE, FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MIN ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT(XP1,YP1,ZP1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,NPTSLT,Z3(IKT+1,IAM)) 
C...CHANGE Z3 TO OLD COORDINATES 
Z3 (IKT+1,J AM)=Z3 (1KT+1,I AM)+ATBI 1 
IF (Z3 0KT+1, 1AM) .LT.O.O) Z3 (I KT+1, I AM) =0.0 
C...CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANEA1X+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ(AKI1,AM1 1 , ATBM , AK I 2, AMI 2, ATB I 2, AK I 3, AMI 3, 
&Z3(IKT+1,IAM),A1,A2,A3,D) 
310 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 800 ID1S-1.NPTSLT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 




C RECORD POINT COORDINATES 
799 WRITE06,*) X0(IKT+1) ,YO(IAM) ,Z3 (IKT+1,fAM) , IKT+I, IAM.NPTSLT 
C 
C...FOR THE UPPER TRIANGLES 
C FIRST KT BAND 
IF (iKT.EQ.l) THEN 
C...LOCATE STARTING POINT 
iCHECK=0 
NPTSUT=0 
DO 404 IBR-UNPAIRS 
IF (S CHECK.EQ.1) GOTO 404 
IF (NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ.I AM.AND. 






C...IF THERE ARE NO DATA 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHi=ATAN2((AMI3-AMI1) , (AKI3-AKI1)} 
CALL CORDCH (AK11,AM II,ATBt 1,AK13,AMI3.Z3 (IKT+1,I AM), 
& AKI4,AM14,PHI,Z3(IKT+1JAM+1)) 
Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)=Z3(IKT+1, IAM+D+ATBI I 





DO 405 IL0C=IM,NPAIRS 
IF(IEND.EQ.0) GOTO 405 
IF (NB(ILOC) .GT.l.OR.NA(ILOC) .GT.l) THEN 
IEND=0 










C...FOR UPPER TRIANGLES 
C REMAINING KT BANDS 
IF (SKT.GT.l) THEN 
C...LOCATE STARTING POINT 
ICHECK-0 
NPTSUT=0 
DO 331 IBR-l.NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 331 
IF (NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ.I AM.AND. 
& IU(!BR) .EQ.l) THEN 





C...IF THERE ARE NO DATA 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHI=ATAN2{{AMI3-AM!1), (AKI3~AK11)) 
CALL CORDCH(AKI1,AMI1,ATBt1,AKI 3,AMI3,Z3 0KT+1 , I AM), 
& AK!4,AM!4,PHI ,Z3(1KT+1,IAM+I)) 
Z3( IKT+1, IAM+1)=Z3{IKT+1, IAM+U+ATBI1 
GO TO 798 
END IF 
C 
C . . . COLLECT DATA 
I EN0-1 
DO 332 !LOC=IM,NPAIRS 
IF(IEND.EQ.O) GOTO 332 
1F (NB (ILOC).GT.1.OR.NA (ILOC) .GT.IKT) THEN 
IEND=0 




AMI PI (NPTSUT)=AMARR{iLOC) 




C...INCLUDE DATA FROM LOWER TRG OF NEXT AM BAND 
ICHECK=0 
NPTSUT2=0 
DO 408 !BR=1,NPASRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GO TO k08 
IF (NA(IBR).EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ.IAM+1.AND. 






C...IF THERE ARE NO POINTS, SKIP FOLLOWING CALCS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.O) GO TO 634 
C 




IF (IEND.EQ.O) GO TO 409 
IF (lU(ILOC).EQ.l.OR.NB(ILOC).GT.IAM+1.0R. 
NA(ILOC) .GT. IKT) THEN 
IEND=0 
GO TO 409 
END IF 
NPTSUT2=NPTSUT2+1 
AKIP2 (NPTSUT2)=KTARR(I LOG) 
AM IP2 (NPTSUT2) =AMARR(ILOC) 




634 END IF 
C 
C... CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR UPPER TRG POINTS 
C CALCULATE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
PHI-ATAN2((AMI3-AMM) , (AKI3-AKI1)) 
C...CHANGE COORD. FOR MAIN DATA 
CALL CO0RDCH(AKiPl,AMIPl,ATBIPl,AKIl,AMM,ATBIl, 
&AKi3,AMI3,Z3(fKT+l,)AM),AKI 4,AMI 4,PHI,NPTSUT, 
&XP1,YP1,ZP1,X3,Y3,ZP3,X4,Y4) 
C...CHANGE COORD FOR ADDITIONAL DATA, IF AVAILABLE 
IF (1CHECK.EQ.1) THEN 
CALL C00RDCH(AKIP2,AMIP2,ATBIP2,AKn,AMM,ATBI 1, 
&AKI 3. AMI 3.Z3 (I KT+1 JAM) ,AKI 4,AMI4,PHI,NPTSUT2, 
&XP2,YP2,ZP2,X3,Y3,ZP3,X4,Y4) 
C FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT2(XP1,YP1,ZP1.,XP2,YP2,ZP2,X3,Y3,ZP3, 
5X4,Y4,NPTSUT,NPTSUT2,Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)) 
GO TO 234 
END IF 
C...FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MIN ERROR 
C WHEN ADDITIONAL DATA ARE NOT AVAILABLE 
CALL TRGFIT(XP1,YP1,ZP1,X3,Y3,ZP3,X4,Y4,NPTSUT, 
&Z3 0KT+1, IAM+1)) 
C CHANGE TO OLD COORD 
234 Z3(!KT+l,IAM+l)=Z3(IKT+l,lAM+l)+ATBi 1 
IF (Z3 (1KT+1,IAM+1) .LT.0.0) Z3 (IKT+1,IAM+1)=0.0 
C . .CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANE A1X+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ(AKI1,AMI1,ATBI1,AKI 3,AMI3,Z3 (1KT+1,I AM), 
&AKI4,AMI4,Z3(IKT+1,!AM+1),A1,A2,A3,D) 
C...FOR THE DATA IN THE PLANE CALC. 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 801 IDIS=1,NPTSUT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 
H=ABS(A1*AKIP1 (1DIS)+A2*AMIP1 (I DIS)+A3*ATB1P1 (!DIS)+D)/ 
6SQRT (A 1*A1+A2*A2+A3*A3) 
RSST-RSST+H*H 
801 CONTINUE 
C...RECORD POINT COORD 





C...REMAINING AM BANDS 
IF (IAN.GT.1) THEN 
C 
C..DEFINE CORNER POINT OF QUADRILATERAL PLANE 
C KNOWN POINTS ARE 1 AND 2 
C POINT 1 
AKI l=XO(IKT) 
AMIl-YO(IAM) 
ATBI 1=Z3(IKT, I AM) 
C POINT 2 
AK!2=XO(!KT+l) 
AMI2=Y0(IAM) 
ATBi 2=Z3 (IKT+1,I AM) 
C POINT 3 
AKI3=XO (IKT) 
AM^^YOdAM+l) 
C POINT 4 
AKl4=XO(IKT-H) 
AM|i*=YO (! AM4-1) 
C 
C...FOR'THE DEFINED QUADRILATERAL PLANE COLLECT 
C DATA FOR LOWER TRIANGLE 
C...FOR THE FIRST KT BAND 
IF (IKT.EQ.l) THEN 
ICHECK=0 
NPTSLTO 
DO *f 10 IBR=1,NPAIRS 
IF (I CHECK.EQ.1) GOTO 410 
IF (NA(IBR).EQ.iKT.AND.NB(iBR).EQ.I AM.AND. 






C . . . I F THERE ARE NO DATA SET Z3=0. 
IF (SCHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI2-AMI1), (AK12-AK! 1)) 
CALL C0RDCH(AKn,AMn,ATBI l ,AKI2,AMI2,ATBI2, 
& AKI3,AMI3,PHt,Z3(1KT,IAM+1)) 
Z3(!KT,!AM-H)=Z3( iKT,IAM+l)+ATBI 1 
GO TO 7 9 7 
END IF 
C 
C...COLLECT DATA OF LOWER TRIANGLE 
C FOR THAT AM BAND 
IEND=1 
DO 411 ILOC=IM,!NPAIRS 
IF (I END.E0.0) GOTO 411 
IF (lU(ILOC) .EQ.l.OR.NB(lLQC) .GT.IAM.OR. 
&NA(!LOC).GT.IKT) THEN 
IEND=0 




AKIP1 (NPTSLT) «KTARR{ I LOC) 





C...CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR LOWER TRG POINTS 
C CALCULATE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI2-AMi1), (AKI2-AK11)) 
CALL COORDCH (AKIP1,AM IP1,ATBIP1,AKI 1,AM 11,ATBI 1, 
&AKI 2,AMI 2,ATBI 2,AKI 3,AMI 3,PHI,NPTSLT, 
&XP1,YP1,ZP1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3) 
C FITTHE BEST TRG PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT(XP1,YP1,ZP1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,NPTSLT, 
&Z3(iKT, lAM+1)) . 
C CHANGE TO OLD COORD 
Z30KT, IAM+1)«Z3(!KT, IAM+D+ATB1 1 
IF (Z3(IKT,IAM+1).LT.O.O) Z3(IKT,IAM+1)-0.0 
C...CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANE A1X+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ(AKI1,AMI1,ATBI1,AKI 2,AMI2,Z3(IKT+1,I AM), 
&AKI3»AMI3.Z3(iKT,IAM+1),A1,A2,A3,D) 
C...FOR THE DATA IN THE PLANE CALC. 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 802 iDIS=l,NPTSLT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 




C...RECORD POINT COORD 
797 WRITE (16,*) XO(IKT) ,Y0 (IAM+1) ,Z3 (IKT,IAM+1) , I KT, I AM+1,NPTSLT 
C 
C...FOR THE UPPER TRIANGLE OF THE FIRST KT BAND 
ICHECK=0 
NPTSUT=0 
DO 412 IBR-l.NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 412 
IF (NA(!BR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ. I AM. AND. 






C . .IF THERE ARE NO DATA IN UPPER TRG 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHI=ATAN2((AMI2-AMI3), (AKI2-AKI 3)) 
CALL C0RDCH(AKI3,AMI3,Z3(iKT,IAM+1) ,AKI2,AMI 2,ATBI2, 
£ AKI4,AMI4,PHI,Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)) 
Z3 (IKT+1,IAM+1)=Z3(IKT+1,!AM+1)+Z3 (IKT,IAM+1) 
GO TO 796 
END IF 
C 
C...COLLECT DATA FOR UPPER TRG FOR THAT AM BAND 
IEND-1 
DO 413 !LOC=tM,NPAiRS 
IF (IEND.EQ.O) GOTO 413 
IF (lU(ILOC) .EQ.O.OR.NBdLOC) .GT. 1AM.OR.NA(ILOC) .GT.IKT) THEN 
IEND=0 




AKfP1 (NPTSUT)=KTARR {ILOC) 
AMI PI (NPTSUT)«AMARR(1LOC) 




C...INCLUDE DATA OF NEXT KT BAND SAME AM BAND LOWER TRG 
ICHECK=0 
NPTSUT2=0 
DO 414 1BR«1,NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 414 
IF (NA(IBR) ,EQ.IKT+1.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ.I AM.AND. 






C. ..IF THERE ARE NO DATA SKIP FOLLOWING CALCS. 




DO 415 ILOC=IM,NPAIRS 
IF (IEND.EQ.O) GOTO 415 
IF (!U(ILOC).EQ.l.OR.NB(ILOC).GT.IAM.OR. 





AKIP2 (NPTSUT2)-KTARR (ILOC) 
AM IP2 (NPTSUT2)«AMARR(ILOC) 
ATBIP2 (NPTSUT2)=TBARR (ILOC) 
415 CONTINUE 
C 
C...CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR UPPER TRG POINTS 
C CALCULATE ANGLE OF ROTATION 
635 PHi=ATAN2((AM!2-AMI3), (AK12-AKI3)) 
C...CHANGE COORD FOR MAIN DATA 
CALL COORDCH(AKIPl,AMiPl,ATB!Pl,AKI3,AMI3,Z3dKT, IAM+1) , 
SAKI2,AMi2,ATBi2,AKI4,AMl4,PHl ,NPTSUT, 
SXP1,YP1,ZP1,X2,Y2,Z2,X4,Y4) 
C...CHANGE COORD FOR ADDITIONAL DATA, IF AVAILABLE 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.1) THEN 
CALL COORDCH(AKIP2,AMlP2,ATBiP2,AKI3,AM13,Z3(!KT,lAM+l), 
&AKI 2,AMI 2,ATBI 2,AK14,AMI4,PHI,NPTSUT2, 
&XP2,YP2,ZP2,X2,Y2,Z2,X4,Y4) 
C FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT2(XP1,YP1,ZP1,XP2,YP2,ZP2,X2,Y2,Z2, 
&X4,Y4,NPTSUT,NPTSUT2,Z3(IKT+1, IAM+1)) 
GO TO 235 
END IF 
C...IF NO ADDITIONAL DATA ARE AVAILABLE 
CALL TRGFIT(XP1,YP1,ZP1,X2;Y2,Z2,X4,Y4,NPTSUT, 
&Z30KT+1, IAM+1)) 
C CHANGE TO OLD COORD 
235 Z3(IKT+l,IAM+l)«Z3(IKT+lf I AM+1) +Z3 (I KT, I AM+1) 
IF (Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1).LT.O.O) Z3 0 KT+1, I AM+1)-0.0 
C...CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANE A1X+A2Y+A3Z+D=0 
CALL PLANEQ(AKI3,AM!3,Z3(IKT,IAM+1),AKI 2,AMI 2,ATBI 2, 
&AK)4,AMl4,Z3(IKT+1,IAM+l) ,A1,A2,A3,D) 
C...FOR THE DATA IN THE PLANE CALC. 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 803 IDIS-l.NPTSUT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 
H=ABS (A 1*AKIP1 (i DIS)+A2*AMIP1 (IDIS)+A3*ATBIP1 (IDIS)+D)/ 
&SQRT (A 1*A1+A2*A2+A3*A3) 
RSST=RSST+H*H 
803 CONTINUE 
C...RECORD POINT COORD 
796 WRITE (16,*) XOOKT+1) ,Y0(1AM+1) ,Z3(iKT+l, IAM+1) , I KT+1, I AM+1,NPTSUT -
END IF 
C 
C...FOR KT BANDS .NE. 1 AND AM .NE. 1 
C WORK ON UPPER TRG ONLY 
IF (IKT.GT.l) THEN 
!CHECK=0 
NPTSUT=0 
DO 416 1BR-1.NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.1) GOTO 416 
IF (NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .EQ.IAM.AND. 






C...IF THERE ARE NO DATA IN UPPER TRG 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.O) THEN 
PHI«ATAN2((AM I2-AMI 3). (AKI2-AKI 3)) 
CALL CORDCH(AKI3,AMI3,Z3(IKT,IAM+1),AKI2,AM!2,ATBI 2, 
6 AKi4,AMI4,PHI,Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)) 
Z30KT+1, IAM+1)=Z3(IKT+1, I AM+D+Z3 (I KT, I AM+1) 





DO 417 1LOC=IM,NPAIRS 
IF (lEND'.EQ.O) GOTO 417 
IF (fU(ILOC) .EQ.O.OR.NB(ILOC) .GT. I AM.OR.NA (I LOG) .GT.fKT) THEN 
1END=0 
GO TO 417 
END IF. 
NPTSUT=NPTSUT+1 
AK!P1 (NPTSUT)=KTARR (ILOC) 
AMI PI (NPTSUT) =AMARR( I LOC) 




C... INCLUDE ADDITIONAL DATA OF NEXT AM BANL LOWER TRG 
ICHECK=0 
NPTSUT2-0 
DO 418 IBR-l.NPAIRS 
IF (1CHECK.EQ.1) GO TO 4l8 
JF (NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(!BR) .EQ. I AM+1. AND. 






C IF THERE ARE NO DATA IN LOWER TRG OF NEXT AM BAND 
IF (I CHECK.EQ.O) GO TO 63* 
C 
IEND-1 
DO 419 ILOC=IM,NPAIRS 
i!F (JEND.EQ.O) GOTO 419 
IF (lU(ILOC).EQ.l.OR.NB(ILOC) .GT.IAM+l.OR. 











636 IF (I CHECK.EQ.O)' THEN 
C NO DATA IN LOWER TRG OF NEXT AM BAND 
C GO THROUGH DATA AND CHECK IF THERE ARE 
C ANY DATA IN THIS KT BAND 
C IF SO THEN SKIP FOLLOWING CALCS 
IFLAG^l 







OFLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 422 
(NA(IBR) .EQ.IKT.AND.NB(IBR) .GT.IAM) THEN 
IFLAG=0 
IF 
IF IFLAG-0 THERE ARE DATA 
IF (IFLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 637 
LEFT IN THIS KT BAND 
, IF THIS IS THE LAST AM BAND FOR A GIVEN KT BAND 
THEN CONSIDER IF DATA ARE AVAILABLE FROM LOWER TRG 
NEXT KT BAND SAME AM BAND 
OTHERWISE DO NOTHING (FIT TRG TO ITS OWN DATA) 
LOCATE STARTING POINT FOR 
DATA IN NEXT KT BAND, SAME AM BAND 
ICHECK=0 
NPTSUT2=0 
DO 420 IBR-l.NPAIRS 
IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GOTO 420 










IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) THEN 
COLLECT DATA 
IEND=1 




(lU(ILOC) .EQ.I.OR.NB(ILOC) .GT. 
NA(ILOC) .GT.IKT) THEN 
IEND=0 




AM IP2 (NPTSUT2)=AMARR(ILOC) 




637 END IF 
CHANGE TO NEW COORDINATES FOR UPPER TRG POINTS 
CALCULATE ANGLE OF ROTATION 




IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) THEN 
CALL C00RDCH(AKIP2,AMIP2,ATB 






C FIT THE BEST TRG PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT2(XP1,YP1,ZP1,XP2,YP2,ZP2,X2,Y2,Z2, 
&X4,Y4,NPTSUT,NPTSUT2,Z3(IKT+l,iAM+l)) 
GO TO 236 
END IF 
C...IF THERE ARE NO ADDITIONAL DATA 
C FIT THE BEST TRG PALME TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
CALL TRGFIT(XP1,YP1,ZP1,X2,Y2,Z2,X4,Y4,NPTSUT, 
&Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1)) 
C CHANGE TO OLD COORD 
236 Z3(iKT+l,lAM+l)*Z3(IKT+l, IAM+D+Z3 (1 KT, I AM+1) 
IF (Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1) .LT.O.O) Z3(IKT+1,IAM+1) -0.0 
C... CALCULATE EQ. OF PLANE A1X+A2Y+A3Z+DO 
CALL PLANEQ(AK13,AMI3,Z3(IKT,IAM+1),AK12,AMI2.ATBI 2, 
SAKI4,AM14,Z3(IKT+1,1AM+1) ,A1,A2,A3,D) 
C...FQR THE DATA IN THE PLANE CALC> 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
DO 804 IDIS-'l.NPTSUT 
C DISTANCE OF A DATA POINT FROM PLANE, H 




C...RECORD POINT COORD 






C...SUMMATION OF BEAM TRANSMITTALS 




C...CALCULATE. TOTAL VARIATION 
DO 777"IS-l,NPAIRS 




WRITE (16,*) 'RSST-'.RSST,1 SYYT=',SYYT,' SSREG-'.SSREG 
C...COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
AR-SQRT(SSREG/SYYT) 
C..COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION 
AR2-AR*AR 
WRITE.(l6,*) ' ' 
WRITE (16,*) 'R-'.AR,1 R2=',AR2 







C. BALARAS 5-19-87 
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE Z COORDINATE OF THE UPPER CORNER 
OF THE TRIANGULAR PLANE TO MINIMIZE ERROR, WHEN ADDITIONAL 
DATA ARE USED (ANALOGOUS TO "TRGFIT") 
INPUTS: 
XP1, YPT, ZP1 
XP2, YP2, ZP2 




COORD OF DATA POINTS IN MAIN TRIANGULAR PLANE 
COORD OF DATA POINTS IN ADDITIONAL TRG PLANE 
COORD OF SECOND KNOWN POINT 
FIRST KNOWN POINT IS LOCATED AT THE ORIGIN 
(0,0,0) OF THIS COORD. SYSTEM 
KNOWN COORD OF THE THIRD (TOP) POINT 
NUMBER OF MAIN DATA 
NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL DATA OUTPUT: 
Z3 : Z COORD OF THIRD POINT TO MINIMIZE ERROR 
.DIMENSIONS 
DIMENSION XP1 (NPNTS),YP1 (NPNTS),ZP1 (NPNTS) 




...FIRST POINT IS THE ORIGIN 
...CALCULATIONS FOR MAIN DATA 
DO 10 1=1,NPNTS 
S1=S1+(ZP1 (I)*YP1 (0) 
52=S2+(Z2*XP1 (i)*YPl (l)/X2) 
S3=S3+((Z2*X3*YP1 (I)*YP1 (J)) / (X2*Y3)) 
S4=^+(YP1 (I)*YP1 (D/Y3) 
10 CONTINUE 
...CALCULATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA 
DO 100 l=l,NPNTS2 
S5-S5+(ZP2(I)*YP2(!)) 
S6=S6+(Z2*XP2 (I)*YP2 (I)/X2) 
S7=S7+ ((Z2*X3*YP2 (i) *YP2 (I)) / (X2*'Y3)) 
S8=S8+(YP2(I)*YP2 (I) /Y3) 
100 CONTINUE 
Z3= (S1+ (S5/2.) +S3+ (S7/2.) -S2- (56/2.)) / {Sk+ (S8/2.)) 
IF (Z3.LT.0.0) Z3=0.0 








C C. BALARAS 1-19-88 
C C. BALARAS 4-22-88 
C 
c 
C.PLOT CONTOUR LINES FOR THE (KT,AM,TB) DATA 
C USING DISSPLA 
C 






C...TO SUBMIT A JOB TO CALCOMP 
C PL0TQ,TAPE2,PN=5.PA=0,FC=5Q 
C PN-PEN CODE, PA-PAPER CODE, FC-SCALLING 




COMMON WORK (5000) 
REAL KT 
C 
C...CHOOSE OUTPUT PLOTTING DEVICE 
C VESRATEC 
C CALL PVRSTC 
C CALL VRSTEC(IBUF,512,2) 
C CALCOMP 
C CALL PCLCMP 
C CALL CALCMP(IBUF,512,2) 
C XEROX PRINTER 
CALL PEPIC 
CALL EPIC(300.0,0,7.0,7.0,2) 
C...SELECT PLOT REDUCTION/ENLARGEMENT FACTOR 
CALL BLOWUP (1.0) 






CALL XNAMEC (H-l.5) CLEARNESS INDEX$ ' ,.100) 
CALL YNAME (' (H-1.5)AIR MASS$!,100) 
CALL HEAD IN ('CONTOUR PL0T$•,100,1.5,2) 
CALL HEADIN ('OF THE 3-D SURFACES',100,1.5,2) 
CALL GRAF (0.,0.1,1.0,1.0,1.0,7-0) 
CALL FRAME 
CALL BC0M0N(5000) 
C DISSPLA CONSTRUCTS A REGULAR MATRIX FROM 
C A COLLECTION OF POINTS TO BE USED BY CONMAK 
CALL BGNMAT(19,7) 
DO 1000 1=1,126 




C...GENERATE CONTOUR LINES 
CALL CONMAK(TBMAT,19,7,0.1) 
C...PLOT CONTOUR LINES 
CALL CONL!N{0,'SOLID1,'LABELS',2,10) 
CALL CONLINO. 'DASH' , ' NOLABELS ' , 1 , 3) 
CALL C0NANG(9O.) 
CALL RASPLN(0.25) 
CALL CONTUR (2,'LABELS','DRAW) 










C C. BALARAS 5"25~87 
C 
c 
C...CREATE A DATA BASE FOR TESTING PURPOCES 
C THERE WILL BE 1000 POINTS ON A PLANE PASSING THROUGH (X,Y,Z) OR (KT,M,TB)-
c (0.1,7,0) (0.7,1.0,0) (0.7,7,1.0) 
C THE SAME PROGRAM CAN BE USED TO CREATE DATA FOR AN 
C ELLIPTIC PARABOLOID WITH ITS CENTER AT (0.425,3-5,0) 
C THE DATA ARE THEN SEPERATED IN TRIANGULAR AREAS AND STORED IN TAPES 
C OUTPUT DATA INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION-
C NA - KT BAND COUNTER 
C NB - AM BAND COUNTER 
C IU - 0 LOWER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C 1 UPPER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C KT, AM, TB - CORRESPONDING DATA 
C DATA ARE RECORDED FOR A GIVEN KT BAND, IN AM ASCENDING ORDER 
C FOR A GIVEN TRIANGULAR AREA 
C 
C...TO RUN THIS PROGRAM-
C AT,IMSLIB5/UN=LIBRARY 
C X,LIBRARY,IMSLIB5 
C ' • 
C...TAPE DI RECTORY-
C TAPES - 5YR DATA SORTED IN TRIANGULAR AREAS 
C 
C...COMMONS 
COMMON /CNSTS/ ALATR,DELDM02,GSCF.HRCONV 
C 
DIMENSION X0(l6) ,Y0(13) 
DIMENSION IRVS(7001) , IRVS4(7001) ,WK(1) 
DIMENSION AKILT(IOOO) ,AMILT(1000) , ATBI LT (1000) 
DIMENSION AKIUT(IOOO) ,AMIUT(1000) , ATB I UT (1000) 
DIMENSION AKI (7001) ,AMI (7001) ,ATBI (7001) 






C...DATA TO BE CREATED 
WRITE (6,A) 'DATA TO BE CREATED BASED ON PLANE (INPUT- 1 ) ' 
WRITE (6,*) 'OR ON A QUADRIC SURFACE (INPUT- 2 ) ' 






















C...CREATE DATA BASE 
DO 10 1=1,70 
AKT=AKT+DKT 
DO 20 J-1,100 
IC«IC+1 
AM=AM+DAM 
C EQUATION FOR A PLANE PASSING THROUGH 
C (0.1,7,0) (0.7,1,0) (0.7.7.D 
IF (ISURF.EQ.l) THEN 
TB= (6./3.6) *AKT+ (0.6/3.6) *AM- (k. 8/3.6) 
END IF 
C EQUATION FOR AN ELLIPTIC PARABOLOID 
C CENTERED AT (0.5.^.0) 
IF (ISURF.EQ.2) THEN 
SUM1= (AKT-0.5)* (AKT-0.5)/ (0.3*0.3) 
SUM2-(A«-i».0)*(AH-^.0)/(2.5*2.5) 
SUM=SUM1+SUM2 


























C **** BEGIN TRI ANGULATION OF DATA **** 
C 
DO AOO IK=l,NPAiRS 
C . . . SEPARATE DATA IN KT BANDS START FROM 0.1 WITH 0.05 INCREMENTS 
IF (KTARR(tK) .GT.XO(IA) .OR. 1 K.EQ.NPA I RS) THEN 
IF (IK.EQ.NPAIRS) I TPTS=ITPTS-H 
C SORT DATA IN INCREASING AM 
C CALL IMSL SORTING SUBROUTINES 
C WE HAVE DETERMINED A NUMBER OF POINTS 
C WITHIN A KT BAND 








DO 222 IBA=1,IDU-1 
IRVS(!BA)=iBA 
CONTINUE 
CALL VSRTP(AMARR,IDU-1 ,iRVS) 
DO 555 IS=1,SDU-1 
IRVS4 (1S) = !RVS(!S) 
CALL VSRTU(KTARR,IDU-1 ,IDU-1, 1,1,IRVS,WK) 
CALL VSRTU(TBARR,IDU-1 ,IDU-1, ,1,IRVS4,WK) 
555 
DO hOl 1L=1,IDU-1 
C .SEPARATE DATA IN AM BANDS START FROM 1.0 WITH 0.5 INCREMENTS 
IF (AMARR(IL) .GT.YO(IB) .OR.IL.EQ.IDU-1) THEN 
C POINTS IN AM BAND 
IF (IL.LT.IDU-1) i PTY=IPTC-1 
C HAVE EXHAUSTED THE POINTS, THE I PTC COUNTER WAS NOT 
C INCREMENTED YET. THEREFORE HAVE TO ACCOUNT FOR THAT LOST POINT 
IF (IL.EQ.IDU-1) IPTY=1PTC 









..DEFINE A QUADRILATERAL PLANE 





AKI 3=X0 (1 A) 
AMI3=Y0(IB-1) 
AK 1 4=X0 (i A) 
AMU=YO (iB) 
C...DEFINE A LOWER AND UPPER TRIANGLE 
C CALL SUBR. TRG TO SEPARATE DATA 
CALL TRG (AKI,AMI,ATBI,AKI1,AMI 1,AKI3,AMI 3,IPTY, 
5 AKILT,AMILT,ATBILT,AKIUT,AMIUT,ATBIUT,NPTSLT,NPTSUT) 
C 
C...CREATE A DATA BASE WITH THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION-
C NA - KT BAND COUNTER 
C NB - AM BAND COUNTER 
C IU - 0 LOWER TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C 1 UPPE TRIANGLE'S DATA 
C KT,AM,TB CORRESPONDING DATA 
IF (NPTSLT.GT.O) THEN 





AKI (I LOC)=AK I LT (I) 
AMI (1L0C)=AMILT(I) 
ATBI (1L0C)=ATB1LT(I) 
WRITE (8,101) NA,NB,IU,AKI (ILOC), 
6 AMI (ILOC) ,ATBi (ILOC) 




IF (NPTSUT.GT.O) THEN 





AKI (I LOC) =AK I UT (I I) 
AMI (I LOC)-AMI UT (I 1) 
ATBI (1LOC)=ATBIUT {!I) 
WRITE (8,101) NA,NB,IU,AKI (ILOC), 




C...INCREMENT AM BAND COUNTER 
IB-IB+1 





C...TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN ALL AM BANDS 
IPTSY=IPTSY+1 
C...POINTS IN EACH AM BAND 
IPTC=IPTC+1 
%01 CONTINUE 












NUMBER OF POINTS IN KT BANDS 
IPTSX=1PTSX+1 










C C. BALARAS 4-24-88 
C 
C 
C...PLOT A 3-D SURFACE USING DJSSPLA N 
C CONSTRUCT A SURFACE FROM SCATTERED POINTS 
C DISSPLA PROVIDES ROUTINES BGNMAT, GETMAT, AND ENDMAT TO 
C ENABLE THE USER TO CONSTRUCT A REGULAR Z MATRIX FROM THE 
C SCATTERED (X,Y,Z) VALUES. THIS CAN THEN BE GIVEN TO SURMAT 
C TO DRAW THE SURFACE 
C THE GOODNESS OF FIT IS ALSO CALCULATED 
C 
C TAPE8 - DATA TAPE OF AN X,Y,Z ARRAY 
C TAPE9 - OUTPUT FILE OF SURFACE FIT NODES 
C TAPE2 = OUTPUT PLOT FILE 
C 







.C...TO SUBMIT A JOB TO CALCOMP, 
C PL0TQ,TAPE2,PN=5,PA=O,FC=5O 
C PN-PEN CODE, PA-PAPER CODE, FC-SCALL1NG 




DIMENSION TBMAT{19,8) , IBUF(512) 
DIMENSION TBARR(8ll2) 













C...CHOOSE OUTPUT PLOTTING DEVICE 
C VERSATEC 
C CALL PVRSTC 
C CALL VRSTEC(IBUF,512,2) 
C CALCOMP 
C CALL PCLCMP 
330 
C CALL CALCMP(1BUF,512,2) 
C XEROX PRINTER 
CALL PEPIC 
CALL EPIC(300.,0,7.0,7.0,2) 
C...SELECT PLOT REDUCTION OR ENLARGEMENT FACTOR 
CALL BLOWUP (1.0) 
C...CALL FOR SWISS-MEDIUM LETTERING STYLE 
CALL SWISSB 
CALL HEIGHT(0.2) 
CALL SHDCHR (90.,1,,002,1) 
C...PLOTTING OF A 3"D SURFACE 
C...PAGE SIZE BORDER 
CALL PAGE(12.0,15.0) 
C. ..DEFINE SUBPLOT AREA 
CALL AREA2D0 1.5, 1̂ .5) 
C..DEFINE X,Y,Z WORKBOX IN INCHES 
CALL V0LM3D(5.O,i*.O,5.O) 
C...DEFINE 3-D AXIS LABELS 
CALL MIXALF ('INSTRU') 
CALL X3NAMEC (H-l.5) CLEARNESS 1NDEX$',1Q0) 
CALL Y3NAMEC (H-l.5) AIR MASS$',100) 
CALL Z3NAMEC (H-l.5) BEAM TRANSMITTANCE$ M O O ) 
C...DEFINE THE VIEW POINT 
CALL VUABS(-7.5,-6.0,7.5) 
C...3-B GRAPH SETUP ROUTINES 
CALL GRAF3D (0.1,0.1,1.0,1.0,1.0,8.0,0.0,0.2,1.0) 
C...3-D SURFACE DRAWING 
C...DISSPLA CONSTRUCTS A REGULAR MATRIX FROM 
C A COLLECTION OF POINTS TO BE USED BY SURMAT 
CALL BGNMAT(19,8) 
C...READ DATA 
C HAVE EXCLUDED THE THREE ERRONEOUS POINTS 
[0 1000 1=1,8109 
F EAD (8,10) KT,AM,TB 
10 F0RMAT(12X,3(2X,F16.U)) 
IF (AM.GT.5.0) GOTO 1000 
C NUMBER OF DATA TO USED 
NPAIRS=NPAIRS+1 






G...RE.P0RT SURFACE FIT NODES 
DO 1100 1=1,19 
DO 1200 J=l,8 
WRITE (9,20) I,J,TBMAT(I,J) 
20 FORMATC (' , I 2, ' , ' , I 2, !) '.F7.5) 
1200 CONTINUE 
1100 CONTINUE 
CALL SURMAT (TBMAT,1,19,1,8,0) 
C 
C...STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
C...POSITION CURSOR AT THE BEGINING OF THE DATA FILE 
REWIND (8) 
C 
C. ..READ DATA 
DO 1300 1=1,8109 
READ(8,30) NA,NB,IU,KT,AM,TB 
30 FORMAT (3 (2X, I 2) , 3 (2X, F 16.14)) 
C SCREEN DATA 
IF (AM.GT.5.) GOTO 1300 
IC=IC+1 
IF (IU.EQ.O) THEN 
C EQN. OF TRG PLANE THAT ENCLOSES DATA 
CALL PLANEQ(XO{NA) ,YO(NB) ,TBMAT(NA,NB) , 
& XO(NA) ,YO(NB+l) ,TBMAT(NA,NB+1) , 
&.. XO(NA-H) ,YO(NB) ,TBMAT(NA+1,NB) ,A1 ,A2,A3,D) 
C DISTANCE OF DATA FROM PLANE 
H=ABS (A 1*KT+A2*AM+A3*TB+D) /SQRT (A 1*A1+A2*A2+A3*A3) 
C UNEXPLAINED VARIATION 
RSS=RSS+B*H 
END IF 
IF (lU.EQ.l) THEN 
C EQN OF TRG PLANE THAT ENCLOSES DATA 
CALL PLANEQ(XO(NA+l) ,YO(NB) .TBMAT(NA+1,NB) , 
& XO(NA) ,YO(NB+l) ,TBMAT(NA,NB+1) , 
& XO(NA-H) ,YO(NB+l) ,TBMAT(NA-H ,NB+1) ,A1,A2,A3»D) 
C DISTANCE OF DATA FROM PLANE 
H«ABS(Al*KT+A2*AM+A3*TB+D)/SQRT(AlftAl+A2*A2+A3*A3) 





C AVG. BEAM TRANSMITTANCE VALUE 
TAVE=SUMT/NPA!RS 
C TOTAL VARIATION 
DO 200 1=1,NPAIRS 
SYY=SYY+ (TBARR(I)-TAVE) **2 
200 CONTINUE 
C EXPLAINED VARIATION 
SSREG=SYY-RSS 
C COEF. OF CORRELATION 
AR=SQRT(SSREG/SYY) 
C COEF. OF DETERMINATION 
AR2=AR*AR 
C REPORT RESULTS 
WRITE (9,*) ' * 
WRITE (9,*) 'NUMBER OF DATA USED = '.NPAIRS,' IC= ', 
WRITE (9,*) 'TOTAL VARIATION SYY= ' ,SYY 
WRITE (9,*) 'RESIDUAL VARIATION RSS= ' ,RSS 
WRITE (9,*) 'EXPLAINED VARIATION SRR= ',SSREG 













C C. BALARAS 14-4-88 
C 
C 
C...SURFACE FITTING WITH IRREGULARLY DISTRIBUTED DATA POINTS 
C USING IMSL SUBROUTINE "IQHSCV" 
C " 
C...THE DATA IN TAPE8 HAVE TO BE ACCORDINGLY COMPLETED 
C THAT JS REQUIRE SOME NULL DATA ON THE REFERENCE PLANE (X,Y,0) 
C 
C...TO RUN THIS PROGRAM, 






C TAPE7 - OUTPUT FILE 
C TAPES - INPUT FILE 
C TAPE2 - PLOT FILE 
C 
C. ..DECLARATIONS 
REAL KTARR (8227) ,AMARR(8227) ,TBARR (8227) 
DIMENSION XO(l6) ,YO(7) ,ZI (16,7) 
DIMENSION IWK (2551^9),WK (493^2) 







C. ..READ INPUT DATA 
C 
DO 100 1=1,8227 
READ (8,20) KT,AM,TB 








C...CALL IMSL ROUTINE 




DO 200 1=1,16 









C C. BALARAS 2-16-88 
C C. BALARAS 3"16-88 
C C. BALARAS 4-27-88 
C 
C 
C...CALCULATE TEMPORAL VARIATION FACTOR (ETA) 
C THERE ARE THREE WAYS TO CALCULATE ETA, 
C ETA=SUM(I (PERIOD)-KT*10(PERlOD)) 
C ETA2-SUM (I (PER IOD)- I EST) 
C ETA3=SUM (I (PER IOD)-i (AVG)) 
C THE CALCULATIONS ARE PERFORMED ON FIFTEEN MIN. BASIS 
C APPROPRIATE DATA HAS TO BE USED (I.E. QFILES) WHICH FIRST 
C HAVE BEEN PROCESSED THROUGH CREATE3 TO COMPLETE ANY MISSING 
C PERIODS. THE DATA WERE FINALL WRITTEN iN TAPE3 AND COLLECTED IN 
C ANNUAL DATA FILES (DATA[YR]). 
C THE DATA ARE BEING PROCESSED : QUENTIALLY STARTING FROM 
C 1979 JAN THE 1ST AND SO ON. 
C 






C M77> 1=SCREATE3,L=0 
C ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ftft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 
C ft COMPLETE QFILE HAVE BEEN * 
C * STORED UNDER !DATA (YR) ' FILES * 
C * AT, DATA (YR) ... * 
C * CDATA (YR) ,TAPE3 * 





C TAPE2 - AVAILABLE 
C TAPE 10 - 15 MIN DATA (QFILE) 
C TAPE3 ~ INPUT 15 MIN DATA (PROCESSED BY CREATE3) 
C TAPE8 - OUTPUT 
C TAPE9 - INPUT HOURLY DATA 
C 
C 
COMMON /CNSTS/ ALATR,DEL0M02,GSCF,HRCONV 
COMMON /CNSTS2/ QL02 
C 
C. ..DIMENSIONS 
DIMENSION T(4) ,PIRAD(4) 



























C ***** BEGIN CALCULATIONS ***** 
C 
DO 100 l«1,NPA!RS 
C...READ HOURLY DATA FROM GDHR5Y 
READ (9,20) YR,MO,DAY,HR,MIN,HRZTOT,DIR,PCT,BADPER 
20 FORMAT (5 (IX,12) ,2(2X,F7.1) , 2X, Fi+.2 , "IX,12) 
C 
IF (YR.NE.80) GOTO 100 
C 
C RECORDED TIME IS FOR PERIOD ENDING 
C CALCULATE PERIOD ENDING TIME FOR 1ST 15 MIN PERIOD 
T!ME=(HR+MIN/60.0)-0.75 
C ADJUST ACCORDINGLY FOR MISSING PERIOD 
IF (PCT.NE.O.O) THEN 
IF (BADPER.EQ.1) TIME* (HR+MIN/60.)-0.5 
END IF 
C 
C...CALCULATE AVG. HOURLY CLEARNESS INDEX AND HG10 
CVLT= (HR+MI N/60.0)-0.5 
CALL HELGO(YR,MO,DAY,CVLT,ALONGD,ALATD,ALONST,ZONE,ALPHA, 
& DELTA,EOT,OMEGA,R) 
CALL SUBI (OMEGA,ALATD,DELTA,BADPER,GSC,1FRST,R,HRZT0T,DIR, 
& IO,KT,TB) 
CALL EXTRAD (DELTA,OMEGA,R,HBNI 0,HG10,AZCOS,AHANG,DL02) 
C 
C...CALCULATE THE SOLAR ALTITUDE 
SINALT=AZC0S 





C...CALCULATE AIR MASS 
AM=AMASS (ALTAVE) 
C...TEST FOR VALIDITY OF RESULTS 
C FOR NEGATIVE ALTITUDE, AM=1E50 SKIP CALCULATIONS 
IF (AM.GT.100.0) GOTO 100 
C 
c 
C... I DENT I FY CORRESPONDING 15-MN DATA 
C RESET COUNTER 
IC0UNT=O 
200 READ (3,30) YR2,M02,DAY2,HR2,MIN2,FLG1,FLG2,FLG3 
READ (3,^0) PYHEL1,PYHEL2,PYRAN 
30 FORMAT (I 2,5X,i 2, IX, I 2, IX, I 2, IX, I 2 ,MtX,Z2,Z2,2X,Z2) 
40 FORMAT (23X,F5.0,F5.0,5X,F5.0) 
C 
IF (YR2.EQ.80.AND.M02.EQ.9.AND.DAY2.EQ.25.AND.HR2.EQ.10 
&.AND.M1N2.EQ.23) GOTO 1500 
IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1 
C PERIOD ENDING TIME OF 15 MIN PERIOD 
TlME2=(HR2+MIN2/60.0) 
DT=ABS(TIME-TIME2) 
C CROSS COMPARE DATA 
IF (YR2.NE.YR) GOTO 200 
IF (M02.NE.M0) GOTO 200 
IF (DAY2.NE.DAY) GOTO 200 
IF (TIME2.NE.TIME.AND.DT.GT.0.00000000001) GOTO 200 
C 
C...N0. OF 15 MIN PERIODS 
1500 NPER=4 










C 15 MIN CALCULATIONS 
DO 300 IP-l.NPER 
C SKIP THIS PERIOD IF IT IS BAD 
IF (BADPER.EQ.IP.AND.BADPER.NE.l) GOTO 400 
CVLT= (HR2+M i N2/60.0)-0.125 
CALL HELG0(YR2,M02,DAY2,CVLT,AL0NGD,ALATD,AL0NST,Z0NE, 
£ ALPHA,DELTA,EOT,OMEGA,R) 
















C. READ DATA FOR NEXT PERIOD 
i00 IF (IP.LT.NPER) THEN 
READ (3,30) YR2,M02,DAY2,HR2,MIN2,FLG!,FLG2,FLG3 





C...CALCULATE COEF. FOR BEST FIT 
C1=((SUM(*SUMT2)-{SUMT*SUMIT))/ 
S ((N0P*SUMT2)- (SUMT*SUMT)) 
C2=((N0P*SUM1T)-(SUMT*SUM1))/ 
S ((N0P*SUMT2) - (SUMT*SUMT)) 
C 
C...CALCULATE TEMPORAL VARIATION ETA 





C...CALCULATE AVG. GLOBAL RAD VALUE FOR THE HOUR 
AVGI=0. 




C...CALCULATE TEMPORAL VARIATIONS ETA2 AND ETA3 
DO 500 IA-1,N0P 
IEST=C1+C2*T(1A) 
SUM2=SUM2+(PI RAD (1 A)- I EST)**2 
SUM3=SUM3+ (PI RAD (I A)-AVGI)**2 
500 CONTINUE , . 







C RECORD RESULTS 
WRITE (8,50) YRlM0,DAY,HR,MiN,KT,TB,ETA,ETA2,ETA3*AM,BADPER,NQP 
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. 45 3 1715 7 
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.45 5 O676 0 
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.50 1 1420 96 
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.50 3 2471 7 
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45 3 1715 7 
45 4 . 1326 0 
45 .5 .0676 0 
50 0 .0967 54 
50 1 1420 96 
50 2 2186 43 
50 .3 .2471 7 
50 4 .1555 0 
50 5 O852 0 
55 0 2069 85 
55 . l .2186 ' 154 
55 .2 .2777 63 
55 3 3123 1 
55 4 I869 0 
55 .5 .1055 0 
60 .0 .2903 125 
60 ? 2903 210 
60 2 4073 27 
60 .3 .3313 0 
60 4 .2158 0 
60 5 1276 0 
65 0 4234 315 
65 .1 • 3575 308 
65 .2 3974 0 
65 3 3446 0 
65 4 2415 0 
65 • 5 .1504 0 
70 0 .5484 648 
70 i 3269 211 
70 2 3833 0 
70 .3 3523 0 
70 4 2637 0 
70 5 1730 0 
75 0 655^ 932 
75 i .4171 71 
75 2 3900 0 
75 3 3598 0 
75 4 2829 0 
75 5 1950 0 
80 0 7134 461 
80 1 4428 11 
80 2 4006 0 
80 .3 3680 0 
80 4 2999 0 
80 5 2160 0 
85 0 7788 44 
85 .1 5100 0 
85 2 4225 0 
85 3 3789 0 
85 4 3157 0 
85 5 2359 0 
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TABLE E.3 
Coordinates of the Locally Weighted Least Square 
Error Fit Surface Using All the Five Year Data 
Clearness ETA 3 Beam No. of 
1 ndex Transmi ttance Data 
.10 0 .0000 0 
.10 1 .0000 0 
.15 0 .0000 4 
.15 1 .0000 32 
.10 2 .0000 5 
.15 2 .0011 5 
.10 3 .0000 3 
.15 3 .0002 0 
.10 4 .0000 0 
.15 4 .0000 0 
.10 5 .0000 0 
.15 5 .0000 0 
'. 20 0 .0000 40 
.20 ] .0006 61 
.20 2 .0034 28 
. 20 3 .0029 4 
. 20 4 .0006 0 
. 20 5 .0001 0 
.25 0 .0000 50 
.25 1 .0014 78 
.25 .2 .0139 45 
.25 3 .0390 7 
.25 4 .0193 2 
.25 5 .0040 0 
• 30 0 .0012 55 
.30 1 .0099 63 
.30 2 .0287 23 
.30 • 3 .0642 15 
.30 4 .1029 3 
.30 • 5 .0237 0 
.35 .0 .0012 41 
• 35 .1 .0227 69 
• 35 .2 .0501 36 
.35 • 3 .1215 8 
• 35 .4 .0810 5 
.35 .5 .0352 0 
.40 .0 .0394 52 
.40 . 1 .0563 71 
.40 .2 .0836 39 
.40 • 3 .1001 17 
.40 .4 .1447 2 
.40 • 5 .0571 0 
M .0 .0374 51 
.45 .1 .0972 87 
345 
.45 2 .1512 60 
.45 3 .2049 10 
.45 4 .1567 0 
.45 5 .0770 0 
.50 0 .0970 47 
.50 .1 .1459 89 
.50 .2 .2081 53 
.50 3 .2004 7 
.50 4 .1655 0 
.50 5 .0947 0 
• 55 0 .1836 76 
• 55 . 1 .2177 151 
^55 .2 .2748 66 
.55 3 .2987 3 
S5 4 .1921 0 
• 55 5 .1142 0 
.60 0 .2908 112 
,60 . i .2928 203 
.60 .2 .3569 35 
.60 3 ,3103 0 
.60 4 .2158 0 
.60 5 .1345 0 
.65 0 .3890 225 
.65 .1 .4043 384 
.65 .2 .0975 8 
65 • 3 .2678 0 
.65 .4 .2262 0 
.65 5 .1528 0 
.70 0 • 5357 500 
.70 .1 .4259 350 
.70 .2 .1632 0 
.70 3 .2469 0 
.70 .4 .2303 0 
70 5 .1683 0 
• 75 0 .6647 817 
.75 .1 .5884 184 
• 75 .2 .2482 0 
• 75 .3 .2471 0 
.75 .4 .2337 0 
• 75 5 .1814 0 
.80 0 .7025 439 
.80 ,1 .6324 33 
.80 .2 .3251 0 
.80 .3 .2627 0 
.80 .4 .2395 0 
.80 .5 .1930 0 
.85 0 .8107 44 
.85 .1 .6680 0 
.85 .2 .3936 0 
.85 -3 .2889 0 
.85 .4 .2494 0 
.85 .5 .2043 0 
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APPENDIX F 
Table F. I Coordinates of the Locally Weighted Least Square 
Error Fit Surface Using All Three Year Data from 
the National Observatory of Athens, Greece2 
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• 50 4.0 .II83 14 
• 50 5.0 .0000 2 
.55 1.0 .2546 90 
SS 2.0 • 3375 159 
.55 3.0 .2358 51 
SB 4.0 .2749 9 
• 55 5.0 .2349 2 
.60 1.0 .2778 131 
.60 2.0 .3536 159 
.60 3.0 • 3507 25 
. 60 4.0 .1726 13 
, t3v 5.O .3188 2 
.65 1.0 .4303 230 
.65 2.0 .4090 I96 
.65 3.0 .3410 45 
.65 4.0 .3140 22 
.65 5.0 .1768 9 
.70 1.0 .4675 402 
.70 2.0 .4681 262 
.70 3-0 .3885 58 
.70 4.0 .3451 19 
.70 5.0 .3990 13 
• 75 1.0 .5717 533 
.75 2.0 .5055 235 
.75 • 3.0 .4141 54 
.75 4.0 .3984 14 
.75 5.0 .3018 10 
.80 1.0 .6676 235 
.80 2.0 .5944 84 
.80 3.0 .5702 32 
.80 4.0 .5041 15 
.80 5.0 .3778 10 
.85 1.0 • 5267 18 
.85 2.0 .5435 5 
.85 3.0 • 5581 4 
.85 4.0 .5116 5 
.85 5.0 .8174 6 
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